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Tortured for Christ
Pastor Richard Wunnbrand, wfiose body bears tlte
scars of fourteen years of torture and suffering in
communist prisons, witnessed the indomitable courage
and continuing faith of hundreds upon hundreds of
Christian believers.
Tom from their loved ones, battered and beaten in
body but not in spirit, these examples of overcoming
Christian faith and love continue to encourage
believers everywhere.
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Dedication
To the Rev. W. Stuart Harris, General Director of the
European Christian Mission in London, who, upon
my release from prison in 1964, came to Romania as a
messenger from Christians in the.West.
Entering our house very late at night, after having
taken many precautionary m�asures, he brought us
words of love and comfort as well as relief for fqmilies
of Christian martyrs.
On behalf of these faithful believers,
I hereby express our gratitude.
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INTRODUCTION

Our continuing ministry
When "Tortured for Christ" was first released in 1967,
Romania was in the grip of the communist dictator Nicolae
Ceausescu.
At Christmas 1989 the Romanian people revolted. After
bloody battles, Ceausescu and his wife were overthrown and
executed
Romania was free!
Other countries followed as Eastern Europe abandoned ·
the Communist Party. The Soviet Union disintegrated, then
re-fom1ed as the Commonwealth of Independent States.
A democratic fom1 of government now exists in most of
the Eastern Bloc countries and in the CIS.
The Voice of the Martyrs immediately moved to take
advantage of the unprecedented opportunities to work in
these once-closed countries.
Stephen Centres, which distribute literature and relief,
have been opened in Romania, Albania, Russia and Ukraine.
A printing plant and a children's home have also been estab
lished in Romania.
VOM is working openly in Hungary, Bulgaria, Latvia,
Lithuania, the Czech Republic and other countries.
The need for our ministry of aid, encouragement and
Christian witness is enormous. In other areas and under other
regil.r.es, Christians continue to be persecuted.
''<le continue to be The Voice of the Martyrs - Servants of
the Per: '!cuced Church.
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A martyr's witness
Richard Wurmbrand said, "Tortured for Christ has J.'.lO
lirerary value. It was written in only three days shortly after
my release from prison. But it was written with pen and
tears. And for some reason, God has chosen to bless this
writing and use it for His purpose."
In this 30th anniversary edition of Tortured ;or Christ,
little has been changed. The original testimony of a
pastor's fourteen year imprisonment under a Romanian
communist dictatorship has been left intact.
Over the years, Tortured for Christ has been translated
into at least 70 languages and millions of copies have been
distributed throughout the world. We are continually
amazed at how this testimony has been used of God to
strengthen His Body.
We have discovered that in this Body, victory, cour
age, resilience and tenacity know no borders, no skin
colour, no nationality but are given equally to all by the
Holy Spirit.
It is very curious that Chinese pastors, American
housewives and Arab taxi drivers can all be inspired .and
encouraged by a book by a Romanian Jew.
Vietnamese house church leaders once shared with me
how they prepared their Christian flocks to survive and
grow under the expected Communist takeover of South
. Vietnam in the 1970s. They distributed the Vietnamese
translation of Tortured for Christ as a survival guidebook, a

-
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testimony of an overcoming faith in incredibly difficult
circumstances.
_We also receive letters from many who have entered a
personal relationship with Jesus Christ from reading this book,
realizing that the love of Christ is a powerful reality.
In this sense, these pages do not constitute a political
attack but present a martyr's Gospel "witness."
Many today believe that a martyr is simply someone who
dies for his faith. Unfortunately, by this definition we have
lost the true significance and depth of martyrdom.
St. Augustine once stated, "The cause, not the suffering,
makes a genuine martyr."
In his play Murder in the Cathedral, T. S. Eliot describes
a martyr as one "who has become an instrument of God,
who has lost his will in the will of God, not lost it but found
it, for he has found freedom in submission
A martyr
to God. The martyr no longer desires any
takes that
thing for himself, not even the glory of
martyrdom."
witness to
According to the original Greek,
others
"martyr" means "witness." The writer of
regardless·
Hebrews states that "we are surrounded
by so great a cloud of witnesses [martyrs]"
of the cost
(12: 1) and Jesus instructs us in Acts 1:8,
"You shall be witnesses [martyrs] to Me in Jerusalem and
in all Judea and Samaria and to the end of the earth."
T he New Testament martyr not only personally testified
to the truth and power of Jesus Christ but was instructed to
take that witness to others, regardless of the cost. Later in the
book of Acts, we read about the stoning of Stephen, making
him the first to pay the ultimate price for that witness.
It is at this time that the word martyr took on a much
stronger meaning as one who not only is a witness but as one
who is willing to give his life or to be martyred for that cause.

The very truth to which we bear witness comes at a great
cost - it can cost us our reputation, popularity and prestige.
It may even cost us our families, friends, or our lives. But the
message of our witness is so powerful that we are exhorted to
"lay aside every weight and the sin which so easily ensnares
us" (Hebrews 12: 1), in order to run with endurance the "race"
that God has set before us in our life.
The message of Christ's "witnesses" is also not confined
to physical borders or limitations. It transcends any label or
box we may deem appropriate.
The faith of
Martyrdom is not depre�sing but nec
essary for movement into a prayerful
these martyrs
understanding of global Christian reality.
cannot be
It is necessary in order to receive that
controlled
which has also been "granted on behalf of
Christ" that is "to suffer for His sake"
or killed
(Philippians 1 :29).
The faith of these witnesses. or martyrs, cannot be con
trolled or killed. It can only plant seeds to further God's
kingdom beyond "Jerusalem and in all Judea and Samaria
and to the end of the earth" (Acts 1:8), as their testimonies
bear witness to the truth of Jesus Christ. Christ said, "On
this rock I will build My church and the gates of Hades
shall not prevail against it" (Matthew 16: 18).
It is through this understanding that I have come to know
Pastor Richard Wurmbrand as one whose life reflects that of
a martyr. Not because of death but because he bears witness
to the life of Christ and has undergone sufferings to the point
that death would have been preferred to life itself
Tortured for Christ not only r�veals the facts st1rround
ing a man who has suffered at the hands of a brutal com
munist regime, it reveals the faith and perseverance of a
man totally committed to Christ and his dcsin· to shar�
the truth with others.

-

It is this truth that comes alive through each page,
transforming the thinking of Western Christians by reveal
ing that throughout history and even today, Christians
endure horrific sufferings and even die for their witness to
the life and power of Jesus Christ.
It is our prayer that this testimony lives on, that we
may come to a deeper knowledge of our relationship with
Jesus Christ and our duty on this earth. That we may come
to understand the true aspects of the martyr's life and if by
God's will, we would be willing to be that witness.
Tom W hite
USA Director, The Voic� of the Martyrs

The Russians' Avid
Thirst for Christ
An atheist finds Christ
/was orphaned from the first years of life. Being brought
up in a family in which no religion was recognized, I received
no religious education as a child. As the result of a bitter
childhood, which included knowing poverty in the difficult
years of World War I, at.age fourteen I was as convinced an
atheist as the Communists are today.
I had read atheistic books, and it was notjust that I did not
believe in God or Christ I hated these notions, considering
them harmful for the human mind. So I grew up in bitterness
toward religion.
But as I understood afterward, I had the grace to be one
of the chosen of God for reasons that I don't understand.
These reasons had nothing to do with my character, because
my character was very bad.
Although I . was an atheist, something unreasonable
always attracted me to churches. I found it difficult to pass a
church without entering it. However, I never understood
what was happening in these churches. I listened to the
sermons, but they didn't appeal_to my heart.
I had an image of God as a master whom I should have to
obey. I hated this wrong image of God that I had in my mind,
I
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but I would have liked very much to know that a loving heart
existed somewhere in the center of this universe. Since I had
known few of the joys of childhood and youth, I longed that
there should be a loving heart beating for me, too.
I convinced myself that there was no God, but I was sad
that such a God o( love did not exist. Once, in my inner
spiritual conflict,· I entered a Catholic church. I saw people
kneeling and saying something. I thought, I will kneel near
them so I can hear what they say and repeat the prayers to see
ifsomething happens.
They said a prayer to the holy virgin, "Hail Mary, full of
grace." I repeated the words after them again and again; I
looked at the statue of the virgin Mary,
but nothing happened. I was very sad
i was an
about
it.
Atheist,
One day, being a very convinced
but atheism
atheist, I prayed to God. My prayer was
did not give
something like this: "God, I know surely
that You do not exist. But if perchance
peace to my
You exist, which I contest, it is not my
Heart
duty to believe in You; it is Your duty to
reveal Yourself to me."
I was an atheist, but atheism did not
....
give peace to my heart.
During this time of inner turmoil, an old carpenter in a
village high up in the mountains of Romania prayed like this:
"My God, I have served you on earth and I wish to have my
reward on �arth as well as in heaven. And my reward should
be that I should not die before I bring a Jew to Christ, because
Jesus was from theJewish people. But I am poor, old, and sick.
I cannot go around and seek a Jew. In my village there are
none. Bring a Jew into my village and I will do my best to bring
him to Christ."
Something irresistible drew me to that village. I had no
reason to go there. Romania has twelve thousand villages, but

J
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I went to that one. Seeing I was a Jew, the carpenter courted
me as never a beautiful girl had been courted. He saw in me
the answer to his prayer and gave me a Bible to read. I had
read the Bible out of cultural interest many times before. But
the Bible he gave me was another kind of Bible.
As he told me some time later, he and his wife prayed
together for hours for my conversion and that of my wife.
The Bible he gave me was written not so much in words, but
in flames of love fired by his prayers.
I could barely read it. I could only weep over it,
comparing my bad life with the life of Jesus; my impurity with
His righteousness; my hatred with His love and He accepted
me as one of His own.
Soon thereafter. my wife was converted. She brought
other souls to Christ. Those other souls brought still more
souls to Christ, and so a new Lutheran congregation arose in
Romania.
Then came the Nazis under whom we suffered mll<;h. In
Romania, Nazism took the form of a dictatorship of extreme
ortho�lox elements that persecuted Protestant groups as well
as the Jews.
Even before my formal ordination and before I was
prep�red for the ministry. I was the leader of this church,
being the founder of it. I was responsible for it. My wife and I
were arrested several times, beaten, and hauled before Nazi
judges. The Nazi terror was great, but only a taste of what was
to come under the Communists. My son, Mihai, had to
assume a non Jewish name to prevent his death.
But these Nazi times had one great advantage. They
taught us that physical beatings could be endured, and that
the human spirit with God's help can survive horrible
tortures. They taught us the technique of secret Christian
work, which was a preparation for a far worse ordeal to come
an ordeal that wasjust before us.

��-------------1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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My Ministry to the Russians
Out of remorse for having been an atheist, I longed from
the first day of my conversion to be able to witness to the
Russians. The Russians are a people raised from childhood
in atheism. My desire to reach Russians has been fulfilled,
and I did not have to go to Russia to reach them. Its
fulfillment began in Nazi times, because we had in
Romania many thousai;ids of Russian war prisoners among
whom we could do Christian work.
It was a dramatic, moving work. I will never forget my
first encounter with a Russian prisoner, an engineer. I asked
him if he believed in God. If he had said "no," I would not
have minded it much. It is the choice of every man to believe
or disbelieve. But when I asked him this, he lifted his eyes
toward me without understanding and said, "I have no such
military order to believe. Ifl have an order I will believe."

Pastor Richard Wurmbrand with a group of Hebrew Christians .e.
had brought to the Messiah and baptized secretly during the Nazi
occupation of Romania.

s
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Tears ran down my cheeks. I felt my heart torn in pieces.
Here stood before me a man whose mind was dead, a man
who had lost a great gift God has given to mankind his
individuality. He was a brainwashed tool in the hands of the
Communists, ready to believe or not on an order. He could
not think anymore on his own.
This was a typical Russian after all these years of
Communist domination! After the shock of seeing what
communism had done to human beings, I promised God that
I would dedicate my life to these men, to give them back their
personalities and to give them faith in God and Christ.
Beginning August 23, 1944, one million Russian troops
entered Romania and, very soon after this, the Communists
came to power in our country. Then began a nightmare that
made suffering under the Nazis seem easy.
At that time in Romania, which now has a population of
about 24 million, the Communist party had only ten
thousand members. But Vishirisky, the Foreign Secretary of
the Soviet Union, stormed into the office of our much
beloved King Michael I, pounded his fists on the table and
said, "You must appoint Communists to the government."
Our army and police were disarmed and so, by violence
and hated by almost all, the Communists came to power. It
was not without the cooperation of the American and British
rulers of that time.
Men are responsible before God not only for their
personal sins, but also for their national sins. The tragedy of
all the captive nations is a responsibility on the hearts of
American and British Christians. Americans must know that
they have at times unwittingly assisted the Russians in
imposing upon us a regime of murd,er and terror. As a part of
the Body of Christ, Americans must'atone for this by helping
the captive peoples come to the light of Christ.

6
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The Seduction of the Church
Once the Communists came to power, they skillfully used
the means of seduction toward the Church. The language of
love and the language of seduction are the same. The one who
wishes a girl for a wife and the one who wishes her for only a
night both say the words, "I love you."
Jesus has told us to discern between the language of
seduction and the language of love, and to know the wolves
clad in sheepskin from the real sheep.
Unfortunately, when the Communists
I don't wish
came to power, thousands of priests, pastors,
To have a
and ministers did not know how to discern
Coward as a
between the two voices.
Husband
The Communists convened a congress of
all Christian bodies in our Parliament
building. There were four thousand priests,
pastors, and ministers of all denominations and these men of
God chose Joseph Stalin as honorary president of this
congress. At the same time he was president of the World
Movement of the Godless and a mass murderer of Christians.
One after another, bishops and pastors arose and declared
that communism and Christianity are f�.mdameritally the same
and could coexist. One minister
after another said words of
w
.
praise toward communism a·nd assured the new government
of the loyalty of the Church.
My wife and I were present at this congress. Sabina told
me, "Richard, stand up and wash away this shame from the
face of Christ! They are spitting in His face."
I said to her, "Ifl do so, you lose your husband."
She replied, "I don't wish to have a coward as a husband."
Then I arose and spoke to this congress, praising not the
murderers of Christians, but Jesus Christ, stating that our
loyalty is due first to Him. The speeches at this congress were

1
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broadcast and the whole country could hear proclaimed from
the rostrum of the Communist Parliament the message of
Christ! Afterward I had to pay for this, but it was worthwhile.
Orthodox and Protestant church leaders competed with
each other in yielding to communism. An Orthodox bishop
put the hammer and sickle on his robes and asked his priests to
no longer call him "Your Grace," but "Comrade Bishop."
Priests like Patrascoiu and Rosianu were more direct. They
became officers of the secret police.
Rapp, deputy bishop of the Lutheran church in Romania,
began to teach in the theological seminary that God had given
three revelations: one through Moses, one through Jesus, and
the third through Stalin, the last superseding the one before.
I attended the Congress of the Baptists in the town of
R
e
s
t
a
a congress under the Red flag, where the anthem of the Soviet
Union had been sung with everyone standing. The president
of the Baptists praised Stalin as a great teacher of the Bible and
proclaimed that Stalin did nothing but fulfill the
commandments of God!
It must be understood that the true Baptists, whom I love
very much, did not agree and were very faithful to Christ,
suffering much. However, the Communists "elected" their
leaders and the Baptists had no choice but to accept them.
The same condition exists today in Communist nations
among the very top religious leadership of the "official" 1
church. Those who became servants of communism instead of
Christ began to denounce the brethren who did notjoin them.
Just as Christians in Russia created an Underground
•The official church is one registered with and controlled by
the government. Membership of official churches in m a· n y
totalitarian countries today usually numbers less , than
ten percent of the Christian population. The others prefer to
worship in "underground" or unregistered churches.
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Church after their revolution, the coming to power of
communism and the betrayal by many official church
leaders compelled us to likewise create in Romania an
Underground Church: one faithful to evangelize, preach
the gospel, and reach children for Christ.
The Communists forbade all this and the official church
complied.
Together with others, I began an underground work.
Outwardly I had a very respectable position pastor of the
Norwegian Lutheran Mission that served as a cover for my
real underground work. At the same time I represented the
World Council of Churches in Romania. (In Romania we
had not the slightest idea that this organization would ever
cooperate with the Communists. At that time in our country
it did nothing but relief work.)
These two titles gave me a very good standing before the
authorities, who did not know of my underground work.
There were two aspects of this underground work. The
first was our secret ministry among Russian soldiers. The
second aspect was our underground work with the enslaved
peoples of Romania.

RussiansA People With Such "Thirsty" Souls
For me, to preach the gospel to the Russians is heaven on
earth. I have preached the gospel to men of many nations,
but I have never seen a people drink in the gospel like the
Russians. They have such thirsty souls.
An Orthodox priest, a friend of mine, telephoned me
and told me that a Russian officer had come LO him to
confess. My friend �id not know Russian. Hc·vever,
· knowing that I speak Russian, he had given ))im my address.
The next day this man c:ame to see me. He longed for God,

-
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but he had never seen a Bible. He had no religious education
and never attended religious services (churches in Russia
then were very scarce). He loved God without the slightest
knowledge of Him.
I read to him the Sermon on the Mount and the parables
of Jesus. After hearing them, he danced around the room in
rapturous joy proclaiming, "What a wonderful beauty! How
could I live without knowing this Christ!" It was the first time
that I saw someone sojoyful in Christ.
Then I made a mistake. I read to him the passion and
crucifixion of Christ, without having prepared him for this.
He had not expected it and, when he heard how Christ was
beaten, how He was crucified and that in the end He died, he
fell into an armchair and began to weep bitterly. He had
believed in a Savior and now his Savior was dead!
I looked at him and was ashamed. I had called myself a
Christian, a pastor, and a teacher of others, but I had never
shared the sufferings of Christ as this Russian officer now
shared them. Looking at him, it was like seeing Mary
Magdalene weeping at the foot of the cross, faithfully weeping
when Jesus was a corpse in the tomb.
Then I read to him the story of the resurrection and
watched his expression change. He had not known that his
Savior arose from the tomb. When he heard this wonderful
news, he beat his knees and swore using very dirty, but very
"holy" profanity. This was his crude manner of speech. Again
he rejoiced, shouting for joy, "He is alive! He is alive!" He
danced around the room once more, overwhelmed with
happiness!
I said to him, "Let us pray!" He did not know how to pray.
He did not know our "holy" phrases. He fell on his knees
together with me and his words of prayer were: "Oh God,
what a fine chap you are! If I were You and You were me, I
would never have forgiven You of Your sins. But You are

��--------.........1111111111111111111111111111111111111•111111111111111
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really a very nice chap! I love You with all of my heart."
I think that all the angels in heaven stopped what they
were doing to listen to this sublime prayer from a Russian
officer, The man had been won for Christ!
In a shop, I met a Russian captain with a lady officer.
They were buying all kinds of things and had difficulty
speaking to the salesman, who did not understand Russian.
I offered to translate for them and we became acquainted. I
invited them to lunch at our house. Before beginning to eat,
I told them, "You are in a Christian house and we have the
habit of praying." I said the prayer in Russian. They put
down their forks and knives and were no longer interested
in food. Instead, they asked question after question about
God, Christ, and the Bible. They knew nothing.
It was not easy to talk to them. I told them the parable of
the man who had a hundred sheep and lost one. They did
not understand, as they were brainwashed with the
Communist ideology. They asked, "How is it that he has a
hundred sheep? Has not the Communist collective farm
taken them away?"
Then I said that Jesus is a king. They answered, "All the
kings have been bad men who controlled the people, so
·Jesus must also be a dictator."
When I told them the parable of the workers in the
vineyard, they said, "Well, these did very well to rebel
against the owner of the vineyard. The vineyard has to
belong to the collective." Everything was new for them.
When I told them about the birth of Jesus, they asked what
would seem blasphemous to a Westerner, "Was Mary the
wife of God?" In talking with them and many others, I
learned that to preach the gospel to the Russians, after so
many years of communism, we had to use an entirely new
approach.
This truth applies in many different cultures. The

-
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m1ss10nanes who went to Central Africa had difficulty
translating the words of Isaiah: "Though your sins are like
scarlet, they shall be white as snow" (1:18). No one in Central
Africa had ever seen snow, so they had no word for it. The
missionaries had to translate, "Your sins will become white as
the kernel of the coconut."
. So we had to translate the gospel into the "Marxist
language" in order for them to identify with it. It was something
we could not do by ourselves, but the Holy Spirit did His work
through us.
To preach the
The captain and the lady officer were
c;ospel to the
converted on that day. Later, they helped us
Russians, we
much in our underground ministry to the
had to use an
Russians.
entirely new
approach
We secretly printed and distributed
among Russians many thousands of Gospels
and other Christian literature. Through the
converted Russian soldie�s, we smuggled Bibles and Bible
portions into Russia. We also used another technique to get
copies of God's Word into the hands of Russians. The Russian
soldiers had been fighting for several years and many of them
had children back home whom they had not seen for all this
time. (The Russians have a great fondness for children.)
My son, Mihai, and other children under ten years of age
would go to the Russian soldiers on t�e streets and in the parks,
carrying Bibles, Gospels, and �ther literature .in th�ir pockets.
The Russian soldiers would pat them on the head, talk to them
lovingly, thinking of their own children whom they had riot
seen m years.
The soldiers would give them chocolate or candy, and the
children, in turn, would give the soldiers something
--Bibles and Gospels, which they eagerly ;;tccepteci.

Often what was too dangerous for us to do openly our

12
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children did in complete safety. They were "young
missionaries" to the Russians. The results were excellent.
Many Russian soldiers received the gospel this way when
there was no other way to give it to them.

Preaching in Russian Army Barracks
We worked among the Russians not only by individual
witnessing. We were able to work in small group meetings as
well.
The Russians were very fond of watches. They stole
watches from everyone. They would stop people on the street
and demand that they hand them over. We would see
Russians with several watches on each arm, and Russian
women officers with alarm clocks hanging around their necks.
They had never had watches before and could not get enough
of them.
Romanians who wished to have a watch had to go to the
barracks of the Soviet army to buy a stolen one, often buying
back their own watch. So it was common for Romanians to
enter the Russian barracks. The Underground Church also
used that pretext of purchasing watches from them to give us
entrance into their barracks.
The first time I preached in a Russian barrack was on the
day of St. Paul and St. Peter, an Orthodox feast. I went onto
the military base pretending to buy a watch. I pretended that
one was too expensive, another was too small, and another too
big. Several soldiers crowded around me, each offering me
something to buy. Jokingly I asked them, "Are any of you
named Paul or Peter?"
Some were. Then I said, "Do you know that today is the
day when your Orthodox church honors St. Paul and St.
Peter?" (Some of the older Russians knew it.) So I asked, "Do
you know who Paul and Peter were?" No one knew, so I began
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to tell them about Paul and Peter.
One of the older Russian soldiers interrupted me and said,
"You have not come to buy watches. You have come to tell us
about the faith. Sit down here with us and speak to us! But be
very careful! We know ab9ut whom to beware. These around
me are all good men, but when I put my hand on your knee,
you must talk only about watches. When I remove my hand,
you may begin your message again."
Quite a great crowd of men was gathered around me and I
told them about Paul and Peter, about the Christ for whom
Paul and Peter died. From time to time, someone would
approach in whom they had no confidence. The soldier would
put his hand on my knee and I would talk about watches.
When that man went away, I resumed preaching about Christ.
This visit was repeated numerous times with the help of
Russian Christian soldiers. Many of their comrades found
Christ and thousands of Gospels were given out secretly.
A number of our brothers and sisters in the Underground
Church were caught and heavily beaten for this, but they·
didn't betray our organization.
During this work we had the joy of meeting brethren from
the Underground Church in Russia 'and hearing about their
experiences.
First of all,. we saw in them the makings of great saints.
They had passed t�rough so many years of Communist
indoctrination. But ju'st as a fish lives in the salty waters and
keeps its meat sweet, they passed through the Communist
schools and universities but had kept their souls clean and
pure in Christ.
These Russian Christians had such beautiful souls! They
said, "We know ·that the � :ar with the hammer and sickle,
·w.'1ich we wear on our caps, ;s the star ofthe anti-Christ."
They said this with great sorrow. They helped us greatly to
spread the gospel among ot lwr R uo;si:111 ,nldiero;
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I can say that they had all the Christian virtues, except
the virtue of joy. This they had only at conversion, then it
disappeared. I thought about this a lot.
Once I asked a Baptist, "How is it that you know no joy?"
He answered, "How can I bejoyful when I have to hide from
the pastor of my church that I am an earnest Christian, that I
lead a life of prayer, that I try to win souls? The pastor of the
church is an informer of the secret police. We are spied on
one after another and the shepherds are
those who betray the flock. There exists
We had met
an entirely
very deep in our heart the joy of salvation,
new type of
but this external gladness that you have we
Christian
. do not have it anymore."
the Christian
Christianity has become dramatic �ith
of the
us. When Christians in free countries win a
Underground
soul for Christ, the new believer may
Church
become a member of a quietly living
church. But when those in captive nations
win someone, we know that he may have to go to prison and
that his children may become orphans.
The joy of having brought someone to Chri�t is always
mixed with this feeling that there is a price that must be paid.
We had met an entirely new type of Christian the Christian
of the Underground Church.
Here we had many surprises.
As there are many who believe they are Christians and in
reality are not, we found th�t among the Ru�sians there are
many who believe they are atheists, but in reality they are
not.On a train, a Russian officer sat in front of me. I had
spoken to him about Christ for only a few minutes when·he
broke out with a torrent of atheistic arguments. Quotations
from Marx, Stalin, Voltaire, Darwin, and others against the
Bible just flew from his mouth. He gave me no opportunity
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to contradict him. He spoke for nearly an hour to convince me
that there is no God.
When he had finished, I asked him, "If there is no God,
why do you pray when you are in trouble?" Like a thief
surprised while stealing, he replied, "How do you know that I
pray?" I did not allow him to escape. "I asked my question first.
I asked why you pray. Please answer!"
He bowed his head. and acknowledged, "On the front,
when we were encircled by the Germans, we all prayed! We did
not know how to do it. So we said, 'God and spirit of mother"'
which is surely a very good prayer in the sight of the One who
looks to the heart.
I .met a Russian couple, both sculptors. When I spoke to
them about God, they answered, "No, God does not exist. We
are bezboshniki godless. But we will tell you something
interesting that happened to us.
"Once we worked on a statue of Stalin. During the work,
my wife asked me, ·1How about the thumb? If we did not have
an opposing thumb if our fingers were like our toes we could
not hold a hammer, mallet, tool, book, or piece of bread.
Human life would be impossible without this little thumb.
Now, who made the thumb? We both learned Marxism in
school and know that heaven and earth exist by themselves.
They are not created by God. So I have learned and so I
believe. But if God did not create heaven and earth, if He
created only the thumb, He would be praiseworthy for this
little thing.
_ '"We praise Edison and Bell and Stephenson who have
invented the electric bulb, telephone, railway, and other
things. But why should we not p�aise the One who has
invented the thumb? If Edison had not had a thumb, he would
have invented nothing. It is only right to worship God who
made the thumb.'"
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_ The husband became very angry, as husbands very often
do when their wives tell them wise things. "Don't speak
stupidities! You have learned that there is no God: You do not
know if the house is bugged. We can get into trouble. Get into
your mind once and for all that there is no God. In heaven
there is nobody!"
She replied, "This is an even greater wonder. If in heaven
there is an Almighty God, in whorp in stupidity our forefathers
believed, it would then be only natural 'mat we should have
thumbs. An Almighty God can do everything, so He can make
a thumb, too. But if in heaven there is nobody, I will worship
with all of my heart the 'Nobody' who has made t�e thumb."
So they became worshippers of the "Nobody"! Their faith
in this "Nobody" increased with time, believing Him to be the
creator not only of the thumb, but also of the stars, flowers, .
children, and everything beautiful in life. It was just as in
Athens in earlier times, when Paul met worshippers of the
"unknown God" (Acts 17:23).
This couple was unspeakably happy to hear from me that
they had believed rightly, that in heaven there is really a
"Nobody" God who is Spirit. He is a Spirit of love, wisdom,
truth, and power, who so loved them that He sent His only
begotten Son to sacrifice Himself for them on the cross.
They had been believers in God not knowing that they
were so. I ·had the great privilege of taking them one step
fyrther to the experience of salvation and redemption.
Once I saw a Russian lady officer on the street. I
approached her and apologized, "I know that it is impolite to
approach an unknown lady on the street, but I am a pastor
and my intentions are earnest. I wish to speak to you about
Christ." She asked me, "Do you love Christ?" I said, "Yes! With
all of my heart."
She fell i_nto my arms and kissed me again and again. It was
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a very embarrassing situation for a pastor, so I kissed her back,
hoping people would think we were relatives. She exclaimed
to me, ;•1 love Christ, too!"
I took her to 0U1- home and discovered to my amazement
that she knew nothing about Christ absolutely nothing
except the name. And yet she loved Him. She did not know
that He is the Savior, nor what salvation means. She did not
know where and how He lived and died. She did not know His
teachings, His life or ministry. She was for me a psychological
curiosity: how can you love someone if you know only his
name?
When I inquired, she explained, "As a child, I was taught
to read by pictures. For an 'a' there was an apple, for 'b' there
was a bell, for 'c' a cat, and so on.
"When I went to high school, I was taught that it was my
holy duty to defend the Communist fatherland. I was taugbt
about Communist morals. But I did not know what a 'holy
duty' or a 'moral' looked like. I needed a pictur:e for these.
Now, I knew that our forefathers had a picture for everything
beautiful, praiseworthy, and truthful in life. My grandmother
always bowed before thi·s picture, saying that it was the picture
of one called Cristos (Christ). And I loved this name by itself.
This name became so real to me! Just to say this name gave me
such joy."
Listening to her, I remembered what is written in
Philippians 2: 10, that at the name ofJesus every knee should
bow. Perhaps the antiChrist will be able for a time to erase
from the world the knowledge of God. But there is power in
the simple name of Christ, and this will lead one to the light.
She joyously found Christ in _my home and now the One
whose name she loved lived in her heart.
Every moment I lived with Russians was foll of poetry and
deep meaning. A sister who spread the gospel in railway
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stations gave an interested officer my address. One evening he
entered my house a tall, handsome Russian lieutenant.
I asked him, "How can I serve you?"
He answered, "I have come for light."
I began to read him the most essential parts of Scripture.
He put his hand upon mine and said, "I ask you with all of my
heart, don't lead me astray. I belong to a people kept in the
dark. Tell me, please, is this the true Word of God?" I assured
him that it was. He listened for hours and
There is
accepted Christ.
power in the
Russians are rarely superficial or shallow
simple name
in religious matters. Whether they fought
of Christ and against religion or were for it and sought
Christ, they put their whole soul into it. That
this will lead
is why under communism in Russia,
one to the
Christians
were soulwinning missionaries.
Light
Russians are also historically a religious
people. Countries such as this are ripe and fruitful for gospel
work, and the course of the world is being changed as we
aggressively share the gospel with them.· It is such a tragedy
that Russia and its peoples ar� very hungry for the Word of
God, yet many have seemingly written them off. Our ministry
to the Russians has borne much fruit.
I remember Piotr (Peter). No one knows in what Russian
prison he disappeared. He was so young perhaps twenty. He
had come to Romania with the Russian army. He was
converted in an underground meeting and asked me to
baptize him.
After his baptism, I asked him to tell us what verse of the
Bible had impressed him most and had influenced him to
come to Christ.
He said that at one of our secret meetings, I had read Luke
24, the story of Jesus meeting the two disciples who went
toward Emmat1<;. When they drew near the village, "He
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Qesus] indicated that He would have gone farther" (verse 28).
Piotr said, "I wondered why Jesus said this. He surely wanted to
stay with His disciples. Why then did He say that He wished to
go further?" My explanation was that Jesus is polite. He wished
to be very sure that He was desired. When He saw that He was
welcomed, He gladly entered the house with them. The
Communists �u:.e impolite. 7'hey enter by violence into our
hearts arid minds. They force us to listen to them from morning
to late in the night. They do it through their schools, radio,
newspapers, posters, movies, atheistic meetings, and
everywhere we tur_!l,;. We have to listen continuously to their
godless pr6pa-ganda whether we like it or not. Jesus respects
our freedom. He gently knocks at the door of our heart.
"Jesus has won me by His politeness," said Piotr. This stark
contrast between communism and Christ had convinced him.
He was not the only Russian to have been impressed by 'th,-s
feature in Jesus' character. (As a pastor, I had never thought
about it this way·.)
After his conversion, Piotr repeatedly risked his liberty and
life to smuggle Christian liierature and help for the
Underground Church in Romania to Russia. In the end he was
caught. The last I heard of him, he was still in prison. Did he
die? Is he already in heaven or is he continuing the good fight
on earth? I don't know. Only God knows where he is today.
Like Piotr, many others were notjust converted. We should
never stop at having won a soul for Christ. By this, we have
done only half the work. Every soul won for Christ must be
made to be a soul winner.
The Russians were not only converted, but became
"missionaries" in the Underground Church. They were
reckless and daring for Christ, always saying that it was the least
they could do for Christ who died for them.
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An early family photograph of Richard Wurmbrand
with their son. Mihai (Michael). When both parents were
in prisons and labour camps. Michael survived as an
"orphan" cared for by other Christians. But he was often
mocked and scorned in school. Michael later became the
first Director of The Voice of the Martyrs in the US.A
(October 1967). The mission
" was then called "Jesus to the
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Our Underground Ministry
to an Enslaved Nation
The second aspect of our ministry was our underground
missionary work among Romanians.
Initially, the Communists used seduction to win church
leaders to their side, but very soon they dropped their masks.
Then the terror began and thousands were arrested. To win a
soul for Christ began to be a dramatic thing for us, too, as it had
long been for the Russians.
For example, I was later in prison together with souls
whom God had helped me to win for Christ. I was in the same
cell with one who had left behind"six children and who was
now in prison for his Christian faith. His wife and children
were starving. He might never see them again. I asked him,
"Have you any resentmen� against me that I brought you to
Christ and because of this your family is in such misery?" He
answered, "·I have no words to express my thankfulness that
you have brought me to the wonderful Savior. I would never
have it any other way."
Preaching in these new conditions was not easy. Our
people were very oppressed. The Communists took
possessions from everyone. From the farmer they took fields
and sheep. From a barber or tailor, they took his little shop. It
was not only the capitalists who were expropriated; very poor
men also suffered much. Nearly every family had a member in
prison, and the poverty was great. Men asked, "How is it that a
God oflove permits the triumph of evil?"
It likewise would not have been easy for· the apostles to
preach Christ on Good Friday, as Jesus died on the cross
crying, "My God, My God, why have You forsaken Me?" But
the fact that the work continued to bear fruit proves that it was
from Goel and not f rom us. The Christian faith has an answer
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Richard and Sabina Wurmbrand and their son Mihai,
with other members of their "underground" church, ma_ny
of whom had spent time in prison. Pastor Wurmbrand
organized groups of believers to smuggle Bibles and other
Christian literature into Russia. They walked backwards
through the snow, fooling the border guards into thinking
people were "escaping"from Russia.
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to such questions. For instance,Jesus told us about Lazarus, a
poor beggar, oppressed as we were oppressed dying, hungry,
his wounds being licked by dogs but in the end, angels took
him to Abraham's bosom.
How the Underground Church Worked
Partly in the Open
The Underground.Church met secretly in homes, in the
woods, in basements wherever it cou!d. As is true in many
captive nations today, the Underground Church in Romania
was only partially underground. Like an iceberg, a small part
of its work was in the open.
Under the Communists, we devised a plan of having street
preaching, which in time bec�me very_ risky, but by this means
we reached many souls·we could not reach otherwise. My wife
was very active in this. Some Christians would quietly gather
on a street corner and start to sing. People crowded around
them to hear the beautiful singing, then my wife would deliver
her message. We left the spot before the secret police arrived.
One afternoon, while I was active elsewhere, my wife
delive1"'ed a message before thousands of workers at the
entrance of the great MALAXA factory in the city of
Bucharest. She spoke to the workers about God and salvation.
The next day, many workers in this factory were shot after
rebelling against the injustices of the Communists. They had
heard the' n:iessage just in time!
We wer� an Underground Church but, like John the
Baptist, we spoke openly to men and rulers about Christ.
Once, on the steps of one of our government buildings, two
Christian brethren pushed their way to our Prime Minister,
Gheorghiu Dej. In the few moments they had, they witnessed
to him about Christ, urging him to turn from his sins and
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persecution. He had them thrown into pnson for their
daring witness.
Years later, when Prime Minister Dej was very sick, the
seed of the gospel, which they had planted years ago and for
which they had suffered greatly, bore fruit. In his hour of
need, the Prime Minister remembered the words that had
been spoken to him.
Those words were, as the Bible says, "living and
powerful, and sharper than any twoedged sword" (Hebrews
4: 12). They cut through the hardness of his
Like John
heart and he surrendered his life to Christ. He
Baptist we
confessed his sins, accepted the Savior, and
Spoke
began to serve Him in his sickness. Not long
openly
afterward he died, but went to his newfound
To men and
Savior all because two Christians were willing
Rulers about
to pay the price. And they are typical of the
Christ
courageous Christians in captive nations
today.
Sharing the gospel became more difficult under the
Communist oppression, but we succeeded in printing
several Christian pamphlets, passing them through the
severe censorship of the Communists. We presented to the
censor booklets that had on the front page a picture of Karl
Marx, the founder of communism, and titles such as
Religion is the Opium of the People. He considered them to
be Communist publications and put the seal of approval on
them. In these booklets, after a few pages full of quotations
from Marx, Lenin, and Stalin which pleased the censor we
gave our message about Christ.
We then went to the Communist demonstrations and
distributed these "Communist" booklets. The Communists,
seeing the picture of Marx, competed with each other to buy
them. By the time they reached page ten and discovered that

-.
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they were all about God and Jesus, we were far away.
Thus, the Underground Church worked not only in the
secret meetings and clandestine activities, but boldly in the
open proclaiming the gospel on the Communist streets and to
Communist leaders. There was a price, but we were prepared
to pay it. And the Underground Church is still prepared to pay
it today.

Working Undercover
The secret police greatly persecuted the Underground
Church, because they recognized in it the only effective
resistance left. It was just the kind of resistance (a spiritual
resistance) that, if left unhindered, would undermine their
atheistic power. They recognized, as only the devil can, an
immediate threat to them. They knew that if a man believed in

Christ, he would never be a mindless, willing subject. They
knew they could imprison the physical body, but they
couldn't imprison a man's spirit his faith in God. And so

they fought very hard.
But the Underground Church also has its sympathizers or
members even in the Communist governments and in the
secret police.
We instructed Christians to join the secret police and put
on the most hated and despised uniform in our country, so
· they could report the activities of the secret police to the
Underground Church. Several brethren of the Underground
Church did this, keeping their faith hidden. It was difficult for
them to be despised by family and friends for wearing the
Communist uniform and not reveal their true mission. Yet
they did, so great was their love for Christ.
When I was kidnapped by police and kept imr- · Joned for
years in strictest secrecy, a Christian doctor actui!�y became a
member of the secret police to learn my whereabouts! As a

-
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secret police doctor, he had access to the cells ofall prisoners
and hoped to find me. All of his friends· shunned him,
thinking he had become a Communist. To go around
dressed in the uniform of the torturers is a much greater
sacrifice than to wear the uniform ofa prisoner.
The doctor found me in a d�ep, dark cell and sent word
that I was alive. He was the first friend to discover me during
my initial eightandahalf years in prison! Due to him, word
was spread that I was alive and, when prisoners were
released during the Eisenhower Khrushchev "thaw" in 1956,
Christians clamored for my release and I was freed for a short
time. If it had not been for this doctor, who joined the secret
police specifically to find me, I would never have been
released. I would still be in prison or in. a grave today.
Using their position in the secret police, these members
of the Underground Church warned us many times and
were of tremendous help. The Underground Church in
Communist countries has men in the secret police today who
protect and warn Christians ofimpending danger. Some are
high up in government circles, keeping their faith in Christ
secret and helping us greatly. One day in heaven they can
publicly proclaim Christ, whom they serve secretly now.
Nevertheless, many members of the Underground
Church were discovered and imprisoned. We had our.
"Judases," too, who; reportec' our activities to the secret .
police. Using beatings, druggings, threats, and blackma.il,
the. Communists· tried to find ministers and laymen who
would report on their brethren.

"Greater Love Hath No Man ... "
I worked in both an official and underground manner
until February 29, 1948. On that beautiful Sunday, on my
way to church, I was kidnapped from the street by the secret
police.
I had often wondered what was meant by "manstealing,"
which is mentioned several times in the Bible. Communism
has taught us.
Many at that time were kidnapped like this. A van of the
secret police stopped in front of me, four men jumped out
and pushed me into .the vehicle. I was taken to a prison where
I was kept secretly for over eight years. During that time, no
one knew whether I was alive or dead. My wife was visited by
the secret police who posed as released fellowprisoners. They
told her that they had attended my burial. She was
heartbroken.
Thousands of believers from churches of all
denominations were sent to prison at that time. Not.only were
clergymen put in jail, but also simple peasants, young boys
and girls who witnessed for their faith. The prisons were full,
and in Romania, as in all Communist countries, to be in
prison ::1eans to be tortured.
The tortures were sometimes horrible. I prefd not to
speak too much about those through which I have passed; it is
too painful. When I do, I cannot sleep at night.
In the book In God's Underground, I recount many
details of our experiences with God injail.
27
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Sabina Wurmbrand's entire family (who were Jewish)
died in Nazi concentration camps. Sabina and Richard
had the privilege of inviting a Nazi into their home and
winning him for Christ.
''Pastor Wurmbrand awake Sabina and said, 'There is a
man here whom you must meet. We believe he has
murdered your family but he has repented and now he is
our brother.' Sabina carr.i out and put out her arms to
embrace him, then both began to weep again and again."
(See ''In God Underground". Part 7, Chapter 9)
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Unspeakable Tortures
A pastor by the name of Florescu was tortured with red-hot

iron pokers and with knives. He was beaten very badly. Then
starving 1'.ats were driven into his cell through a large pipe. He.
could not sleep because he had to defend himself all the time. If
he rested a moment, the rats would attack him.
He was forced to stand for two weeks, day and night. The
Communists wished to compel him to betray his brethren, but
he resisted steadfastly. Eventually, they brought his fourteen
year-old son to the prison ahd began to whip the boy in front of
his father, saying that they would continue to beat him until the
pastor said what they wished him to say. The poor man was half
mad.
He bore it as long as he could, then he cried to his son,
"Alexander, I must say what they want! I can't bear your
beating anymore!"
The son answered, "Father, don't do me the injustice of
having a traitor as a parent. Withstand! If they kill me, I will die
with the words, Jesus and my fatherland."'
The Communists, enraged, fell upon the child and beat
him to death, with blood spattered over the walls of the cell. He
died praising God. Our dear brother Florescu was never the
same after seeing this.
Handcuffs with sharp nails on the insides were placed on
our wrists. If we were totally still, they didn't cut us. But in the
bitterly cold cells, when we �hook with cold, our wrists would be
torn by the nails.
Christians were hung upsidedown on ropes and beaten so
severely that their bodies swung back and forth under the
blows. Christians were also placed in icebox "refrigerator
cells," which were so cold that frost and ice covered the inside. I
was thrown into one while I had very little clothing on. Prison
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doctors would watch through an opening until they saw
symptoms of freezing to death, then they would give a signal
and guards would rush in to take us out and make us warm.
When we were finally warmed, we would immediately be put
back into the icebox cells to freeze. Thawing out, then
freezing to within minutes of death, then being thawed out
over and over again! Even today there are times when I can't
bear to open a refrigerator.
We Christians were sometimes forced to stand in wooden
boxes only slightly larger than we were. This left no room to
move. Dozens of sharp nails were driven into
Communism
every side of the box, with their razorsharp
is a spiritual
points sticking through the wood. While we
force and can
stood perfectly still, it was all right. But we
only be
were forced to stand in these boxes for
countered by
endless hours; when we became fatigued and
a greater
swayed with tiredness, the nails would pierce
spiritual
our bodies. If we moved or twitched a muscle
force, the
there were the horrible nails.
spirit of god
What the Communists have done to
Christians surpasses any possibility of human
understanding. I have seen Communists
whose faces while torturing believers shone with rapturous
joy. They cried out while torturing the Christians, "We are the
devil!"
We wrestle not against £le.sh and blood, but against the
principalities and powers of evil. We saw that communism is
not from men but from the devil. It is a spiritual force a force
of evil and can only be countered by a greater spiritual force,
the Spirit of God.
I often asked the torturers, "Don't you have pity in your
hearts?" They usually answered with quotations from Lenin:
"You cannot make omelets without breaking the shells of
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eggs," and "You cannot cut wood without making chips fly." I
said again, "I know these quotations from Lenin. But there is a
difference. When you cut a piece of wood it feels nothing. But
here you are dealing with human beings. Every beating
produces pain an,d there are mothers who weep."
It was in vain. They are materialists. For them nothing
besides matter exists and to them a man is like wood, like an
eggshell. With this belief they sink to unthinkable depths of
cruelty.
The cruelty of atheism is hard to believe.
When a man has no faith in the reward of good or the cruelty
the punishment of evil, there is no reason to be of a heism is
t
human. There is no restraint from the depths of
hard to
evil that is in man.
The Communist torturers often said, "There believe
is no God, no hereafter, no punishment for evil.
We can do what we wish." I heard one torturer
say, "I thank God, in whom I don't believe, that I have lived to
this hour when I can express all the evil in my heart." He
expressed it in unbelievable brutality and torture inflicted on
prisoners.
I am very sorry if a crocodile eats a man, but I can't
reproach the crocodile. He is not a moral being. So no
reproaches can be made to the Communists. Communism has
destroyed any moral sense in them. They boasted that they had
no pity in their hearts.
I learned from them. As they allowed no place for Jesus in
their hearts, I decided I would leave not the smallest place for
Satan in mine.
'I have testified before the Internal Security Subcommittee
of the U :S. Senate. There I described awful things, such as
Christians tied to crosses for four days and nights.
The crosses were placed on the floor and hundreds of
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prisoners had to fulfill their bodily necessities over the faces
and bodies of the crucified ones. Then the crosses were
erected again and the Communistsjeered and mocked: "Look
at your Christ! How beautiful he is! What fragrance he brings
from heaven!"
I described how, after being driven nearly insane with
tortures, a priest was forced to consecrate human excrement
and urine and give Holy Communion to Christians in this
form. This happened in the Romanian prison of Pitesti. I
asked the priest afterward why he did not prefer to die rather
than participate in this mockery. He answered, "Don'tjudge
me, please! I have suffered more than Christ!" All the biblical
descriptions of hell and the pains of Dante's Inferno are
nothing in comparison with the tortures in Communist
prisons.
This is only a very small part of what happened on one
Sunday and on many other Sundays in the prison of Pitesti.
Other things simply cannot be told. My heart would fail if I
should tell them again and again. They are too terrible and
obscene to put in writing. That is what your brothers in Christ
went through and go through now!
If I were to continue to tell all the horrors of Communist
tortures and all the self-sacrifice of Christians, I would never
finish. Not only were the tortures known, but the heroic deeds
were known also. The heroic examples of those in prison
greatly inspired the brethren who were still free. One of the
really great heroes of the faith was Pastor Milan Haimovici.
The prisons were overcrowded and the guards did not
know us by name. They called o�t for those who had been
sentenced to get twenty-five lashes with a whip for having
broken some prison rule. Innumerable times, Pastor
Haimovici went to get the beating in the place of someone else.
By this he won the respect of other prisoners not only for
himself, but also for Christ whom he represented.
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One of our workers in the Underground Church was a
young girl. The Communist police discovered that she secretly
spread Gospels and taught children about Christ. They
decided to arrest her. But to make the arrest as agonizing and
painful as they could, they decided to delay her arrest a few
weeks, until the day she was to be married. On her wedding
day, the girl was dressed as a bride
the most wonderful,
joyous day in a girl's life! Suddenly, the door burst open and the
secret police rushed in.
When the bride saw the secret police, she held out her arms
toward them to be handcuffed. They roughly put the manacles
on her wrists. She looked toward her beloved, then kissed the
chains and said, "I thank my heavenly Bridegroom for this
jewel He has presented to me on my marriage day. I thank Him
that I am worthy to suffer for Him." She was dragged off, with
weeping Christians and a weeping bridegroom left behind.
They knew what happens to young Christian girls in the hands
of Communist guards. Her bridegroom faithfully waited for
her. After five years she was released
a destroyed, broken
woman, looking thirty years older. She said it was the least she
could do for her Christ. Such beautiful Christians are in the
Underground Church.

Resisting Brainwashing
Westerners have probably heard about brainwashing in the
Korean and Vietnam Wars. I have passed through
brainwashing myself. It is the most horrible torture.
We had to sit for seventeen hours a day
for weeks,
months, and years hearing:
Communism is good!
Communism is good!
CoT1ymunism is good!
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Christianity is stupid!
Christianity is stupid!
Christianity is stupid!
Give up!
Give up!
Give up!
Several Christians have asked me how we could resist
brainwasliing. There is only one method of resistance to
brainwashing: it is "heart washing." If the heart is cleansed by
the love of Jesus Christ, and if the heart loves Him, one can
resist all tortures.
If the heart is
What would a loving bride not do for a
cleansed by
loving bridegroom? What would a loving
mother not do for her child? If you love Christ
the love of
Jesus Christ, as Mary did, who had Christ as a baby in her
arms 1 if you love Jesus as a bride loves her
one can
bridegroom, then you can resist such tortures.
resist
God will judge us not according to how
much we endured, but how much we could
all tortures
love. The Christians who suffererd for their
faith in prisons could love. I am a witness that they could love
God and men.
The tortures and brutality continued without
interruption. When I lost consciousness or became too dazed
to give the torturers any further hopes of confession, I would
be returned to my cell. There I would lie, untended and half
dead, to regain a little strength so they could work on me
again. Many died at this stage, but somehow my strength
always managed to return. In the ensuing years, in several
different prisons, they broke four vertebrae in my back, and
many other bones. They carved me in a dozen places. They
burned and cut eighteen holes in my body.
When my family and I were ransomed out of Romania
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and brought to Norway, doctors in Oslo, seeing all this and the
scars in my lungs from tuberculosis, declared that my being
alive today is a pure miracle! According to their medical books,
I should have been dead for years. I know myself that it is a
miracle. God is a Goel of miracles.
I believe God performed this wonder so that you could
hear my voice crying out on behalf of the Underground
Church in persecuted countries. He allowed one to come out
alive and cry alo_ud the message of your suffering, faithful
brethren.

Brief Freedom - Then rearrest
The year 1956 arrived. I had been in prison eight-and
a-half years. I had lost much weight, gained ugly scars, been
brutally beaten and kicked, derided, starved, pressure�!,
questioned ad nauseum, threatened, and neglected. None of
this had produced the results my captors were seeking. So, in
discauragement arid amid protests over my imprisonment
they turned me loose.
I was allowed to return to my old position as pastor forjust
one week. I preached two sermons. Then they called me in
and told me that I could not preach anymore, nor engage in
any further religious activity. What had I said? I had counseled
my parishioners to have "patience, patience, and more
patience." "This 'means you are telling them to be patient and
the Americans will come and deliver them," the police shouted
at me. I had also said that the wheel turns and times change.
''You are telling them the Communists will not continue to
rule! These are·counterrevolutionary lies!" they screamed. So
that was the end of my public ministry.
Probably the authorities believed that I would be afraid to
defy them and continue with underground witnessing. That
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was where they were wrong. Secretly, and with my family's
support, I returned to the work I had been doing before.
Again I witnessed to hidden groups ofthe faithful, coming
and going like a ghost under the protection of those who
could be trusted. This time I had scars to corroborate my
message about the evil of the atheist viewpoint and to
encourage faltering souls to trust God and be brave. I directed
a secret network of evangelists who helped each other spread
the gospel under providentially blinded Communist eyes.
After all, if a man can be so blind as to not see the hand of God
at work, perhaps he will not see that ofan evangelist either.
Eventually, the ceaseless interest of the police in my
· activities and whereabouts paid off for them. Again I was
discovered and imprisoned. For some reason they did not
imprison my family this time, perhaps because of all the
publicity I had received. I had had eightandahalf years of
prison and then a couple years ofrelative freedom. Now I was
to be imprisoned for fiveandahalfyears more.
My second imprisonment was in many ways worse than
the first. I knew well what to expect. My physical condition
became very bad almost immediately. But we continued the
work of the Underground Church where we could - in
Communist prisons.

We Made a Deal:
We Preached and They Beat
It was strictly forbidden to preach to other prisoners, as it is in
captive nations today. It was understood that whoever was
caught doing this received a severe beating. A number of us
decided to pay the price for the privilege of preaching, so we
accepted their terms. It was a deal: we preached and they beat
us. We were happy preaching; they were happy beating us
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so everyone was happy.
The following scene happened more times than I can
remember. A brother was preaching to the other prisoners
when the guards suddenly burst in, surprising him halfway
through a phrase. They hauled him down the corridor to their
"beating room." After what seemed an endless beating, they
brought him back and threw him-bloody and bruised-on
the prison floor. Slowly, he picked up his battered body,
painfully straightened his clothing and said, "Now, brethren,
where did I leave off when I was interrupted?" He continued
his gospel message!
I have seen beautiful things!
Sometimes the preachers were layme_n, simple men
inspired by the Holy Spirit who often preached beautifuliy. All
of their heart was in their words, for to preach under such
punitive circumstances was no trifling matter. Then the
guards would come and take the preacher out and beat him
half to death.
In the prison of Gherla, a Christian named Grecu was
sentenced to be beaten to death. The process lasted a few
weeks, during which he was beaten very slowly. He would be
hit once at the bottom of the feet with a rubber club, and then
left. After some minutes he would again be hit, after another
few minutes again. He was beaten on the testicles. Then a
doctor gave him an injection. He recovered and was given very
good food to restore his strength, and then he was beaten
again, until he eventually died under this slow, repeated
beating.
One who led this torture was a member of the Central
.Committee of the Communist Party, whose name was Reck.
During the beatings, Reck said something to Grecu that
the Communists often said to Christians, "You know, I am
God. I have power of life and death over you. The one who is in
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heaven cannot decide to keep you in life. Everything depends
upon me. If I wish, you live. If I wish, you are killed. I am
God!"So he mocked the Christian.
Brother Grecu, in this horrible situation, gave Reck a very
interesting answer, which I heard afterward from Reck.
himself.
He said, "You don't know what a deep thing you have said.
Every caterpillar is in reality a butterfly, if it develops rightly.
You have not been created to be a torturer, a man who kills.
You have been created to become like God, with the life of the
Godhead in your heart. Many who have been
You have
persecutors like you, have come .to realize
Been ereated -like the apostle Paul-that it is shameful
for
To become
a man to commit atrocities, that they can do
much better things. So they have become
Like God,
With the life partakers of the divine nature. Jesus said to
the Jews of His time, 'Ye are gods.' Believe me,
Of the
Mr. Reck, your real calling is to be Godlike
Qodhead in to have the character of God, not a torturer."
At that moment Reck did not pay much
Your heart
attention to the words of his victim, as Saul of
Tarsus did not pay attention to the beautiful witness of
Stephen being killed in his presence. But those words worked
in his heart. And Reck later understood that this was his real
calling.
One great lesson arose from all the beatings, tortures, and
butchery of the Communists: that the spirit is master of the
body. We felt the torture, but it often seemed as something
distant and far removed from the spirit which was lost in the
glory of Christ and His presence with us.
When we were given one slice of bread a week and dirty
•soup every day, we decided we would faithfully "tithe" even
then. Every tenth week w,e took the slice of bread and gave it to
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weaker brethren as our "tithe" to the Master.
When one Christian was sentenced to death, he was
allowed to see his wife before being executed. His last words to
his wife were, "You must know that I die loving those who kill
me. They don't know what they do and my last request of you is
to love them, too. Don't have bitterness in your heart because
they killed your beloved one. We will meet in heaven."
These words impressed the officer of the secret police who
attended the discussion between the two. He later told me the
story in prison where he had been sent for becoming a
Christian.
In the Tirgu, Ocna prison was a very young prisoner
named Matchevici. He had been put in prison at the age of
eighteen. Because of the tortures, he was very sick with
tuberculosis. His family found out somehow that he Was in this
grave state of health and sent him one hundred bottles of
streptomycin, which could make the difference between life
and death. The political officer of the prison called Matchevici
and showed him the parcel and said, "Here is the medicine that
can save your life. But you are not allowed to receive parcels
from your family. Personally, I would like to help you. You are
young. I would not like you to die in prison. Help me to be able
to help you! Give me information against your fellow prisoners
and this will enable me tojustify before my superiors why I gave
you the parcel."
Matchevici answered, "I don't wish to remain alive and be
ashamed to look in a mirror, because I will see the face of a
traitor. I cannot accept such a condition. I prefer to die." The
officer of the secret police shook Matchevici's hand and said, "I
congratulate you. I didn't expect any other answer from you.
But I would like to make another proposal. Some of the
prisoners have become our informers. They claim to be
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Communist and they are denouncing you. They play a double
role. We have no confidence in them. We would like to know in
what measure they are sincere. Toward you they are traitors
who are doing you much harm, informing us about your
words and deeds. I understand that you don't want to betray
your comrades. But give us information about those who
oppose you so you will save yourlife!" Matchevici answered, as
promptly as the first time, "I am a disciple of Christ and He has
taught us to love even our enemies. The men who betray us do
us much harm but I cannot reward evil with evil. I cannot give
information even against them. I pity them. I pray for them. I
don't wish to have any connection with the Communists."
Matchevici came back from the discussion with the political
officer and died in the same cell I was in. I saw him die he was
praising God. Love conquered even the natural thirst for life·.
If a poor man is a great lover of music, he gives his last
dollar to listen to a concert. He is then without money, but he
does not feel frustrated. He has heard beautiful things. I don't
feel frustrated to have lost many years in prison. I have seen
beautiful things. I myself have been among the weak and
insignificant ones in prison, but have had the privilege to be in
the samejail with great saints, heroes of faith who equaled the
Christians of the first centuries. They went gladly to die for
Christ. The spiritual beauty of such saints and heroes of faith
can never be described.
The things that I say here are not exceptional. The
supernatural things have become natural to Christians in the
Underground Church who have returned to their first love.
Before entering prison, I loved Christ very much. Now,
after having seen the Bride of Christ (His spiritual Body) in
prison, I would say that I love the Underground Church
almost as much as I love Christ Himself. I have seen her
beauty, her spirit of sacrifice.
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What Happened to MyWife and Son?
I was taken away from my wife and I did not know what had
happened to her. Only after many years I learned that she
had been put in prison, too. Christian women suffer much
more than men in prison. Girls have been raped by brutal
guards. The mockery, the obscenity, is horrible.
The women were forced to work at hard labor building a
canal, fulfilling the same workload as men. They shoveled
earth in winter. Prostitutes were made overseers and
competed in torturing the faithful. My wife has eaten grass
like cattle to stay alive. Hungry prisoners ate rats and snakes
at this canal. One of the joys of the guards on Sundays was to
throw women into the Danube and then fish them out, to
laugh about them, to mock them about their wet bodies, to
throw them back and fish them out again. My wife was
thrown in the Danube in this manner..
My son was left to wander on the street when his mother
and father were taken away. Mihai had been very religious
from childhood and very interested in matters of faith. At the
age of nine, when his parents were taken away from him, he
passed through a crisis in his Christian life. He became bitter
and questioned all of his religion. He had problems that
children usually don't have at this age. He had to think about
earning his living.
It was a crime to help families of Christian martyrs. Two
ladies who helped him were arrested and beaten so badly
that they were permanently crippled. A lady who risked her
life and took Mihai into her house was sentenced to eight
years in prison for the crime of having helped families of
prisoners. All of her teeth were kicked out and her bones
were broken. She will never be able to work again. She, too,
will be a cripple for life.
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"Mihai, Believe in Jesus!"
At the age of eleven, Mihai began to earn his living as a
regular worker. Suffering had produced a wavering in his
faith. But after two years of Sabina's imprisonment he was
allowed to see her. He went to the Communist prison and
saw his mother behind iron bars. She was dirty, thin, with
calloused hands, wearing the shabby uniform of a prisoner.
He scarcely recognized her. Her first words were, "Mihai,
believe in Jesus!" The guards, in a savage rage, pulled her
away from Mihai and took her out. Mihai
wept seeing his mother dragged away. This
If Christ can
minute was the minute of his conversion. He
be loved
knew that if Christ can be loved under such
under such
circumstances, He surely is the true Savior.
Circumstances, He said afterward, "If Christianity had no
other arguments in its favor than the fact
He surely is
that
my mother believes in it, this is enough
the true
for me." That was the day he fully accepted
Saviour
Christ.
In school, he had a continuous battle for
existence. He was a good pupil and as a reward he was given
a red necktie
a sign of membership in the Young
Communist Pioneers. My son said, "I will never wear the
necktie of those who put my father and mother in prison."
He was expelled from school for this. After having lost a
year, he entered school again, hiding the fact that he was the
son of Christian prisoners.
Later, he had to write a thesis against the Bible. In this
thesis he wrote: "The arguments against the Bible are weak
and the quotations against the Bible are untrue. Surely the
professor has not read the Bible. The Bible is in harmony
with science." Again he was expelled. This time he had to
lose two school years.
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In the end he was allowed to study in the seminary. Here
he was taught "Marxist theology." Everything was explained
according to the pattern of Karl Marx. Mihai protested
publicly in class, and other studentsjoined him. The result was
that he was expelled and could not finish his theological
studies.
Once in school, when a professor delivered an atheistic
speech, my son rose and contradicted the professor, telling
him what responsibility he took upon himself by leading so
many young men astray. The entire class took his side. It was
necessary that one should have the courage to speak out first,
then all the others were on his side.
To get an education he constantly tried to hide the fact that
he was the son ofWurmbrand, a Christian prisoner. But often
it was discovered and again there was the familiar scene of
being called to the school director's office and being expelled.
Mihai also suffered much from hunger. Many families of
jailed Christians in Communist countries nearly starve to
death. It is a great crime to help them.
I will tell you just one case of suffering of a family that I
know personally. A brother entered prison on account of his
work in the Underground Church. He left behind a wife with
six children. His older daughters of seventeen and nineteen
could not get a job. The only one that gives jobs in a
Communist country is the state, and it does not give jobs to
children of"criminal" Christians.
Please don'tjudge this story according to moral standards;
just receive the facts. The two daughters of a Ch;istian
martyr-Christians themselves - became prostitutes to
support their younger brothers and sick mother. Their
younger brother of fourteen became insane when he saw it
and had to be put in an asylum.
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When years later the imprisoned father returned, his
only prayer was, "God, take me to prison again. I cannot
bear to see this." His prayer was answered and he was jailed
again for the crime of having witnessed for Christ to
children.
His daughters were no longer prostitutes, as they
received jobs by complying with the demands of the secret
police-they became informers. As daughters ofa Christian
martyr, they are received with honor in every house. They
listen and then they report everything they hear to the
secret police.
Don'tjust say that this is ugly and immoral- of course it
is -but ask yourself if it is not also your sin that such
tragedies occur, that such Christian families are left alone,
and are not helped by you who are free.

Ransom and Release for
Work in the West
A total of fourteen years in prison passed for me. During
all this time I never saw a Bible or any other book. I had
forgotten how to write. Because of the starvation, drugging,
and tortures, I had forgotten the Holy Scriptures.
But on the day that I fulfilled fourteen years, out of
oblivion came into my mind the verse: "So Jacob served
seven years for Rachel, and they seemed but a few days to
him because of the love he had for her" (Genesis 29:20). Very
soon after this I was released through a general amnesty
given in our country, very much under the influence of
American public opinion.
I saw my wife again. She had waited faithfully for me for
fourteen years. We began our new life in poverty, because
those who are arrested have everything taken from them.
The priests and pastors who were released were allowed
to have small churches. A church in the town of Orsova was
given to me. The Communist Department of Cults told me it
had thirty-five members in it and warned that it must never
have thirty-six! I was also told that I must be their agent and
report to the secret police on every member and keep all
youth away. This is how the Communists use churches as
their "tool" of control.
I knew that if I preached, many would come to hear.
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So I never tried even to begin working in the official
church. Instead, I ministered again in the
Underground Church, sharing all the beauties and the
dangers of this work.
During the years I was imprisoned, God had moved
wonderfully. The Underground Church was no longer
abandoned and forgotten. Americans and other
Christians had begun to help us and pray for us.
One afternoon as I rested in the house of a brother in
a provincial town, he awoke me and said, "Brethren from
abroad have come."
My joy was
In the West there were Christians who
in knowing had not forgotten or abandoned us.
we were no Rankandfile Christians had organized a
secret work of relief for families of Christian
longer
martyrs, and were smuggling in Christian
Forgotten
literature and help.
In the other room I found six brethren
who had come to do this work. After speaking
with me at length, they told me that they had heard that at
this address there was someone who had spent fourteen
years in prison, and they would like to see him. I told
them that I was the man. They said, "We expected to see
someone melancholic. You cannot be this person because
you are full of joy." I assured them that I was the
imprisoned one and my joy was in knowing that they had
come and that we were no longer forgotten. Steady,
regular help began to come to the Underground Church.
By secret channels we got many Bibles and other
Christian literature, as well as relief for families of
Christian martyrs. Now, with their help, we of the
Underground Church could work much better.
It was not only that they gave us the Word of God, but
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we saw that we were beloved. They brought us a word of
comfort. During the years of brainwashing, we had heard,
"Nobody loves you anymore, nobody loves you anymore,
nobody loves you anymore." Now we saw American and
English Christians who risked their lives to show us that they
loved us. We later helped them develop a technique of secret
work, so they could creep undetected into houses surrounded
by the secret police.
The value'of the Bibles smuggled in by these means cannot
be understood by an American or an English Christian who
"swims" in Bibles.
My family and I would not have survived without the
material help I received from praying Christians abroad. The
same is true with many other underground pastors and
martyrs in Communist countries. I can testify out of my own
experience about the material and even greater moral help
that has been given to us by special missions formed for this
purpose in the free world. For us, these believers were like
angels sent by God!
Because of the renewed work of the Underground
Church, I was in very great danger of still another arrest. At
this time, two Christian organizations, the Norwegian Mission
to the Jews and the Hebrew Christian Alliance, paid the
Communist government a ransom of $10,000 for me -over
five times the standard price for a political prisoner.
I could now leave Romania.

Why I Left Communist Romania
I would not have left Romania, despite the dangers, if the
leaders of the Underground Church had not commanded me
to use this opportunity to leave the country, to be the "voice" of
the Underground Church to the free world. They wished me
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After more than 14 years
in Romanian communist
prisons. Pastor Richard
Wurmbrand surprised
many Christians in the
West by demonstrating
an unconditional love
and forgiveness ... hating
the sin of communism
but loving the
communists
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to speak to you of the Western world on their behalf about
their sufferings and needs. I came to the West, but my heart
remained with them. I would never have left Romania if I
had not understood the great necessity for you to hear of the
sufferings and the courageous work of the Underground
Church, but this is my mission.
Before leaving Romania, I was called twice to the secret
police. They toId
_ me that the money had been received for
me. (Romania sells its citizens for money, because of the
economic crisis that communism has brought to our
country.) They told me, "Go to the West and preach Christ as
much as you like, but don't touch us! Don't speak a word
against us! We tell you frankly what we plan for you if you <lo
tell what happened. First of all, for $1,000 we can find a
gangster to kill you, or we can kidnap you." (I have been in
the same cell with an Orthodox bishop, Vasile Leu!, who had
been kidnapped in Austria and brought to Romania. All of
his fingernails were torn out. I have been with others from
Berlin. Romanians have even been kidnapped from Italy
and Paris.) They told me further, "We can also destroy you
morally by spreading a story about you with a girl, theft, or
some sin of your youth. The Westerners �specially
Americans - are very easily deceived."
Having threatened me, they allowed me to come to the
West. They had great confidence in the brainwashing
through which I passed. In the West, there are now many
who have passed through the same things as I, but who are
silent. Some of them have even praised communism after
having been tortured by the Communists. The Communists
were very sure that I, too, would be silent.
So in December 1965, my family and I were allowed to
leave Romania.
My last deed before leaving was to go to the grave of the
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An early edition of "Tortured for Christ". Western Christians had heard
very little about their suffering family in captive nations. Many
churches in the West refused to print such information.
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colonel who had given the order for my arrest and who
had ordered my years of torture. I placed a flower on his
grave. By doing this I dedicated myselfto bringing thejoys
of Christ that I have to the Communists who are so empty
spiritually.
I hate the Communist system but I love the men. I hate
the sin but I love the sinner. I love the Communists with all
ofmy heart.
Comm.unists can kilt Christians but they cannot kill
their love toward even those who killed them. I have not
the slightest bitterness or resentment against the
Communists or my torturers.
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Tortured for Christ has been translated into more than 70
languages. some of which are shown here.

Defeating communism with the
love of Christ
The Jews have a legend that, when their forefathers were
saved from Egypt and the Egyptians drowned in the Red Sea, the
angels joined the songs of triumph sung by the Israelites. And God
said to the angels, "The Jews are men and can rejoice.about their
escape. But from you I expect more understanding. Are the
Egyptians not also my creatures? Do I not love them, too? How do
you fail to feel my sorrow about their tragic fate?"
Joshua.5: 13 says, "And it came to pass, when Joshua was by
Jericho, that he lifted his eyes and looked and behold, a Man stood
opposite him with His sword drawn in His hand. And Joshua went
to Him and said to Him, 'Are You for us or for our adversaries?"'
If the one met by Joshua had been only a man, the answer
could have been "I am for you" or "I am for your adversaries," or
even "I am neutral." These are the only possible human responses
to such a question. But the Being whom Joshua met was sent from
the Lord and, therefore, when asked whether He was for or against
Israel, gave an answer that is the most unexpected and difficult to
understand: "No." What does this "no" �ean?
He came from a place where be'ngs sre not for or against but
where everyone and everything are understood, looked upon with
pity and compassion and loved with fire.
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There is a human level on which communism must be utterly
fought against. On this level we have to fight against communists,
too, they being the supporters of this cruel, savage ideal.
But Christians are more than mere men; they are children of
God, partakers of the divine nature. Therefore, tortures endured
in communist prisons have not made me hate communists. They
are God's creatures; how can I hate them? But neither can I be
their friend. Friendship means one soul in two breasts. I am not
one soul with the communists. They hate the notion of God. I
love God.
If I were asked, ·�re you for the communists or against
them?" my answer would be a complex one. Communism is one of
the greatest menaces to mankind. I am utterly opposed to it and
wish to fight it until it is overthrown.
But, in the spirit, I am seated in heavenly places with Jesus. I
am seated in the sphere of the "no," in which, notwithstanding all
of their crimes, the communists are understood and ioved, a
sphere in which there are angelic beings trying to help everyone
attain the highest goal of human life, which is to become Christ
like.
Therefore, my aim is to spread the Gospel to the communists,
to give them the good news about Christ, who is my Lord and
loves the communists. He has said Himself that He loves every
man and that He would rather leave ninety-nine righteous sheep
than allow the one that went astray to remain lost. His apostles
and all the great teachers of Christianity have taught this
universal love in His name.
St. Macary said, "If a man loves all men passionately but says
only about one man that him he cannot love, the man who says
this is no more a Christian, because his love is not all-embracing."
St. Augustine teaches, "If all mankind had been righteous
and only one man a sinner, Christ would have come to endure the
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same cross for this one man, He so loves every individual."
The Christian teaching is clear: Communists are men and
Christ loves them. So does every man who has the mind of
Christ. We love the sinner even though we hate the sin.
We know about the love of Christ toward the communists
by our own love toward them.
I have seen Christians in communist prisons -with 50
pounds of chains on their feet, tortured with red-hot iron
pokers, in whose throats spoonfuls of salt
Communists
had been forced, being kept afterward
are men and
without water, starving, whipped, suffering
from cold - and praying with fervour for
Christ loves
the communists.
them. so does
This is humanly inexplicable! It is the
every man
love of Christ, which was poured out in our
hearts.
who has the
Later, the communists who had
mind of
tortured us were sent t<? prison, too. Under
Christ
communism. communists and even
communist rulers, are put in prison almost
as often as their adversaries. Now '.the
tortured and the torturer were in the same cell. And while the
non-Christians showecf hatred toward their former inquisitors
and beat them, Christians took their defence, even at the risk
of being beaten themselves a·nd accused of being accomplices
with communism.
I have seen Christians give away their last slice of bread
(we were given one slice a week) and the medicine that could
save their lives to a sick communist torturer, who was now a
fellow prisoner.
These are the last words of Iuliu Maniu, a Christian and
the former Prime Minister of Romania, who died in prison: "If
the communists are overthrown in our country, it will be the
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Testifying before the United
States Congress. Pastor
Wurmbrand removed his
shirt. showing the scars of
persecution. Fluent in
several languages. he
quoted from Russian
newspapers the lies printed
about the church.
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most holy duty of every Christian to go into the streets and at
the risk of his own life defend the communists from the
righteous fury of the multitudes whom they have tyrannized."
In the first days after my conversion, I felt that I would not
be able to live any longer. Walking on the street, I felt a physical
pain for every man and woman who passed by. It was like a knife
in my heart, so burning was the question of
whether or not he or she was saved. If a member
The longing
of the congregation sinned, I would weep for
for the
hours.
salvation of
The longing for the salvation of all souls has
remained in my heart and the communists are all souls has
not excluded from it.
remained in
In solitary confinement, we could not pray
my heart
as before. We were unimaginably hungry; we
had been drugged until we acted like idiots. We
and the
were as weak as skeletons. The Lord's Prayer
communists
was much too long for us - we could not
are not
concentrate enough to say it.
excluded
My only prayer repeated again and again
was, "Jesus, I love You." And then, one glorious
day, I got the answer from Jesus: "You love me?
Now I will show you how much I love you."
At once, I felt a flame in my heart, which burned like the
coronal streamers of the sun. The disciples on the way to
Emmaus said that their hearts burned when Jesus spoke with
them. So it was with me.
I knew the love of the One who gave His life on the cross for
us all. Such love cannot exclude the communists, however
grave their sins.
Communists have committed and still commit horrors but
"love is as strong as death, jealousy as cruel as the grave ... Many
waters cannot.quench love, nor can the floods drown it" (Song
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'7ls a member of the Underground Church who has survived and
escaped. I have brought you a message. an appeal. a plea from my
brethren whom I have left behind. I have told you of the urgency of
bringing Christ to the communist world and other captive nations. I
have told you of the urgency of helping the families of Christian
martyrs."
Using every opportunity. Pastor Wurmbrand spoke at many religious
and political gatherings. urging the West not to neglect those of the
"household of faith .. (Galatians 6: I OJ
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of Solomon 8:6, 7). As the grave insists on having all-rich and
poor, young and old, men of all races, nations and political
convictions, saints and criminals - so love is all-embracing.
Christ, the Incarnate Love, wants all men to come to Him,
including the communists.
A minister who had been horribly beaten was thrown into
my cell. He was half-dead, with blood streaming from his face
and body. We �ashed him. Some prisoners cursed the
communists. Groaning, he said, "Please, don't curse them!
Keep silent! I wish to prayfor them."

How we could be joyful - even in prison

W hen I look back on my fourteen years in prison, it was
occasionally a very happy time. Other prisoners and even the
guards very often wondered at how happy Christians could be
under the most terrible circumstances.
We could not be prevented from singing, although we were
beaten for this. I imagine that nightingales, too, would sing,
even if they knew that after finishing they would be killed for it.
Christians in prison danced for joy. How could they be so happy
under such tragic conditions?
I meditated often in prison about Jesus' words to His
disciples, "Blessed are the eyes which see the things you see"
(Luke 10:23).
The disciples had just come back from a tour through
Palestine where they had seen horrors. Palestine was an
oppressed country. Everywhere there was the terrible misery of
a tyrannized people. The disciples met sickness, plagues,
hunger and sorrow. They entered houses from which patriots
had been taken to prison, leaving behind weeping parents or
wives. It was not a beautiful world to look upon.
Still Jesus said, "Blessed are the eyes which see the things
you see." That was because they had not seen only the suffering.
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Since his release. Pastor Wurmbrand has spoken at thousands of
church services and conferences. The family of Voice of the Martyrs
Missions are now co-ordinated through it's own International
Christian Association. One of the first board meetings is shown below.
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They had also seen the Saviour. For the first time a few ugly
worms - caterpillars that creep on leaves - understood that,
after this miserable existence, there comes life as a beautiful,
multicoloured butterfly, able to flit from flower to flower. This
happiness was ours, too.
Around me were "Jobs" - some much more afflicted than
Job had been. But I knew the end ofJob's story, how he received
twice as much as he had before. I had around me men like
Lazarus the beggar, hungry and covered with boils. But I knew
that angels would take these men to the bosom of Abraham.
I saw them as they will be in the future. I saw in the shabby,
dirty, weak martyr near me the splendidly
crowned saint of tomorrow.
It was in
But looking at men like this - not as they
being
are but as they will be - I could also see in our
persecutors a Saul of Tarsus, a future apostle tortured by
Paul. And some have already become so. Many
them that
officers of the secret police to whom we
witnessed became Christians and were happy to we learned
later suffer in prison for having found our Christ.
Although we were whipped, as Paul was, in to love them
our jailers we saw the potential of the jailer in
Philippi who became a convert. We dreamed that soon they
would ask, "W hat must I do to be saved?"
In those who mocked the Christians who were tied to crosses
and smeared with excrement, we saw the crowd of Golgotha who
were soon to beat their breasts in fear of having sinned.
It was in prison that we found the hope of salvation for the
communists. It was there that we developed a sense of
responsibility toward them. It was in being tortured by them that
we learned to love them.

-
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A great part of my family was murdered. It was in my own
house that their murderer was converted. It was also the most
suitable place. So in communist prisons the idea of a Christian
Mission to the communists was born.
God sees things differently than we see them, just as we see
differently than an ant. From the human point of view, to be
tied to a cross and smeared with excrement is a horrible thing.
Nonetheless, the Bible calls the sufferings of martyrs "light
afflictions."
To be in prison for fourteen years is a long period to us. The
Bible calls it "but for a moment," and tells us that these things
are "working for us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of
glory" (2 Corinthians 4: 17).
This gives us the right to suppose that the fierce crimes of
the communists, which are inexcusable to us, are lighter in the
eyes of God than they are in our eyes. Their tyranny, which has
lasted almost an entire century, may be before God, for whom a
thousand years are like one day, only a moment of erring astray.
They still have the possibility of being saved.
The gates of heaven are not closed for the communists.
Neither is the light quenched for them. They can repent like
everyone else. And we must call them to repentance.
Only love can change the communist and the terrorist (a
love that must be clearly distinguished from compromise with
non-Christian philosophies, practised by many church
leaders). Hatred blinds. Hitler was an anti-communist but one
who hated. Therefore, instead of conquering them, he helped
them win one-third of the world.
With love we planned a missionary work among the
communists in prison. And thereby we thought first of all about
the communist rulers.
Some mission directors seem to have studied little church
history. How was Norway won for Christ? By winning King
Olaf. Russia first had the Gospel when its king, Vladimir, was
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won. Hungary was won by winning St. Stephen, its king. The
same with Poland. In Africa, where the chief of the tribe has
been won, the tribe follows. We set up missions to rank-and
file men who may become very fine Christians but who have
little influence and cannot change the state of things.
We must win rulers, leaders in politics, economics,
science and the arts. They mould the souls of men. Winning
them, y ou win the people they lead and influence.
From the missionary point of view, communism has an
advantage over other social systems in that it is more
centralized. If the President of the U.S. were converted to
Mormonism, America would not become Mormon because
of it. But if communist government leaders were converted to
Christianity, perhaps their whole country could be reached.
So great is the impact of leaders.
Can these leaders be converted? Surely, because they are
unhappy and insecure just like their victims. Nearly all the
communist rulers of Russia ended in prison or ,,.,ere shot by
their own comrades. The same in China.
Even the ministers of the interior like Iagoda, Yezhov,
Beria, who seemed to have all power in ha_nd, ended just like
the last counter-revolutionary: with a bullet in the neck. ·
Years ago, Shelepin, the Minister of the Interior of the Soviet
Union and Rankovic, the Minister of the Interior of
Yugoslavia, were thrown out like dirty rags.

How we can attack communism
Spiritually
The communist regime makes no one happy, not even its
profiteers. Even they ·tremble that any night the van of the
secret police may take them away because the party line has
changed. I have known many communist leaders personally.
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With the scars of torture on his neck. back and chest. Pastor
Wurmbrand understands the suffering that many African Christians
endure under persecution. The VOM family of Missions has sent help
to Africa since the 1960s.
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T hey are heavily-laden men and only Jesus can give them rest.
To win communist rulers for Christ may mean to save the
world from nuclear destruction, to save mankind from hunger
because so much of its revenues now go to costly armaments.
To win the communist rulers may mean the end of
international tension. To win the communist rulers will mean
to fill Christ and the angels with joy.
Many other areas in which missionaries labour so hard,
such as New Guinea or Madagascar, may follow simply if the
communist rulers are won, because this
will give Christianity an entirely new
Converted
impetus.
atheists and
I have personally known converted
communists
communists. I myself was a militant atheist
in my youth. Converted atheists and
love Christ
communists love Christ much, because
much, because
they have sinned very much.
they have
Strategic thought is needed in every
missionary work. From the point of view of
sinned very
saivation, all souls are equal; from the
much
point of view of missionary strategy, ..they
are not equal.
It is more important to win a man of
great influence, who can afterward win thousands, than to
speak to a savage in the jungle assuring salvation only for him.
T herefore, Jesus chose to end His ministry not in some
small village but in Jerusalem, the spiritual headquarters of the
world. For this same reason, Paul strove so much to arrive in
Rome.
T he Bible says that the seed of the woman will bruise the
head of the serpent (Genesis 3: 15). We tickle the serpent on
the belly, making him laugh.
Today the serpent continues to crawl through China,
North Korea, Vietnam and Laos. T here are nations in the
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Middle East where not one church building is allowed to
stand. The plight of such captive nations must continually
be addressed by church leaders and mission directors, as
well as by every thoughtful Christian.
We must give up routine work. It is written, "Cursed is
he who does. the work of the Lord deceitfully" Qeremiah
48: 10). The Church must wage a frontal, spiritual attack on
the principalities in captive nations. Wars are won only by
offensive, never by defensive, strategy.
Psalm 107: 16 says that God cuts the bars of iron in two.
The Iron Curtain was a small thing for Him.
The Early Church worked secretly and illegally and it
triumphed. We must learn again to work in the same
manner.
Until the communist era, I never understood why so
many persons of the New Testament are called by
nicknames: Simeon who was called Niger, John called Mark
and so on. We continue to use secret names in our work in
captive nations.
I never understood before why Jesus, wishing to have
the last supper arranged, did not give an address but said,
"Go into the city and a man will meet you carrying a pitcher
of water" (Mark 14:13). Now I understand. We also give
such secret signs of recognition in the work of the
Underground Church.
If we agree to work like this - to come back to the
methods of early Christianity- we can work effectively for
Christ in these closed countries.
But when I met some church leaders of the West,
instead of love toward the communists - which would
have led long ago to the organization of a missionary work in
communist countries - I found their policy on the side of
the communists. I did not fin9 the compassion of the Good
Samaritan toward the lost souls of the house of Karl Marx.
A man really believes not what he recites in his creed
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but only the things he is ready to die for. The Christians of
the Underground Church have proved that they are ready
to die for their faith. Our international network of missions
continues today with a secret work in captive nations that
can mean for them imprisonment, torture and death if
caught in such a country. I believe in the things I write.
I have the right to ask: Would the church leaders of
America who make friends with communism be ready to die
for their belief? W ho prevents them from giving up their
high positions in the West to become official pastors in the
East, cooperating there- on the spot-with communists?
The proof of such a faith has not yet been given by any
Western church leader.
Human words grow out of the need of men to
understand each other and to express their feelings toward
one another. There are no human words to express in an
adequate manner the mysteries of God and the heights of
spiritual life.
Likewise, there are no human words that can describe
the depths of devilish cruelty. Can you express in words
what a man felt who was about to be thrown into a furnace
by the Nazis, or who saw his child thrown into this furnace?
So it is useless to try to describe what Christians have
suffered and still suffer under the communists.
I was in prison with Lucretiu Patrascanu, the man who
brought communism to power in Romania. His comrades
rewarded him by putting him in jail. Though he was sane,
they put him in a mental hospital with madmen, until he
became mad, too.
They did the same to Anna Pauker, their former
Secretary of State. Christians are often given a similar type
of treatment. They receive electric shocks and are put in
straitjackets.
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The world was horrified about what happened on the streets
in China. In view of everyone, the Red Guard exercised its terror.
Now try to imagine what happens to Christians in a Chinese jail,
where no one else sees!
I heard that when a renowned Chinese evangelical writer
and other Christians refused to deny their faith, their captors cut
off their ears, tongues and legs. Christians are still in Chinese
prisons today.
But the worst thing communists do is not that they torture
and kill the bodies of men. They hopelessly falsify the thoughts of
men and poison· the youth and the children. They have placed
their men into positions of leadership in
the churches to lead the Christians and to
This book is
destroy the churches. They teach youth
not to believe in God and Christ but to hate
written not so
these names.
much with ink,
In what words can we express the
tragedy of Christian martyrs, who, coming
as with the blood
home after years in prison, are received
with
scorn by their children, who in the
of bleeding
meantime have become militant atheists?
hearts
This book is written not so much· with
ink, as with the blood of bleeding hearts.
As in the book of Daniel when the three young men who
were put in the furnace did not smell like fire upon being
delivered from it, so the Christians who have been in communist
prisons don't smell like bitterness against the communists.
A flower, if you bruise it under your feet, rewards you by
giving you its perfume. Likewise Christians, tortured by the
communists, rewarded their torturers by love. We brought many
of our jailors to Christ. And we are dominated by one desire: to
give communists who have made us suffer the best we have, the
salvation that comes from our Lord Jesus Christ.
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I did not have the privilege, as many of my brethren in the
faith had, to die a martyr's death in prison. I was released and
could even come out of Romania to the West.
In the West I found in many church leaders the contrary
sentiment of that which was predominant in the Underground
Church behind the Bamboo and former Iron Curtains.
Many Christians in the West have no love for those in
captive nations. Proof of it is that they do nothing for their
salvation. They have missions to .
persuade Christians of one
Many have
denomination to change to another.
But many have no mission to captive
no mission to
nations, claiming that such work is
"against the law"!
captive nations,
They don't love them. Otherwise
claiming that
they would have long since created
such an impossible-looking mission,
such work is
just as William Carey who loved the
Indians and Hudson Taylor the Chinese
uagainst the
have created their respective missions.
law"!
But it is not enough that they do
not love those in captive nations and do
nothing to win them for Christ.
By their complacency, by their neglect and sometimes by
acting as actual accomplices, some Western church leaders
strengthen the infidels in their infidelity.
They help the communists to intrude into Western
churches and to win leadership in the churches of the world.
They help Christians remain unaware of the danger of
communism.
By not loving the communists and those from other
captive nations and by doing nothing to win them for Christ
(under the pretext that they are not allowed to do so, as if the
first Christians asked permission from Nero to spread the
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For 70 years the Bible was illegal and Christian literature forbidden
in the Soviet Union and other communist countries. Many Christians
turned to printing Gospels and other materials in caves and
basements with secret entrances. Such work continues to day in
China (below). the Middle East and other restricted nations.

-
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Gospel), Western church leaders do not love their own
flocks either, if they do not allow them to participate in this
spiritual battle around the world.

The lessons of history are ignored

In the first centuries, Christianity flourished in North
Africa. From there came St. Augustine, St. Cyprian, St.
Athanasius and Tertullian. The Christians of North Africa
neglected just one duty: to win the Muslims for Christ.
The result was that the Muslims invaded North Africa
and uprooted Christianity for centuries. North Africa
belongs to the Muslims even now and they are called by
some Christian missions "the bloc of Gospel-resistant
peoples." Let us learn something from history!
At the time of the Reformation, the religious interests
of Huss, Luther and Calvin coincided with the interests of
the European peoples to get rid of the yoke of the Papacy,
which was then an oppressive political and economic
power. Likewise today, the interests of the Underground
Church in spreading the Gospel to tyrannical regimes and
their victims coincide with the vital interest of all free
peoples in continuing to live in freedom.
Many tyrants have nuclear weapons; to attack them
militarily would start a new world war with hundreds of
millions of victims. Many Western rulers are brainwashed
and do not even wish to overthrow such rulers. They have
said so frequently.
They wish that drug addiction, gangsterism; cancer and
tuberc�losis would disappear but not evil systems such as
·communism, which has claimed far more victims than all
these together.
Ilya Ehrenburg, the Soviet writer, says that if Stalin had
done nothing else all of his life than to write the names of his
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innocent victims, his life would not have been long enough to
finish the job.
Khrushchev said at the Twentieth Congress of the
Communist Party, "Stalin liquidated thousands of honest and
guiltless communists ... Of a hundred and thirty-nine members
and candidates of the Central Committee who were chosen at
the Seventeenth Congress, ninety-eight, that is seventy
percent, were later arrested and shot."
Now imagine what he did to the Christians! Khrushchev
disowned Stalin but continued to do the same thing. Since
1959, half of the churches of Soviet Russia that remained open
were closed.
In China, waves of barbarism arose worse than that of the
Stalinist period. Open church life ceased completely. In Russia
and Romania there were new arrests. (After the fall of
communism in the Soviet Union, the government admitted to
the mass arrests of Christians in Russia.)
With terror and deceit, in countries with one billion
inhabitants, an entire generation of youth is brought up in
hatred toward everything Western and especially toward
Christianity.
It was not an unusual sight in Russia to see local officials
stand in front of churches watching for children. Those who
went to church were slapped and thrown out. The future
destroyers of Western Christianity were carefully and
systematically brought up!
There is only one force that can change evil governments.
It is the same force that enabled Christian states to take the
place of the heathen Roman Empire, the force that made
Christians of savage Teutons and Vikings, the force that
overthrew the bloody Inquisition.
This force is the power of the Gospel, represented by the
Underground Church that works in all captive nations.
To sustain this Church and to help her is not only a
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question of unity with our suffering brethren. It means life or
death for your country and for your churches. To sustain this
Church is not only in the interests of free Christians but
should also be the policy of free governments.
The Underground Church has already won communist
rulers to Christ. Gheorghiu Dej, Romania's Prime Minister,
died a converted man after confessing his sin and changing �is
sinful life. In many captive nations there are members of the
government who are hidden Christians.This can spread..
Then we will be able to expect a real change in the policy
of some governments - not changes like th9se of Tito and
Gomulka, after which the same dictatorship of a cruel
atheistic party continued - but a turn toward Christianity
and freedom.

Exceptional opportunities exist now
Believers in communism, who very often are as sincere in
· their beliefs as Christians are in theirs, are passing through a
great crisis. They had really believed that communism would
create a brotherhood among nations. Now they see that
communist countries have fallen apart like the Eastern Bloc
countries.
They had really believed that communism would create
an earthly paradise, opposed to what they call the illusory
paradise in.heaven. And now their peoples are hungry. Wheat
has to be imported from capitalist countries.
Such is the case with North Korea's famine. Considered
one of the world's most isolated nations, North Korea
currently stands at the brink of utter physical destruction.
. Floods have destroyed crops, obliterating their food supply.
Now, out of desperation, North Korea has begun to crack open
its windows and doors for the rest of the world to catch a
glimpse of what's been kept behind barbed wire.
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The communists had believed in their leaders. Now they
have read in their own newspapers that Stalin was a mass
murderer and Khrushchev an idiot. The same with their national
heroes like Rakosi, Gero, Anna Pauker, Rankovici and so on. The
communists no longer believe in the infallibility of their leaders.
They are like Catholics without a Pope.
There is a void in the hearts of communists. This void can be
filled by Christ alone. The human heart by nature seeks after
God. There is a spiritual vacuum in every man until it is filled by
Christ. This is true also for the communists
There is a void and those in other captive nations.
In the Gospel there is a power of love
in the hearts of that can appeal to them, too. I have seen it
happen. I know it can be done.
communists.
Christians - mocked and tortured by
This void can
the communists - have forgotten and
forgiven
what has been done to them
be filled by
personally and to their families.
Christ alone
They do their best to help the
communists pass through the crisis and
find the way to Christ. For this work they
need our help.
And not only for this. Christian love is always universal.
With Christians, there is no partiality. Jesus said that the sun of
God rises over the good and the evil. The same is true about
Christian love.
Those Christian leaders in the West who show friendship to
the communists and other tyrannical regimes justify it by the
teaching ofJesus that we must love even our enemies. But never
did Jesus teach that we must love only our enemies, forgetting our
brethren.
They show their "love" by wining and dining those whose
hands are full of the blood of Christians, not by giving them the
good news of Christ.
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But those oppressed by tyrants are forgotten. They are
not loved.
Decades ago, the Evangelical and Catholic churches of
West Germany gave $125 million for the hungry. American
Christians give even more.
There are many hungry people but I cannot imagine
anyone hungrier or more entitled to help from free Christians
than Christian martyrs. If German, British, American and
Scandinavian churches raise so much
money for relief, it should go for everyone
in need but first for the Christian martyrs When Christ was
and their families.
crucified, one of
Does it happen so now?
I was ransomed by Christian
His hands was
organizations, which proves that
stretched out
Christians can be ransomed. However, I
may be the only case of someone
ransomed from Romania by Christians. toward the west,
And the fact of my ransom will accuse the other toward
Christian organizations of the West of
neglecting to fulfil their duty in other
the east
cases.
The first Christians asked themselves
whether the new Church was only for the Jews, or for the
Gentiles, too. The question received the right answer.
In another form, the problem has reappeared in _the
twentieth century. Christianity is not only for the West.
Christ does not belong only to America, England and other
democratic countries.
W hen He was crucified, one of His hands was stretched
out toward the west, the other toward the east. He wishes to
be the King not only of the Jews but also of the Gentiles, of the
communists and of the Western world.
Jesus said, "Go into all the world and preach the Gospel
to every creature" (Mark 16: 15).
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He gave His blood for all and all should hear and
believe the Gospel.
What encourages us to preach the Gospel in captive
nations is that there those who become Christians are full of
love and zeal. I have never met a single lukewarm Russian
Christian. Former young communists and Muslims become
exceptional disciples of Christ.
Christ loves these people and wishes to free them, as He
loves all sinners and desires to free them from sin.
Some Western· church leaders replace this, the only
correct attitude, with another one: complacency toward
the persecutors of Christians. They favour the sinful,
thereby helping the persecutors to maintain their power
and hindering the salvation of these same enemies, as well
as of their victims.

What I found upon my release

When I was reunited with my wife after my release from
prison, she asked me what my plans were for the future. I
answered, "The ideal that I have before me is the life of a
spiritual recluse." My wife answered that she had had the
same thought.
I had been a very dynamic type in my youth. But prison
and especially the years of solitary confinement, had
transformed me into a meditative, contemplative man. All
the storms in the heart had been stilled. I did not mind
communism; I did not even notice it.
I was in the embraces of the heavenly Bridegroom. I
prayed for those who tormented us and loved them with all
of my heart.
I had very little hope of ever being released. From time
to time I wondered what I would do in case I were released. I
always considered that I would retire somewhere and
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continue the life of sweet union in the desert with the ·· -t
I ,,
heavenly Bridegroom.
God is "the Truth."
The Bible is the "truth about the Truth." Theology is the
"truth about the truth about the Truth."
Christian people live in these many truths about the
Truth and, because of them, have not "the Truth."
Hungry, beaten and drugged, we had forgotten our
theologies and the Bible. We had forgotten the "truths about
the Truth." Therefore we lived in "the Truth."
It is written, "The Son of man is coming at an hour when
you do not expect Him" (Matthew 24:44). We could not
think any more. In our darkest hours of torture, the Son of
Man came to us, making the prison walls shine like diamonds
and filling the cells with light.
Somewhere, far away, were the torturers below us in the
sphere of the body. But the spirit rejoiced in the Lord. We
would not have given up this joy for that of kingly palaces.
The desire to fight against somebody or something could
not have been further from my mind. I did not wish to fight
any wars, even just wars. I wished rather to build living
temples to Christ. It was with the hope of quiet years of
contemplation ahead that I left prison.
But, from the very day of my release, I was faced with
aspects of communism more ugly than all the tortures of my
imprisonment had been. One after the other I met great
preachers and pastors of the different churches and even
bishops, who simply confessed with great sorrow that they
were informers for the secret police against their owl:l. flocks.
I asked them if they were prepared to give up being
informers, even at the risk of being imprisoned themselves.
All answered "no," and explained that it was not fear for their
own persons that restrained them. They told me of new
developments in the churches, things that did not exist before
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my arrest - that to refuse to be an informer could mean the
closing of a church.
In every town there was a government representative for
the control of "cults," a man of the secret communist police. He
had the right to call any priest or pastor whenever he liked and
to ask him who had been in church, who took frequent·
Communion, who was zealous in religion , who was a
soulwinner, what people confessed and so on. If you did not
answer, you were dismissed and another "minister" was put in
your place who would say more than you did.
Where the government representative
had no such replacement (which almost
For the first
never happened), he simply closed the
time in Church church. This happens today in China.
Most ministers gave information to the
history, an
secret police. Some did it reluctantly, trying
avowed
to hide certain things, whereas others got
atheistic Party into the habit and their consciences were
hardened. Still others had acquired a
decides who
passion for it and said more than was
leads
demanded of them.
I heard confessions from children of
the Church
Christian martyrs who had been obliged to
give information about the families in
which they had been received with kindness. Otherwise, they
;ere threatened with not being able to continue their studies.
I went to the Baptist Congress, which was under the token
of the Red Flag, where the communists had decided who should
be the "elected leaders." I knew that at the head of all the
official churches were men nominated by the Communist Party.
Then I realized that I was seeing an abomination about which
Jesus spoke.
There have always been good and bad pastors and
preachers. But now, for the first time in Church history, the
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Central Committee of an avowed a theistic Party, which has
as its declared purpose the uprooting of religion, decides
who leads the Church. To lead it for what purpose? Surely,
to help in the uprooting of religion.
Lenin wrote: "Every religious idea, every idea of God
- even flirting with the idea of God - is unutterable
vileness of the m?st dangerous kind, contagion of the most
abominable kind. Millions of sins, filthy deeds, acts of
violence and physical contagion are far less dangerous than
the subtle, spiritual idea of a God."
The Communist Parties of the Soviet Union were
Leninist. To them religion was worse than cancer,
tuberculosis, or syphilis. They decided who should be the
religious leaders. The leaders of the official church
cooperated, compromising more or less with them.
I have seen the poisoning of children and youth with
atheism, the official churches having not the slightest
possibility of counteracting it. In no church in our capital of
Bucharest could one find a youth meeting or a Sunday
school for children. The children of Christians are brought
up in the school of hatred.
And then -seeing all this -I hated communism as I·
had not hated it under their tortures. I hated not because of
what it had done to me but because of the wrong it does to
the glory of God, to the name of Christ and to the souls of
one billion men under its dominion.
Peasants from all over the country came to see me and
told me how the collectivization was being conducted.
They were now hungry slaves on their own former fields
and vineyards. They had no bread. Their children had no
milk, no fruit - and this in a country with natural riches
that equal those of Canaan of old.
Brethren confessed to me that Lenin's communist
regime had made thieves and liars of them all. Out of
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hunger they had to steal from what was originally their own
field but now belonged to the collective. Then they had to lie to
cover their theft.
Workers spoke to me about the terror in the factories and
about an exploitation of work-power such as the capitalists had
never dreamed of. The workers had no right to strike.
Intellectuals had to teach, against their inner convictions,
that there is no God.
The whole life and thought of one-third of the world at
that time was destroyed or falsified, as is still be�ng done in
restricted nations today.
Young girls came to complain that they had been called to
the Communist Youth Organization and were reproved and
threatened because they kissed a boy who was a Christian; and
the name of another was given to them whom they might kiss!
Everything was desperately false and ugly.
Then I met the fighters of the Underground Church- my
comrades of long ago - some of whom have remained free and
others who have taken up the fight again after having been
rele_ased from prison. They called on me to take up the fight
with them. I attended their secret meetings at which they sang
from hymnbooks written by hand.
I remembered St. Anthony the Great, who had been in the
desert for thirty years. He had left the world altogether, passing
his whole life in fasting and prayer. But when he heard about
the fight between St. Athanasius and Arius about the divinity
of Christ, he left the contemplative life and came to Alexandria
to help the truth to triumph.
I remembered St. Bernard de Clairvaux, who was a monk
high up in the mountains. But he heard about the foolishness of
the Crusades, about Christians killing Arabs and Jews and their
brethren in faith of another confession, to win an empty tomb.
He left his monastery and stepped down from his heights to
preach against the Crusades.
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I decided to do what all Christians have to do: to follow
the examples of Christ, the apostle Paul and the great
saints, to give up the thought of retiring and to take up the
fight. What kind of fight would it be?
Christians in prison have always prayed for their
enemies and have given a beautiful witness to them. T he
desire of our heart was that they should be saved and we
rejoiced as often as it happened. But I hated the evil
communist system and I wished to strengthen the
Underground Church, the only force that can overthrow
this awful tyranny, by the power of the Gospel.
I did not think only about Romania but also about the
entire communist world. However, I have met much
unconcern in the West.
Writers around the world protested when two
communist writers, Siniavski and Daniel, were sentenced
to prison by their own comrades. But not even churches
protest when Christians are put in prison for their faith.
Who cares about Brother Kuzyck, sentenced because
he committed the crime of distributing "poisonous"
Christian publications such as Bible portions and the
devotional booklets of Torrey? Who knows about Brother
Prokofiev, sentenced for having distributed printed
sermons? Who knows about Grunvald, a Hebrew Christian
sentenced for similar offences in Russia and from whom the
communists took his little son for life?
I know what I felt when I was taken away from my
Mihai. And I suffer with Brother Grunvald, lvanenko,
Granny Shevchuk, Taisya T kachenko, Ekaterina Vekazina,
Georgi Vekazin, the couple Pilat in Latvia and on and on names of saints and heroes of the faith in the twentieth
century! I bow to kiss their chains, as the first Christians
kissed the chains of their fellow believers when they were
led to be thrown before the wild beasts.
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Some Western Church leaders don't care about them.
The names of the martyrs are not on their prayer lists. W hile
they were being tortured and sentenced, the Russian Baptist
and Orthodox official leaders who had denounced and
betrayed them were received with great honour at New Delhi,
at Geneva and at other conferences.
There they assured everyone that in Russia there is full
religious liberty.
. A leader of the World Council of Churches kissed the
Bolshevik archbishop Nikodim when he gave this assurance.
Then they banqueted together in the imposing name of the
World Council of Churches, while the saints in prison ate
cabbage with unwashed intestines, just as I had eaten in the
name ofJesus Christ.
Things could not remain like this. The Underground
Church decided that I should leave the country if the
possibility were given and inform Christians in the West about
what is happening.
I have decided to denounce communism, though I love
the communists. I don't find it to be right to preach the Gospel
without denouncing communism.
Some tell me "Preach the pure Gospel!" This reminds me
that the communist secret police also told me to preach Christ
but not to mention communism. Is it really so, that those who
are for what is called "a pure Gospel" are inspired by the same
spirit as those of the communist secret police?
I don't know what this so-called pure Gospel is. Was the
preaching of John the Baptist pure? He did not say only,
"Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand!" (Matthew
3:2). He also "rebuked [Herod] ... for all the evils which
Herod had done" (Luke 3:19). He was beheaded because he
didn't confine himself to abstract teaching.
Jesus did not preach only the "pure" Sermon on the
Mount but also what some actual church leaders would have
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called a negative sermon: "Woe tb you, scribes and Pharisees,
hypocrites! ... Serpents, brood of vipers! How can you escape
the condemnation of hell?" (Matthew 23:2 7 ,33). It is for such
"impure" preaching that He was crucified. The Pharisees
would not have bothered about the Sermon on the Mount.
Sin must be called by its name. Communism is one of the
most dangerous sins in the world today. Every Gospel that does
not denounce it is not the pure Gospel. The Underground
Chur�h denounces it, risking liberty and life. The less have we
to be silent in the West.
I have decided to denounce communism,_not in the sense
in which those who are usually called "anti-communists" do it.
Hitler was an anti-communist and was nonetheless a tyrant.
We hate the sin and love the sinner.

Why I suffer in the West
I suffer in the West more than I did in communist lands.
My suffering consists first of all in the longing after the
unspeakable beauties of the Underground Church, the Church
that fulfils the old Latin saying, Nudis nudum Christi sequi
("naked, follow the naked Christ").
In captive nations, the Son of Man and those who are His
have nowhere to lay their heads. Many Christians there don't
build houses for themselves. To what good? They will be
confiscated at their first �rrest. Just the fact that you have a new
house can be a greater motive for you to be imprisoned,
because the others wish to take your house. There you don't
bury your fa!her, neither do you say farewell to your family
before following <;::hrist.
W ho is your mother, your brother, your sister? You are, in
this respect, like Jesus. Mother and brother are for you only
those who fulfil the will of God. As for the natural ties, can they
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count any more when it is a frequent occurrence that the bride
denounces the bridegroom, children their parents, wives their
husbands? It is more and more only the spiritual connection
that remains.
The Underground Church is a poor and suffering church
but it has few lukewarm members.
A religious service in the Underground Church is like one
nineteen hundred years ago in the Early Church. The preacher
knows no elaborate theology. He knows
no homiletic, as Peter did not know it.
Whoever has
Every professor of theology would have
given Peter a poor grade for his sermon on
known the
the day of Pentecost.
The Bible verses are not well known spiritual beauty
in many countries, because Bibles are not
of the
permitted. Besides, the preacher has most
Underground
likely been in prison for years without a
Bible.
Church cannot
When they express their faith in a
be satisfied with
Father, it means much because there is a
drama behind this assertion. In prison the emptiness of
thf:Y have daily asked this Almighty
some Western
Father for bread and have received
churches
instead cabbage with unmentionable
filth. Nevertheless, they believe God to be
the loving Father.
They are like Job who said that he would believe in God
even if He would slay him. They are like Jesus who called God
"Father," even when He was seemingly forsaken on the cross.
W hoever has known the spiritual beauty of the
Underground Church cannot be satisfied any more with the
emptiness of some Western churches.
I suffer in the West more t_han I suffered in the communist
jails because now I see with my own eyes Western civilization
0
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dying. Oswald Spengler wrote in Decline ofthe West:
You are dying. I see in you all the characteristic stigma of
decay. I can prove that your great wealth and your great
poverty, your capitalism and your socialism, your wars
and your revolutions, your atheism and your pessimism
and your cynicism, your immorality, your broken-down
marriages, your birth-control, that is bleeding you from
the bottom and killing you off at the top in your brains
- can prove to you that there are characteristic marks
of the dying ages of ancient states - Alexandria and
Greece and neurotic Rome.
This was written in 1926. Since then, democracy and
civilization have died already in half of Europe and even as
far as Cuba. Much of the West sleeps.
But there is one force that does not sleep. W hereas in
the East, communists are disappointed and
have lost their illusions, in the West a
We Christians "htJ.manistic communism" has remained
virulent.
are often
The Western humanists/communists
Half-heartedly simply do not believe all the bad reports
about the cruelties, the misery and the
on the side
persecution in communist countries. They
of the
spread their faith with tireless zeal
whole truth
everywhere, in the lounges of the upper
classes, in the clubs of intellectuals, in
colleges, in the slums and in the churches.
We Christians arc often half-heartedly on the side of the
whole truth. They are wholeheartedly on the side of the lie.
Theologians of the West discuss trifles in the meantime.
It reminds me that, while the troops of Mahomet II
surrounded Constantinople in 1493 and it had to be decided
whether the Balkans would be under Christian or Muslim
dominion for centuries, a local church council in the
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besieged city discussed the following problems: What colour were
the eyes of the virgin Mary? What gender do the angels have? If a
fly falls into sanctified water, is the fly sanctified or the water
defiled?
This may be only a legend concerning those times but peruse
Church periodicals of today and you will find that questions just
like these are discussed. The menace of the persecutors and the
sufferings of the Underground Church are scarcely ever
mentioned.
There are endless discussions about theological matters,
about rituals, about nonessentials.
At a party in a lounge, someone asked: "If you were on a ship
that sank and you could escape to an isolated island, having the
chance to take with you only one book from the ship's library,
which one would you choose?"
One answered, "The Bible," another, "Shakespeare." But a
writer had the correct answer: "I would choose a book that could
teach me how to make a boat and to arrive on the shore of the
mainland. There I would be free to read whatever I wished."
To keep liberty for all denominations and all theologies and to
regain it where it has been lost due to widespread religious
persecution, is more important than to insist upon one certain
theological opinion.
"The truth shall make you free," said Jesus Qohn 8:32). But,
the sa�e freedom, only freedom, can give the truth. And, instead
of quarrelling about nonessentials, we should unite in this fight for
freedom against the tyrannies in this world.
I suffer also by sharing the increasing suffering of the Church
in captive nations. Having passed through these sufferings, I can
visualize them.
In June 1966, the Soviet newspapers Izvestia and Dervenskais
]izn accused the Russian Baptists of teaching their members to kill
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children to atone for sins. It is the old accusation of ritual
murder that used to be raised against the Jews.
But I know what this means. I was in a prison in Cluj in
1959 with a prisoner, Lazarovici, accused of having killed a
girl. He was only thirty years old but his hair had turned white
overnight under the tortures. He looked like an old man. His
fingernails had been torn out to make him confess to the crime
which he had not committed.
After a year of torture, his innocence was established and
he was released but freedom meant nothing to him any longer.
He was a broken man forever.
Others read a newspaper article and laughed about the
stupid accusations that the Soviet Press made against the
Baptists. .during the communist era. I know
I tremble
what they mean for the accused.
because of
It is horrible to be in the West and to
the sufferings have such images constantly before your
of those
eyes.
persecuted in
W hat happened to the Archbishop
Yermogen of· Kaluga (U.S.S.R.) and the
different
other
�even bishops who protested against
lands
the extremes of cooperation with the Soviet
regime as practised by the patriarch Alexei
and the Archbishop Nikodim, who were
tools in the hands of the communists?
If I· had not seen the bishops who protested in Romania
dying near me in prison, I would not be so concerned about
these godly bishops.
The ministers Nikolai Eshliman and Gleb Yakunin were
disciplined by the patriarch because they asked for religious
freedom for the church. The West knows this much. But I was
in prison with Father loan of Vladimireshti, Romania, to
whom the same ·thing happened. On the surface there was
only an ecclesia6tical ·"disciplining." But our official church
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leaders, like most official church leaders of the communist
countries, worked hand-in-hand with the secret police.
Those disciplined by them were also put under the more
efficient "discipline" - tortures, beatings and drugging - of
prisoners.
I tremble because of the sufferings of those persecuted in
different lands. I tremble thinking about the eternal destiny of
their torturers. I tremble for Western Christians who don't help
their persecuted brethren.
In the depth of my heart, I would like to keep the beauty of
my own vineyard and not be involved in such a huge fight. I
would like so much to be somewhere in quietness and rest. But it
is not possible.
When the communists invaded Tibet, they put an end to
those who were interested only in completely spiritual matters.
In our country they also put an end to those who wished to
remove themselves from reality. Churches and monasteries were
dissolved, keeping only as much as W:lS necessary to dupe
foreigners.
The quietness and rest for which I long would be an escape
from reality and dangerous for my soul.
I have led this fight although it was very dangerous for me
personally. They kidnapped me from the street in 1948 and put
me in jail under a false name. Anna Pauker, our Secretary of
State at that time, said to the Swedish ambassador, Sir Patrick
von Reuterswaerde, "Oh, Wurmbrand is now taking walks on
the streets of Copenhagen."
The Swedish minister had in his pocket my letter that I had
succeeded in smuggling out of prison; he knew that he had been
told a lie. Such a thing can happen again.
If I am killed, the killer will have been appointed by the
communists. No one else has any motive to kill me. If you hear
rumours about my moral depravity, theft, homose�uality,
adultery, political unreliableness, lying, or anything else, it will
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be the fulfilling of the threat of the secret police: "We will destroy
you morally."
A very well-informed source told me that the Romanian
communists decided to kill me after the testimony I gave to the
U.S. Senate in the late 1960s.
I cannot remain silent. And your duty is to examine quietly
what I say.
Even if you think that, after all I have passed through, I suffer
from a persecution complex, you must ask yourself what this
dreadful power of communism is that makes its citizens suffer
from such complexes.
W hat power is it that made men from communist East
Germany take a child in a bulldozer and pass through barbed
wire at the risk of being shot with their whole family?
The West sleeps and must be awakened to see the plight of
captive nations.

Men who suffer often seek a scapegoat, someone on whom
to place the guilt. To find such a one eases the burden much. I
cannot do it.
I cannot put the guilt on some of the Church leaders of the
West who compromise with the haters of Christians. The evil
comes not from them. These leaders are themselves the victims
of a much older evil. They did not create the mess in the Church;
they found it.
Since being in the West, I have visited many theological
seminaries. There I heard lectures about the history of bells and
the history of liturgical songs, about canonical laws long since
disused or about a church discipline that no longer exists. I have
heard that so!lle students of theology learn that the biblical story
of creation is not true, nor that of Adam, nor the flcod, nor the
miracles of Mose� .
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Some are taught that the prophecies were written after
their fulfilment; that the virgin birth is a myth; likewise the
resurrection of Jesus, that His bones have remained
somewhere in a grave; that the Epistles are not genuine; and
that Revelation is the book of a madman. Otherwise, the
Bible is a holy book! (This leaves a holy book in which there
are allegedly more lies than in Chinese communist
newspapers.)
That is what some present Western Church leaders
learned when they were in seminaries. That is the
atmosphere in which they live.
Why should they be faithful to a Master about whom
such strange things are said? Why should Church leaders be
faithful to a Church in which it can be freely taught that God
is dead?
Some leaders of denominations are not of the Bride of
Christ. They are leaders in a Church in which many have
long since betrayed the Master. When they meet someone of
the Underground Church, a martyr, they look at him
strangely.
We cannot always judge man for only one part of his
attitude. If we did so, we would be ,like the Pharisees in whose
eyes Jesus was seen as bad, because He did not respect their
rules about the Sabbath. They closed their eyes e·ntirely to
what would have been lovable in Jesus, even in their sight.
The same Church leaders who have a wrong attitude
toward communism may be right in many other things and
may be personally sincere. And even in what they are wrong,
they may change.
I was once with an Orthodox bishop in Romania. He was
a man of the communists, denouncing his own sheep. I took
his hand between mine and told him the parable of. the
prodigal son. It was on an evening in his garden.
I said, "See with \Wlat love God receives a sinner who
returns. He receives glaclly even a bishop ifhe rert'nt� "
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I sang him Christian songs. This man was converted.
I was.in prison in the same cell with an Orthodox priest who,
in the hope of being released, wrote atheistic lectures. I spoke to
him and he tore to pieces what he had written, thus risking never
to be released.
I cannot make a scapegoat of anyone to ease the burden I
have upon my heart.

I have another pain. Even very close friends misunderstand
me. Some accuse me of bitterness and resentment against the
communists, which I know not to be true.
The Mosaic writer Claude Montefiore said that Jesus'
attitude toward scribes and Pharisees, His public denunciation
of them, is contrary to His command to love our enemies and
bless those who curse us. And Dr.WR. Matthews, retired Dean
of St. Paul's in London, concluded that this is an incoherence
and inconsistency in Jesus. He gives the excuse that Jesus was
not an intellectual!
Montefiore's impression of Jesus was wrong. Jesus loved the
Pharisees, although He denounced them publicly. And I love
the communists, as well as their tools in the Church, although I
denounce them.
Constantly I am told, "Forget the communists! Work only in
spiritual things!"
I met with a Christian who had suffered under the Nazis. He
told me that he is entirely on my side as long as I witness for
Christ but I should not say one word against communism.
I asked him if Christians who fought against Nazism in
Germany were wrong and if they should have been confined to
speaking only from the Bible, without saying a word against the
tyrant Hitler. The reply was, "But Hitler killed six million Jews!
One had to speak against him."
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I replied, "communism has killed thirty million Russians
and millions of Chinese and others. And they have killed
Jews, too. Must we protest only when Jews are killed and not
when Russians or Chinese are killed?" The answer was, "This
is quite another thing." I received no explanation.
The police beat me both during Hitler's reign and during
communist times and I could not see any difference. Both
were very painful.
Christianity has to fight against many aspects of sin, not
only against communism. We are not
obsessed with just this one problem. .But
T he highest
communism is a tremendous foe of
goal of man
Christianity and most dangerous. Against it,
we must unite.
Is to become
May I say it again! The highest goal of
Christ-like.
man is to become Christ-like. To prevent this
is the main aim of communists. They are
To prevent
primarily antireligious. They believe that
this is the
after death man becomes salt and minerals,
nothing else. They desire the whole life to be
main aim of
lived on the level of matter.
communists
They know only the masses. Their word
is that of the demon in the New Testament
when asked what his name was: "We are
legion."
Individual personality - one of the great gifts of God to
mankind - must be crushed. They imprisoned a man
because they found him with a book by Alfred Adler,
Individual Psychology. The officers of the secret police shouted,
'Ah, individual- always individual! W hy not collective?"
Jesus wishes us to be personalities. Therefore there is no
possibility of compromise between communism and us. The
communists know it.
In their magazine Nauka i Religia (Science and Religion),
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they have written, "Religion is incompatible with communism.
It is hostile to it ... The content of the programme of the
1munist Party is a death blow to religion... It is a
programme for the creation of an atheistic society in which
people will be rid forever of the religious bondage."
Can Christianity coexist with communists? Here the
communists answer the question... "Communism is a death
blow to religion."

------------

The invincible, ·widespread
Underground Church
The Underground Church works under very difficult
conditions. Atheism is the state religion in all the communist
countries. They give relative freedom for the elderly to believe
but children and youth must not believe.
Everything in these countries and other kinds of captive
nations - radio, television, cinema, theatre, press and
· publishing houses - has the aim of stamping out belief in Jesus
Christ.
The Underground Church has very little means of
opposing the huge forces of the totalitarian state. The
underground ministers in Russia had no theological training.
There are Chinese pastors today who have never read the
entire Bible.
I will tell you ho w numerous pastors have been ordained.
We met a young Russian who was a secret minister. I asked him
who ordained him. He ans�ered, "We had no real bishop to
ordain us. The official bishop would not ordain anyone who is
not approved by the Communist Party. So ten of us young
Christians went to the tomb of a bishop who died as a martyr.
Two of us put our hands on his gravestone and the others
formed a circle around us. We asked the Holy Spirit to ordain
us. We are sure that we were ordained by the pierced hands of
Jesus." For me, this young man's ordination is valid before God!
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Men with such ordination, who have never had any
theological training and who very often know little of the Bible
(such as evangelists in Bangladesh), carry on the work of
Christ.
It is like the Church in the first centuries. W hat seminaries
did those who turned the world upside-down for Christ
attend? Did they all know how to read? And from where did
they receive Bibles? God spoke to them.
We of the Underground Church have no cathedrals. But is
any cathedral more beautiful than the sky of heaven to which
we looked when we gathered secretly in
forests? The chirping of birds took the place of
I have found the organ. The fragrance of flowers was our
incense. And the shabby suit of a martyr
truly joyful
recently freed from prison was much more
Christians
impressive than priestly robes. We had the
moon and stars as candles. The angels were our
only in the
acolytes who lit them.
Bible, in the
I can never describe the beauty of this
Underground Church! Often, after a secret service,
church and in Christians were caught and sent to prison.
There, Christians wear chains with the
prison
gladness with .which a bride wears a precious
jewel received from her beloved. The waters in
prison are still. They receive His kiss and His embraces and
would not change places with kings.
I have found truly joyful Christians only in the Bible, in the
Underground Church and in prison.
The Underground Church is oppressed but it also has
many friends - even among the secret police; even among
members of the government. Sometimes these secret believers
protect the Underground Church.
Under the former Soviet Empire, Russian newspapers
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complained of the growing numbers of "outward non
believers." These, the Russian press explained, are countless
men and women who work in the very echelons of communist
power - in government offices, in propaganda departments
and elsewhere -who outwardly are communists but inwardly
are secret believers and members of the Underground Church.
The communist press told the story of a young woman who
worked in the communist propaganda department. After
work, they said, she and her husband would gather a group of
young people from other apartments in their building for secret
Bible studies and prayer meetings.
This is still happening throughout the world. Tens of
thousands of such "outward nonbelievers" exist. They feel it
wiser not to attend the show-churches where they will be
watched and hear only a watered-down Gospel. Instead, they
stay in their positions of authority and responsibility from
which they can quietly and effectively witness for Christ.
The faithful Underground Church has thousan_ds of
members in such places. They have secret meetings in
basements, attics, apartments and fields.
In fo�erly communist Russia, no one remembered any
more the arguments for or against child or adult baptism, for or
against papal infallibility. They were not pre- or post
millennialists. They could not interpret prophecies and didn't
quarrel about them but I wondered very often how well they
could prove to atheists the existence of God.
Their answers to atheists were simple, "If you were invited
to a feast with all kinds of good meats, would you believe that
there has been no one to cook them? But nature is a banquet
prepared for us! You have tomatoes and peaches and apples
and milk and honey. Who has prepared all these things for
mankind? Nature is blind. If you believe in no God, how can
you explain. that blind nature succeeded in preparing just the
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Where does the Underground Church meet? In homes. in attics.
in basements. by a river or out in a forest-anywhere believers
could gather secretly. Such secret services are still held today in
Vietnam. Laos. China. the Middle East and in other restricted
countries. Sometimes the police discover their meeting leading
large fines. arrests and imprisonment.
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things that we need in such plenitude and variety?"
They prove that eternal life exists. I heard one pleading
with an atheist: "Suppose that we could speak with an embryo
in his mother's womb and that you would tell him that the
embryonic life is only a short one after which follows a real,
long life. What would the embryo answer? He would say just
what you atheists answer to us, when we speak to you about
paradise and hell. He would say that the life in the mother's
womb is the only one and that everything else is religious
foolishness.
"But if the embryo could think, he would say to himself,
'Here arms grow on me. I do not need them. I cannot even
stretch them. Why do they grow? Perhaps they grow for a
future stage of my existence, in which I will have to work with
them. Legs grow but I have to keep them bent toward my
chest. Why do they grow? Probably life in a large world
follows, where I will have to walk. Eyes grow, although I am
surrounded by perfect darkness and don't need them. Why do
I have eyes? Probably a world with light and colours will
follow.'
"So, if the embryo would reflect on his own development,
he would know about a life outside of his mother's womb,
without having seen it. It is the same with us. As long as we are
young, we have vigour but no mind to use it properly. When,
with the years, we have grown in knowledge and wisdom, the
hearse waits to take us to the grave.
"Why was it necessary to grow in a knowledge and
wisdom that we can use no more? Why do arms, legs and eyes
grow on an embryo? It is for what follows. So it is with us here.
We gtow here in experience, knowledge and wisdom for what
follows. We are prepared to serve on a higher level that follows
death."
About Jesus, the communists printed that He never
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Risking life and liberty. God's "mules" - Bible couriers - use
many ingenious methods to deliver the Word of God to hungry
believers in restricted nations. East German border guards used
drills to bore holes through the doors. floor and walls of
automobiles looking for "illegal" Bibles.
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existed. The workers of the Underground Church answered
this easily: "W hat newspaper have you in your pocket? Is it the
Pravda of today or yesterday? Let me have a look. Aha! 4
January 1964. The year 1964 counted from when? You say
Jesus never existed, yet you count the years from His birth.
Time existed before Him. But when He came, it seemed to
mankind that everything which had been before had been
vain and that the real time began only now. Your communist
newspaper itself is a proof that Jesus is not fiction."
Pastors in the West usually assume that those whom they
have in church are really convinced about the main truths of
Christianity, which they are not. You rarely hear a sermon
proving the truth of our faith. But behind the Iron Curtain,
men who have never learned to do it gave their converts a very
serious foundation.
There is no clear dividing line by which you could say
where the Underground Church, which is the main
stronghold of Christianity, ends and the official Church
begins. They are �terwoven. Some pastors of the show
churches in captive nations carry on a secret parallel ministry
going far beyond the limitations imposed on them by their
governments.
The official Church, the church of collaborators with the
communists, has a long history. It began immediately after the
Russian Socialist Revolution with the "Living Church,"
headed by a bishop named Sergius.
One of his collaborators declared that "Marxism is the
Gospel written with atheist letters." W hat nice theology.
We have had many like Sergius in every country.
In Hungary, among the Catholics, it was Father Balogh.
He and some Protestant ministers helped the communists take
complete control of the state.
In Romania, the communists came to power with the help
of an Orthodox priest named Burducea, a former Fascist, who
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had to make up to the Reds for his past sins by becoming even
more "Red" than his bosses. This priest stood near Vishinski,
the Soviet Secretary of State and smiled in an approving
manner when the latter declared at the installation of the
new communist government: "This government will build
an earthly paradise and you will no longer need a heavenly.
one. ,,
As for those like Nikolai of Russia, it is on record that
they are informers for the government. Major Deriabin, a
defector from the Russian secret police,
testified that Nikolai was their agent.
The Church
This was the situation in nearly all
was turned
denominations. The leadership of the
Romanian
Baptists was imposed by force,
into a
denouncing the real Christians. In Russia the
communist
leadership of the Baptists did the same. The
president of the Romanian Adventists,
tool to
Tachici, told me that he had been an informer
control
of the communist secret police from the first
day they ca}lle to power.
Christians
Rather than close every church- though
and to
they have closed many thousands - the
communists shrewdly decided to permit a few
deceive
".token" official churches to remain open and
visitors
use them as windows through which to
observe, control and eventually destroy
Christians and Christianity. They decided that
it would be better to let the structure of the Church remain
and tum it into a communist tool to control Christians and
to deceive visitors coming to their lands.
This situation exists in the official Chinese TSPM
church as we move into the next century. This "only legal"
church in China represents less than twenty percent of
China's Christians.
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In Romania, I was offered such a church on the condition
that I, as pastor, would report on my members to the secret
police. It seems that Westerners, accustomed to things "black
and white" - all one way or all another - cannot
understand this. But the Underground Church will never
accept token, controlled churches as a substitute for
meaningful, effective evangelism "to every creature" including youth.
But in the official churches there is a real spiritual life,
despite many treacherous leaders. (I have the impression that
in rnany churches of the West the situation is similar. The
congregations are faithful sometimes not b�cause of but in ·
spite of, their top leaders.)
In Russia, the Orthodox liturgy remained unchanged and
it fed the hearts of the members of this church, even if the
sermons flattered the communists. The Lutherans,
Presbyterians and other Protestants sang the same old hymns.
And then, even the sermons of the informers had to contain
something of Scripture.
People in China today are converted under the influence
of men whom they know to be traitors. They know that they
will tell the secret police about their conversions. They must
hide their faith from the very one who gave them this faith by
his corrupted sermon.
This is the great miracle of God cited in Leviticus 11:37 in
symbolic language: "And if a part of any such carcass [ which
is, according to the Mosaic law, defiled] falls on any planting
seed which is to be sown, it remains clean."
Fairness obliges us to say that not all the official Church
leaders, not even all the official top leaders, are men of the
communists.
Members of the Underground Church are also very
prominent in the official churches, except for some who have

�----------1111111111111111111111111111•.......
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with African Brethren.
Richard and Sabina Wurmbrand

rch destroyed by
Chr :stian worshiping in their chu
Moslem Fanatics.
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to keep themselves hidden. And they see to it that Christianity
is not wishy-washy but a fighting faith.
When the secret police came to close down the monastery
of Vladimireshti in Romania and others in many places in
Russia, they had a hard time. Some communists have paid with
their lives for the crime of trying to forbid religion.
But the official churches are becoming fewer and fewer. I
wonder if, in the whole of the Soviet Union, there were five or
six thousand churches under communism. (The United
States, with the same population, had some three hundred
thousand decades ago.) And these "churches" were most often
only tiny rooms-not a "church" as we picture it.
Foreign visitors would see a crowded church in Moscow which was the only Protestant church in the city - and
remark what freedom there is. "Even the churches are
overflowing!" they would joyously report.
They did not see the tragedy of one Protestant church for
seven million souls! And not even the one-room churches
were within travelling distance of eighty percent of the people
of the Soviet Union.
These multitudes were either forgotten or reached with
underground methods of evangelism. There was no other
choice. The more communism dominates in a country, the
more the Church will have to be underground.
In place of closed official churches come the meetings of
the antireligious organizations.

How the Underground Church
"feeds" on atheistic literature

The Underground Church knows how to use atheistic
literature, too, feeding upon it just as Elijah was fed by ravens.
The atheists put much skill and zeal into ridiculing and
criticizing Bible verses.
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� Believers in the former
Soviet Union used radio
broadcasts made by VOM
to prepare. print and
KJlCP11KAJlbHMI
P,\Ali'OnvonArAHllA0P)',A11E
distribute
their own
cnCl1XO.�Ont'IECKOR
Christian materials (at
top), keeping the Church
alive during the dark years
of communism.
Over the past 30 years the
Voice of the Martyrs has
effectively used radio broadcasts to bring the Gospel to
believers in captive nations. The most valuable compliment
came from "Nautchny Atheism" (Scientific Atheism) shown above. In a 62 page article in July 1988 called
"Clerical Radio Propaganda - Weapon of Psychological
Warfare" they complain that preaching the Gospel to the
Soviet people over the air voids all their efforts within the
communist. atheistic education system.
f(JIII
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They published books called The Comical Bible and The
Bible for Believers and Unbelievers. They tried t·o show how
stupid Scripture is and, to do so, quoted many Bible verses.
How we rejoiced over it! The book was printed in millions of
copies and was full of Bible verses, which were unspeakably
beautiful even when the communists ridiculed them. The
criticism itself was so stupid that no one took it seriously.
In the past, "heretics" burned by the Inquisition were taken
to the stake. in a procession, dressed in all kinds of ridiculous
clothes with hell flames and devils painted on them. And what
saints were these heretics!
In a similar way, Bible verses remain true, even if the Devil
quotes them.
The communist publishing house was very glad to receive
thousands of letters asking for reprints of atheist books that
quoted Bible verses to mock them. They did not know that
these letters came from the Underground Church, which had
no other opportunity of receiving the Scriptures.
We also knew well how to use the atheistic meetings.
A professor of communism demonstrated at a meeting that
Jesus was nothing but a magician. The professor had before him
a pitcher of water. He put a powder in it and it became red.
"This is the whole miracle," he explained. "Jesus had
hidden in his sleeves a powder like this and then pretended to
have changed water into wine in a wonderful manner. But I can
do even better than Jesus; I can change the wine into water
again." And he put another powder in the liquid. It became
clear. Then another powder and it was red again.
A Christian stood up and said, "You have amazed us,
comrade professor, by what you are able to do. We would ask
only one thing more of you -drink a bottle of your wine!"
The professor said, "This I cannot do. The powder was a
.
pmson. ,,
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The Christian replied, "This is the whole difference
· between you and Jesus. He, with His wine, has given us joy for
two thousand years, whereas you poison us with your wine."
The Christian went to prison. But news of the incident spread
very far and strengthened many ofthe faith.
We are weak little Davids. But we are stronger than the
Goliath of atheism, because God is on our side. The truth
belongs to us.
On one occasion a communist was giving a lecture on
atheism. All factory workers were required to attend; among
these workers were many Christians. They sat
quietly hearing all the arguments against God
Wea re
and about the stupidity of believing in Christ.
The
lecturer attempted to prove that there is
stronger than
no spiritual world, no God, no Christ, no
hereafter; man is only matter with no soul. He
the Goliath
said over and over that only matter exists.
of atheism,
A Christian stood up and asked to speak.
because God Permission was given. The Christian picked up
his folding chair and threw it down.He paused,
is on our s ide looking at it. He then walked up and slapped
the communist lecturer in the face.
The lecturer became very angry. His face flushed red with
indignation. He shouted obscenities and called for fellow
communists to arrest the Christian. He demanded, "How dare
you slap me? What is the reason?"
The Christian replied, "You have just proved yourself a
liar.You said everything is matter ...nothing else. I picked up a
chair and threw it down. It is truly matter. The chair did not
become angry. It is only matter. When I slapped you, you did
not react like the chair. You reacted differently. Matter does
not get mad or angry but you did. Therefore, comrade
professor, you are wrong. Man is more than matter. We are
spiritual beings!"
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In countles? ways such as this, ordinary Christians of the
Underground Church disproved elaborate atheistic
arguments.
In prison, the political officer asked me harshly, "How long
will you continue to keep your stupid religion?"
I said to him, "I have seen innumerable atheists regretting
on their deathbeds that they have been godless; they called on
Christ. Can you imagine that a Christian could regret, when
death is near, that he has been a Christian and call on Marx or
Lenin to rescue him from his faith?"
The officer laughed, "A clever answer."
I continued, "W hen an engineer has built a bridge, the fact
that a cat can pass over the bridge is no proof that the bridge is
good. A train must pass over it to prove its strength. The fact
that you can be an atheist when everything goes well does not
prove the truth of atheism. It does not hold up in moments of
great crisis."
I used Lenin's books to prove to him that, even after
becoming prime minister of the Soviet Union, Lenin himself
prayed when things went wrong.
We were quiet and could quietly await the development of
events. It was the communists who were unquiet and launched
new antireligious campaigns. By this they proved what St.
Augustine said, "Uneasy is the heart until it rests in Thee."

Why even communists can be won
The Underground Church, if helped by Christians in the
free world, will win the hearts of the communists and will
change the face of the wodd. It will win them; because it is
unnatural to be a communist. Eve.
. n a dog wishes to have his
'

'

own bone. The hearts of communists rebel against the role

they must play and the absurdities they are forced to believe.
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Individual communists asserted that "matter is
everything" - that we are a handful of chemicals organized in
a certain fashion and that after death we will again be salt and
minerals. It was therefore enough to ask them, "How is it that !. ,,...
communists in so many countries have given their lives for .,_ ,
their belief? Does a 'handful of chemicals' have beliefs? Can ·.:
'minerals' sacrifice themselves for the good of others?" To this
they have no answer.
And then there is the issue of brutality. Men w�re not, '.
created as brutes and cannot bear to be brutes for long. We
have seen it in the collapse of Nazi rulers, some of who.m
committed suicide, while some repented and confessed their'.
crimes.
The enormous amount of drunkenness in communi�t
countries exposes the longing for a more meaningful life,.
which communism cannot give.
The average Russian is a deep, big-hearted, generous
person. Communism is shallow and superficial. He seeks the
deep life and, finding it nowhere else, he seeks it in alcohol. He
expresses in alcoholism his horror about the brutal and
deceitful life he must live. For a few moments alcohol sets him·-
free, as truth would set him free forever if he could know it.
In Bucharest, during the Russian occupation
(1947-1989), I once felt an irresistible impulse to enter a
tavern. I called my wife to go with me. Upon entering, we saw a
Russian captain with a gun in his hand threatening everyone
and asking for more to drink. He had been refused because he
was already very drunk. People were in a panic.
I went to the owner - who knew me - and asked him to
give liquor to the captain, promising that I would sit with him
and see that he kept quiet. One bottle of wine after another
was given to us. On the table were three glasses. The captain
always politely filled all three ... and drank all three.

;. �... '1::
:. ,. .. . .
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My wife and I did not drink. Althoug� he was very drunk,
nis mind was working.. He was used to alcohol. I spoke to him
about Christ and he listened with unexpected attention.
When I finished, he said, "Now that you have told me who
you are, I will tell you who I am. I am an Orthodox priest who
w�s among the first to deny my faith when the great
persecution under Stalin began. I went from village to village
to give lectu�es saying that there is no God
and that as a priest I had been a deceiver. 'I
The
am a deceiver and so are all the other
Underground
ministers,' I told them. I was very much
Church
appreciated for my zeal, so I became an
officer of the secret police. My punishment represents the
from God was that with this hand I had to kill
deepest need
Christians, after having tortured them. And
of enslaved
now I drink and drink to forget what I have
done. But it does not work."
peoples in
Many communists commit suicide. So
captive
did their. greatest poets, Essenin and
nations.
Maiakovski. So did their great writer Fadeev.
Help her!
. He had just finished his novel called
H9ppiness in which he had explained that
happiness consists in working tirelessly for
communism. He was so happy about it that he shot himself
after having finished the novel. It was too difficult for his soul
to bear such a great lie.
Joffe, Tomkin- great communist leaders and fighters for
communism in Czarist times - likewise could not bear to see
how communism looks in reality. T hey also ended in suicide.
Communists are unhappy. So are even their great
dictators. How unhappy Stalin was! After having killed nearly
all of his old comrades, he was constantly in fear of being
poisoned or killed himself. He had eight bedrooms that could
be locked up like safes in a bank. No one ever knew in which of
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these bedrooms he slept on any given night. He never ate
unless the cook tasted the food in his presence.
Communism makes no one happy, not even its dictators.
They need Christ.
By converting those who persecute Christians, we would
free not only their victims but the persecutors themselves.
The Underground Church represents the deepest need of
enslaved peoples in captive nations. Help her!

The distinctive feature of the Underground Church is its
earnestness in faith.
A minister who disguises himself under the name of
"George" tells in his book about God's Underground Church
the following incident:
A Russian Army captain came to a minister in Hungary
and asked to see him alone. The young captain was very
brash and very conscious of his role as a conqueror. When he
had been led to a small conference room and the door was
closed, he nodded toward the cross that hung on the wall.
"You know,that thing is a lie," he said to the minister.
"It's just a piece of trickery you ministers use to delude the
poor people to make it easier for the rich to keep them
ignorant. Come now, we are alone. Admit to me that you
never really believed that Jesus Christ was the Son of God!"
, The minister smiled. "But, my poor young man, of course
I believe it. It is true."
"I won't have you play these tricks on me!" cried the
captain. "This is serious. Don't laugh at me!"
He drew out his revolver and held it close to the body of
the minister. "Unless you admit to me that it is a lie, I'll fire!"
"I cannot admit that, for it is not true. Our Lord is really
and truly the Son of God," said the minister.
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The captain flung his revolver on the floor and embraced
the man of God. Tears sprang to his eyes.
"It is true!" he cried. "It is true. I believe so, too but I could
not be sure men would die for this belief until I found it out for
myself. Oh, thank you! You have strengthened my faith. Now I
too can die for Christ. You have shown me how."
I have known other such cases. W hen the
Russians occupied Romania, two armed We shall win
Russian soldiers entered a church with their
communists
guns in their hands.
They said, "We don't believe in your faith.
because our
Those who do not abandon it immediately
message
will be shot at once! Those who abandon your
faith move to the right!"
corresponds
Some moved to the right, who were then
ordered to leave the church and go home. to the deepest
They fled for their lives.
needs of
W hen the Russians were alone with the
their hearts
remaining Christians, they embraced them
and confessed, "We, too, are Christians but
we wished to have fellowship only with those
who consider the truth worth dying for."
Such men fought for the Gospel and still fight today in the
communist nations of Southeast Asia. And they fight not only
for the Gospel. They are also the fighters for liberty.
In the homes of many Western Christians, hours are
sometimes spent listening to worldly music. In our homes loud
music can also be heard but it is only_ to cover the talk about the
Gospel and the underground work so that neighbours may not
overhear it and inform the secret police.
How underground Christians rejoice on those rare
occasions when they meet a serious Christian from the West!
The one who writes these lines is only an insignificant man.
But I am the voice of those who are voiceless; of those who are
muzzled and never represented in the West.
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In their name I ask great seriousness in faith and in handling
the problems of Christianity. In their name I ask your prayers
and practical help for the faithful, suffering Underground
Church in communist lands and other captive nations today.

We shall win the communists. First, because God is on our
side. Second, because our message corresponds to the deepest
needs of the heart.
Communists who had been in prison under the Nazis
confessed to me that they prayed in difficult hours. I have even
seen communist officers die with the words "Jesus, Jesus,'' on
their lips.
We shall win because all the cultural inheritance of our
people is on our side. The Russians can forbid all the writings of
modem Christians. But there are the books of Tolstoy and
Dostoyev�ki and people find the light of Christ there. So it is
with Goethe in Eastern Germany, Sienkiewicz in Poland and
others. The greatest Romanian writer was Sadoveanu. The
communists have published his book The Lives of Saints under
the title The Legend of Saints. But even under this title the
example of the lives of saints inspires.
They cannot exclude reproductions of Raphael,
Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci from the history of the
· arts. These pictures speak of Christ.
W hen I talk with a communist about Christ, the deepest
spiritual need in his heart is my ally- my helper. The greatest
difficulty for him is not to answer my arguments. His great
difficulty is to quiet the voice of his own conscience, which is on
my side.
I have personally known professors of Marxism who, before
delivering an atheistic lecture, prayed to God that He might
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help them in this! I have·known of communists going to a secret
meeting far away. W hen they were discovered, they denied that
they had been in an underground meeting. Then they wept,
regretting that they had not had the courage to stand for the faith
that compelled them to attend. They are men, too.
Once the individual has arrived at faith - even a very
primitive faith- this faith develops and grows. We are sure that
it will conquer because we of the Underground Church have
seen it conquer again and again.
Christ loves the communists and other "enemies of the
faith." They can and must be won for Christ. Whoever wishes to
satisfy the longing of the heart of Jesus for the salvation of the
souls of all mankind should sustain the Underground Church in
her work.
Jesus said, "Teach all nations." He never said that we need
governmental permission to evangelize. Faithfulness to God and
the Great Commission compels us to reach beyond borders to
people in restricted nations. We can reach them by working with
the Underground Church already there!

Components of the Underground Church
Three groups compose the Underground Church. The first
group is the thousands upon thousands of former pastors and
ministers who have been removed from their churches and from
their flocks because they would not compromise the Gospel.
Many such pastors and ministers have been imprisoned for years
and tortured for their faith. They have been released- and have
promptly resumed their ministry - secretly and effectively
ministering in the Underground Church.
Though the communists and other types of governments
closed their churches or replaced them with more "reliable"
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ministers, these pastors continue their ministry more effectively
than ever by working secretly in underground meetings in barns,
attics, basements and hayfields at night- or anywhere believers
gather secretly. These men are "living martyrs" who will not
cease their ministry and who risk more torture and rearrest.
The second part of the Underground Church is the vast
army of dedicated lay people. One out of every five people in the
world live in communist China, where thousands of lay
Christians evangelize without "permission."
Persecution has always produced a better Christian - a
witnessing Christian, a soulwinhing Christian. Communist
persecution has backfired' and produced serious, dedicated
Christians such as are rarely seen in free lands. These peopl�
cannot understand how anyone can be a
Christian and not want to win every soul they
. .�
meet.
People
The Red Star (the Russian Army
listened and newspaper) attacked the Russian Christians,
saying, "The worshippers of Christ like to get
believed
their greedy claws on everyone."
But their shining Christian lives won the
because they love and respect of their fellow villagers and
neighbours. In any village or town, the
had seen
Christians were the most liked, beloved
Christ in their residents.
When a mother was too ill to care for her
daily lives
children, it was the Christian mother who
came over and looked after them. When a
man was too ill to cut his firewood, it was the
Christian man who did it for him.
They lived their Christianity and when they began to witness
for Christ the people listened and believed - because they had
seen Christ in their daily lives.
Since no one but a licensed minister can speak in an official
church, the millions of fervent, dedicated Christians in every
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corner of the communist world win souls, witness and
minister in marketplaces, at the village water pump everywhere they go.
Communist newspapers admitted that Christian butchers
slipped Gospel tracts in the wrapping paper of the meat they
sold. The communist press admitted that Christians working
in places of authority in communist printing houses slipped
back in late at night, started up their presses and ran off a few
thousand pieces of Christian literature - and locked up again
before the sun arose.
The communist press also admitted that Christian
children in Moscow received Gospels from "some sources"
and.then copied portions by hand. The children then placed
the portions in the pockets of their teachers' overcoats that
hung in school closets.
This vast body of laymen and laywomen is a very
powerful, effective, soulwinning missionary force already in
every communist land.
These millions of dedicated, true and fervent believers in
the ··lay church have been
purified by the very fires of
II
'
persecution that the
communists
hoped would destroy them.
I,,
·,.
.
:. In communi�t. Crb�l t?f.u�ands of house churches have
.
sprung up despite government harassment. The ecumenical
council of Cuba is µi�i�ly composed of Marxist church
·
··
leaders.
The third vital part of the. UnqetgroWn.d Church is the
large body of faithful �ast�r�. in' the officia'l but bridled and
· 1 1 '. • • •
silenced "churches.)'
The Underground Church is not something completely
separate from the official church. During the reign of
communism in Poland, Hungary and the former Yugoslavia,
many of the pastors of the official churches secretly worked in
the Underground Church.
In some countries there is an interweaving between the
I

•:

'

\

I

I

"

"
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two even today. These pastors are not allowed to speak abo.ut
Christ outside their tiny, one-room churches. They are no
allowed to have children's meetings or youth meetings. Non
Christians are afraid to come. The pastors are not allowed to
pray for ill church members in their homes. They are fenced in
on every side by communist regulations that make their
"churches" all but meaningless.
Very often these pastors, faced with controls that make a
mockery of "freedom of religion," courageously risk their
liberty by carrying on a parallel secret ministry
that goes far beyond the government's
They risk
limitations.
These pastors secretly minister to children
their lives to and youth. In the Middle East, North Africa
and Asia, they evangelize secretly in Christian
secretly
homes and basements. They secretly receive
and distribute Christian literature to hungry
spread the
souls.
They risk their freedom by secretly
Word of God
ignoring the official limitations and
ministering to hungry souls all around them.
Seemingly docile and obedient on the
surface, they risk their lives to secretly spread the Word of
God.
Many such men were discovered and arrested in the
former Soviet Union and received several years of
imprisonment.
More men and women are arrested today. They are the
vital parts of the Underground Church in restricted nations.
Former ministers who have been expelled from their
churches and persecuted by government officials, the lay
church and official pastors who secretly carry on a much larger
and extensive ministry than they are permitted- all these are
working in the Underground or "unofficial" Church.
And the Underground Church will last until communism
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and other "isms" are defeated. In some lands, one part is more
active than another - but all are there, working for Christ at a
great risk.
A man who travels frequently in communist lands and who
is very interested in religious questions. came back and wrote
that he never met any of the Underground Church.
It is like travelling in Central Africa among uneducated
tribes and coming back saying, "I inquired thoroughly. I asked
them all if they speak prose.
They all told me that they don't." The truth is that they all
speak prose not knowing that what they speak is prose.
The Christians of the first decades did not know they were
Christians. If you had asked them about their religion, they
would have answered you that they were Jews, Israelites,
believers in] esus as Messiah, brethren, saints, children of God.
The name "Christian" was given to them by others much later,
for the first time in Antioch.
None of the followers of Luther knew he was a Lutheran.
Luther protested vigorously against this name.
"Underground Church" is a name given by the communists,
as well as by Western researchers of the religious situation in
captive nations, to a secret organization that formed
spontaneously in all communist nations.
The members of the Underground Church don't call their
organization by this name. They call themselves Christians,
believers, children of God. But they lead an underground work,
they meet secretly, they spread the Gospel in clandestine
meetings, attended sometimes by the very foreigners who claim
that they did not see the Underground Church. It is an adequate
name given by the adversaries and by those who look lovingly
from the outside to this-4Vonderful secret organization.
You can travel years throughout the West never meeting an
international spy net, which does not mean that this spy net
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does not exist. It is not so stupid as to show itself to the
curious travellers.
In the next chapter, I will quote some articles printed in
the past few decades by the Soviet press, proving the
existence and growing importance of this courageous
Underground Church.

How Christianity is
defeating communism
I have told of our own experience in spreading Christ's
message secretly in the Soviet army as well as in communist
Romania. I have appealed to y ou to help preach Christ to the
communists and to the people oppressed by them. Is my
challenge "visionary " and "unworkable"? Is it realistic?
Does the Underground Church exist now in communist
Asia and other captive nations? Is underground work still
possible there now?
To these questions we can answer with very good news.
The communists celebrated well over half a century of
communist rule. But their victory was a defeat. Christianity has
won - not communism. The Russian press, which our
organization researched thoroughly, was full of negative
propaganda about the Underground Church. The Russian
Underground Church had become so strong that it worked
even semi-publicly, frightening the communists. And now the
present leadership of the former Soviet Union confirms the
reports of the communist press.
Remember, the Underground Church around the world
today is like an iceberg. It is mostly below the surface but often a
small part operates in the open.
In the following pages I have preserved a short compilation
of some of their victorious work in the twentieth century.
/2/
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The tip of the iceberg
On 7 November 1966, in Suhumi (Caucasus), the
Underground Church held a great meeting under the open
skies. Many believers came from other cities to attend this
meeting. After the altar call, forty-seven young people
accepted Christ and were baptized on the spot in the Black Sea,
just as in biblical times.
After decades of communist dictatorship, having no Bibles,
other Christian books, or seminaries, the ministers of the
Underground Church arc not trained theologians. But neither
was Philip, the deacon. Yet a eunuch, with whom he had
spoken for perhaps only an hour, asked him, " 'See, here is
water. What hinders me from being baptized?' Then Philip said,
'If you believe with all your heart, you may' ... And both Philip
and the �unuch went down into the water and he baptized him"
(Acts 8:36-38).
There is enough water in the Black Sea, so the
Unde;ground Church reinstated the practices of the biblical
times.
Uchitelskaia Gazeta (The Teacher's Magazine) of 23 August
1966, states that a demonstration was organized in the streets
of Rostov-on-Don by Baptists who refused to register their
congregation and to obey their so-called "leaders" appointed
by the communists.
This occurred on the first of May. As Jesus performed
miracles on the Sabbath days to defy his Pharisaic opponents,
the Underground Church sometimes chose communist
celebration days for defying the communist laws.
The First of May is a feast on which the communists always
have their great demonstrations, which everyone is compelled
to attend. But on this day, the second big force in Russia - the
Underground Church- also appeared on the streets.
. Fifteen hundred believers came. What compelled them

............____________�_
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was the love of God. They knew that they risked their liberty
and that in prison, starvation and torture awaited them.
Every believer in Russia knew the "Secret Manifesto"
printed by the Evangelical Christians in Barnaul, which
describes how sister Hmara, of the village of
Kulunda, received the news that her husband
They knew
had died in prison. She was left a widow with
that they
. four small children.
risked their
When she received the corpse of her
husband, she could see the prints of manacles
liberty and
on his hands. The hands, fingers and the
that in prison,
bottom of his feet were horribly burned. The
starvation
lower part of his stomach had knife marks on
it. The right foot was swollen. On both feet
and torture
were signs of beating. The whole body was full
awaited them
of wounds from horrible torture.
Every believer who attended the publi,,:
demonstration in Rostov-on-Don knew this could be his fate,
too. Still they came.
But they also knew that this martyr, who had given his life
for God only three months after his conversion, was buried
before a great crowd of believers who had placards with these
inscriptions:
"For to me, to live is Christ and to die is gain" (Philippians
1 :21).
"Do not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul"
(Matthew 10:28).
"I saw under the altar the souls of those who had been slain
for the Word of God" (Revelation 6:9).
The example of this martyr inspired those in Rostov-on
Don. They crowded around a little house. People were
everywhere - some on nearby roofs, others in the trees, like
Zacchaeus. Eighty people were converted, mostly young people.
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Out of this number, twenty,three were former Komsomols
(members of the Communist Youth Organization)!
The Christians crossed the entire city walking toward the
river Don, where the new believers were baptized.
Automobiles loaded with communist police soon arrived.
The police surrounded the believers on the bank of the river,
wanting to arrest the brethren in charge. (They couldn't arrest
all fifteen hundred!)
The believers immediately fell to their knees and, in a
fervent prayer, asked God to defend His people and permit them
to have their service for that day. Then the brothers and sisters
- standing shoulder to shoulder - surrounded the brethren
leading the service, hoping to prevent the police from arresting
them. The situation became very tense.
Uchitelskaia Gazeta reported that the "illegal" Baptist
organization in Rostov had an underground printing press. (In
Russia, the word "Baptist" included Evangelicals and
Pentecostals.)
In these underground publications, youth were called to
stand for their faith and Christian parents were asked to do what
I also think is a very good thing: "to take their children to attend
burials in order to learn not to worry about transitory things."
Parents were also encouraged to give a Christian education
to their children as an antidote against the atheism with which
they were poisoned in communist schools.
Uchitelskaia Gazeta finished the article by asking, "Why do
teachers mix so timidly in the life of families in which children
are idiotized [by religion]?"
This "Teacher's Magazine" also described what happened at
the trial of the underground workers who had baptized secretly:
"The youthful believers called as witnesses were defiant and
contempr1J , ,s of the communist court.
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They behaved angrily and fanatically. Young women
spectators gazed with admiration at the defendants and with
disapproval at the atheistic public."
Members of the Underground Church have risked beatings
and imprisonment to appeal for more freedom, in front of the
Communist Party headquarters in Russia.
We possess a document that had been smuggled to the West
through secret channels. This document is from the "illegal"
Committee of the Evangelical Baptist Churches of the Soviet
Union (as opposed to the communist-controlled "Baptist
Union" led by Kharev, who praised the humanity of the
communist mass-killers of Christians and magnified the
"liberty " reigning there).
In this secret document, we are told about another heroic
public demonstration, this time in Moscow itsel£
I translate from this manifesto:
Urgent communication.
Beloved Brethren and Sisters, Blessings to you and peace
from God our Father and our LordJesus Christ.
We hasten to tell you that the delegates of the churches of
Evangelical Baptist Christians, numbering five hundred,
who travelled to Moscow on 16 May 1966, for intervention
with the central organs of power, went to the building of the
Central Committee for the Communist Party of the Union
of Socialist Soviet Republics, with the request to be received
and heard.
We delivered a petition addressed to the General Secretary
Brezhnev.
The manifesto further stated that these five hundred men
stood the entire day before the building. It was the first public
demonstration in Moscow against communism. And it was
rr: ade by the delegation of the Underground Church.
At the end cf the day they delivered a second petition
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addressed to Brezhnev, in which they complained that a certain
"comrade" Stroganov refused to transmit their request to
Brezhnev and threatened them.
The five hundred delegates remained on the streets
throughout the night _in spite of rain. Although they were
verbally insulted and had mud splashed on them by passing
cars, they remained until morning in front of the building of the
Communist Party!
On the next day it was proposed that the five hundred
brethren should enter a building to meet some minor
communist officials. But "knowing that believers who had
visited the authorities were often beaten when they entered a
building where there were no witnesses, these believers refused
unanimously and continued to wait to be received by
Brezhnev."
Then the inevitable happened.
At 1:45 p.m., twenty-eight buses came and the brutal
revenge against the believers began. "We formed a ring and,
holding each other's hand, we sang the hymn, 'The best days of
our life are the days when we can bear a cross.' The men of the
secret police began to beat us, the young and old ones. They
took men out of the row and beat them on the face and head,
then threw them on the asphalt. They dragged some of the
brethren to the buses by their hair. W hen some tried to leave,
they were beaten until they lost consciousness. After filling the
buses with believers, the police took them to an unknown
place. The songs of our brethren and sisters were heard from the
secret police buses. All this happened in the sight of a multitude
of men."
And now something more beautiful follows. After the five
hundred were arrested and surely tortured, Brother G. Yins and
another leading brother, named Horev (the real shepherds of
Christ's flock), still had the courage to go to the same Central
Committee of the Communist Party-just as after the arrest of
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John the Baptist, Jesus began His public preaching in the same
place and with the same words for which John the Baptist
suffered: "Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand"
(Matthew4: 17).
Yins and Horev asked where the arrested delegation was
and demanded their release. These two courageous brethren
simply disappeared. Afterward, news was
received that they were put in Leftorovskaia
"To you it
prison.
We r e t h e s e C h r i s t i a n s o f t h e
has been
Underground Church afraid? No! Others
granted_
immediately risked their liberty again,
not only to
publishing the manifesto that we have before
us, telling the story of what happened.
believe in.
They rejoiced "For to you it has been
granted on behalf of Christ, not only to believe Him but also
to suf/er for
in Him but also to suffer for His sake"
(Philippians 1 :29). They exhorted the
His sake"
brethren "that no one should be shaken by
these afflictions; for you yourselves know that
"'e are appointed to this" ( 1 Thessalonians 3:3).
They also quoted Hebrews 12:2 and called the believers to
look "unto Jesus, the author and finisher of our faith, who for
the joy that was set before Him endured the cross, despising
the shame."
The Underground Church openly opposed the atheistic
poisoning of youth in Rostov and Moscow - and all across
Russia. They fought against the communist poison and against
the treacherous leaders of the official church, about which
they write in one of their secret manifestos: "In our day, Satan
dictates and 'the church' accepts all the decisions which are
contrary to the commandments of God" (quoted in Pravda
Ukrainiof40.ctober 1966).
Pravda Vostoka published the trial proceedings against the
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brethren Alexei Neverov, Boris Garmashov and Axen Zubov,
who organized groups to listen to Gospel broadcasts from
America. They recorded these messages on tapes, which they
circulated afterward.
They were also accused of having organized secret Gospel
meetings under the forms of"excursions" and"artistic circles."
Thus the Underground Church worksjust as the Early Church
worked in the catacombs of Rome.
Sovietskaia Moldavia of 15 September 1966 wrote that the
Underground Church mimeographed booklets. They
gathered in public places, although this was forbidden by law
and went from place to place to witness for Christ.
This same newspaper recounts that on the train from Reni
to Chisinau, three young boys and four girls sang a Christian
hymn, "Let us dedicate our youth to Christ." The reporter
professed himself revolted, because these believers preach"on
the streets, in stations, in trains, buses and even in State
institutions." Again, this was the Underground Church at
work in Russia during the communist er�.
W hen at the trial of these Christians the sentence was
announced for the crime of singing Christian hymns in public,
the condemned fell on their knees and said, "We surrender
ourselves into the hands of God. We thank thee, Lord, that
Thou hast allowed us to suffer for this faith."
Then the audience, led by the "fanatic" Madan, sang in
the courtroom the hymn for which their brethren had just
been sentenced to prison and torture.
On the first of May, the Christians of the villages Copceag
and Zaharovka, having no churches, organized a secret service
in the forest. They also organized meetings under the pretence
of having a birthday.party. (Many Christian families with four
or five members had thirty-five "birthdays" a year as a cover
for secret meetings.)
Neither prison nor torture can frighten the Christians of

-
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the Underground Church. Just as in the Early Church,
persecution only deepens their dedication.
Pravda Ukraini of 4 October 1966 said about Brother
Prokofiev - one of the leaders of the Russian Underground
Church- that he had already been in prison three times but as.
soon as he was released, he began to organize secret Sunday
schools again and was rearrested. He wrote in a secret manifesto:
"Submitting to the human regulations [the communist laws], the
official church has deprived itself of the blessing of God."
And never imagine a prison as in the West when you hear
about a sentenced brother in a restricted nation. Prison there
means starvation, torture and brainwashing.
Nauka i Religia (Science and Religion) No. 9 of 1966 reported
that the Christians spread Gospel literature inside the covers of
Ogoniok - a periodical like Look or Time. They also handed out
books that had the cover of Anna Karenina (a novel by Leo
Tolstoy) but inside had a portion of.the Bible.
In addition, the believers sang Christian songs i11 public.To
the tune of "The Communist lnternational," they sang words
praising Christ (Kazakstanskaia Pravda, 30 June 1966).
In a secret letter published in Kulunda (Siberia), Christians
say th�t the official "Baptist" leadership, "has destroyed the
church and its true servants in the world, in the same way as the
high priests, scribes and Pharisees betrayed Jesus Christ to
Pilate."
But the faithful Underground Church works on!
The Bride of Christ continues to serve Him. The
communists themselves admitted that the Underground
Church won communists for Christ. They can be won!
Bakinskii Rabochi (The Work�r of Baku) of 27 April 1966
reproduced a letter from Tania Ciugunova (a member of the
Communist Youth Organization) who was won to Christ. This
letter was seized by the communist authorities:
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A petition smuggled out of Russia and signed by 1453 Russian mothers whose children had been removed
by the Communist Party. Their crime: they had dared teach them about the love of Jesus Christ.
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Dear Aunt Nadia,
I send you blessings from our beloved Lord. Aunt Nadia,
how much He loves me! We are nothing before Him.
Aunt Nadia, I believe that you understand these words:
"Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to
them that hate you and pray for them which despitefully
use you."
Once this letter was seized, Peter Serebrennikov, the brother
who brought her and many other young communists to Christ,
was sent to prison. The communist newspaper quoted from one
of his sermons: "We must believe our Saviour as the first
Christians did. For us the principal law is the Bible. We recognize
nothing else. We must hurry to save men from sin, especially the
youth."
He stated that the Soviet law forbids telling youth about
Christ, adding: "For us the only law is the Bible" - a very normal
answer where a cruel atheistic dictatorship rules the country.
The communist newspaper then described a "savage"
picture: "Young boys and girls sing spiritual hymns. They receive
the ritual baptism and keep the evil, treacherous teaching oflove
toward the enemy." The article also stated that many young boys
and girls who carry membership in the Communist Youth
Organization are in reality Christians!
It concluded with the words: "How powerless must be the
communist school, how boresome and deprived of light ... that
the pastors are able to snatch away its disciples from under the
nose oftheir indifferent educators."
In Kazakstanskaia Pravda of 30 June 1966, communists
expressed horror upon discovering that the pupil with the best
grades was a Christian boy!
Kirgizskaia Pravda of 17 January 1966, quoted an
1.mderground Christian leaflet to mothers: "Let us join our efforts
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and prayers to dedicate to God the lives of our children from the
time they are in the cradle! ... Let us save our children from the
influence of the world."
These efforts have been successful. The communist
newspapers bear witness to the fact that Christianity advanced
among the youth! A newspaper from Celiabinsk, Russia,
described how a Young Communist Organization girl, Nina,
became a Christian by entering a secret Christian gathering.
Sovietskaia Justitia No. 9 of 1966 describes such an
underground meeting. "It is held at midnight. Hidden, wary
even of their own shadow, men came from different parts. The
brethren filled the dark room, which has a very low ceiling. They
were so many that there was no place to kneel. Because of the
lack of air, the light in the primitive gas lamp went out. Sweat
ran from the faces of those present. On the street, one of the
servants of the Lord was watching for policemen."
Nina said that in such an assembly she was received with
embraces, warmth and care. "They had, as I have now, a great
and enlightening faith - a faith in God. He takes us under His
protection. Let the Komsomols who know me pass near me
without greeting me! Let them look at me with despite and call
me, as if slapping me, 'Baptist!' Let them do so! I don't need
them."
So many other young communists, like her, have made the
decision to serve Christ to the end.
Kazakstanskaia Pravda of 18 August 1967 described the trial
of the brethren Klassen, Bandar and Teleghin. We are not told
what sentence was given to them but their crime was
proclaimed: they had taught children about Christ.
Sovietskaia Kirghizia of 15 June 1967 complained that
Christians "provoke the application of administrative measures
against themselves."
So the innocent communist authorities, being continually
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provoked to arrest Christians by these obstinate Christians
themselves who arc not content to remain free, have arrested
another group! Their crime was having an illegal printing press,
with fifteen hectographs and six bookbinding machines, on
which Christian literature was printed.
Pravda of 21 February 1968, reported that thousands of
women and girls were discovered wearing belts
and ribbons on which Bible verses and prayers
Our aim is
were printed. The authorities researched and
to win the
found that the person who had launched this
new fashion, which I could recommend also to
whole
the West, was none other than a Christian
world /qr
member of the communist police, Brother
Christ
Stasiuk ofLiubertz. The newspaper announced
his arrest.
The answers Christians of the Underground
Church give, when brought before communist courts, are
divinely inspired. One judge demanded, "W hy did you attract
·people to your forbidden sect?" A Christian sister answered,
"Our aim is to win the whole world for Christ."
"Your religion is anti-scientific," the judge taunted at
another trial, to which the accused girl - a student answered, "Do you know more science than Einstein? Than
Newton? They were believers. Our universe bears Einstein's
name. I have learned in high school that its name is the
Einsteinian universe. Einstein writes: 'If we cleanse the Judaism
of the prophets and Christianity as Jesus has taught it from what
came afterwards, especially from priest-craft, we have a religion
which can save the world from all social evils. It is the holy duty
of every man to do his utmost to bring this religion to triumph.'
"And remember our great physiologist Pavlov! Do not our
books say that he was a Christian? Even Marx, in his preface to
Das Kapital, said that 'Christianity, especially in its Protestant
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form, is the ideal religion for remaking characters destroyed
by sin.' I had a character destroyed by sin. Marx has taught me
to become a Christian in order to remake it. How can you,
Marxists, judge me for this?" It is easy to understand why the
judge remained speechless.
To the same accusation of having an anti-scientific
religion, a Christian answered before the court: "I am sure,
Mr. Judge, that you are not such a great scientist as Simpson,
the discoverer of chloroform and many other medicines.
When asked which he considered to be his
"My greatest greatest discovery, he answered: 'It was not
chloroform. My greatest discovery has been to
discovery
know that I am a sinner and that I could be
has been that saved by the grace of God.' "
The life, the self-sacrifice, the blood that

I could.be

saved by the
grace of
God"

believers a�e ready to shed for their faith, is the

greatest argument for Christianity presented
by the Underground Church. It forms what
the renowned missionary in Africa, Albert
Schweitzer, called "the sacred fellowship of
those who have the mark of pain" - the
fellowship to which Jesus, the Man of Sorrows,

belonged.
The Underground Church is united by a bond of love
toward its Saviour. The same bond unites the members of the
church with each other. No one in the world can defeat them.
In a letter smuggled out secretly, the Underground
Church said, "We don't pray to be better Christians but that
we may be the only kind of Christians God means us to be:
Christ-like Christians, that is, Christians who bear willingly
the cross for God's glory."
With the wisdom of serpents, according to the teaching of
. Jesus, the Christians always refused to identify their leaders
when questioned before the court.
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Pravda Vostoka (The Truth of the East) of 15 January 1966
told how defendant Maria Sevciuk responded when asked who
had brought her to Christ: "God attracted me in His
congregation." Another, when asked, "W ho is your leader?"
responded, "We have no human leader."
Christian children were asked, "Who has taught you to
leave the Pioneers and to take off the red necktie?" They
answered, "We have done it out of our free will. No one taught
us. "
Although in some places the tip of the "iceberg" showed, in
other places, Christians practised self-baptism to prevent the
arrest of their leaders. Sometimes baptisms took place in a river,
with the baptizer and the baptized both wearing masks so that
no one could identify them in photographs.
Uchitelskaia Gazeta of 30 January 1964 told of an atheistic
lecture in the village Voronin, of the district Volnecino Korskii.
As soon as the lecturer finished, "The believers began to
publicly attack the atheistic teaching through questions,"
which the atheistic lecturer could not answer. They asked,
"W here do you communists get the moral principles you
proclaim but do not obey-such as 'don't steal' and 'don't kill'?"
The Christians showed the lecturer that every such
principle came from the Bible against which the communists
fight. The lecturer was entirely confused and the lecture
finished with a victory for the believers!

Persecution of the
Underground Church grows

Although the Communist Party no longer rules in Russia,
Christians in some of the former Soviet Republics are still
persecuted to�ay. In other restricted nations worldwide, the
Christians of the Underground Church are suffering more today
than ever before.

-
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It is estimated that approximately 160,000 Christians
were martyred in 199 7.
For Christians it is heartbreaking to know about the
oppression of]ews in communist countries. But the principal
target of persecution is the Underground Church.
Years ago, the Soviet press reported a wave of mass arrests
and trials. In one place, eighty-two Christians were placed in
an asylum for madmen. Twenty-four died after a few days
be�ause of "prolonged prayer"! Since when does
lengthy prayer kill? Can you imagine what they
More than
went through?
160,000
T he worst suffering imposed upon them was
: Christians that, if it was discovered that they taught their
children about Christ, their children were taken
: were
away from them for life - with no visitation
martyred in rights.
1997
During the communist era, the Soviet Union
signed the United Nations declaration "against
discrimination in the sphere of education,"
which stipulated: "Parents must have the right to assure the
religious and moral education of the children according to
their own convictions."
In one article, Kharev, who was the leader of the official
Baptist Union of the Soviet Union, assured that this right was
a reality in Russia - and fools believed him! Now, listen to
what the Soviet press said.
In its 4 June 1963, issue, Sowjetskaia Russia recounted how
a Baptist woman named Makrinkowa had her six children
taken away from her because she shared with them the
Christian faith and forbade them to wear the Pioneer necktie.
When she heard the sentence, she said only, "I suffer for
the faith." She had to pay for the boarding of her children who
were taken away from her, so they could be poisoned with
atheism. Christian mothers, think of her agony!
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Uchitelskaia Gazeta reported that the same thing
happened to Ignatii Mullin and his wife. The judge demanded
that they leave their faith: "Choose between God and your
daughter. Do you choose God?" The father answered, "I will
not give up my faith."
Paul says, ''All things work together for good" (Romans
8:28). I have seen such children who were raised as Christians·
and taken from their parents and put in communist schools.
Instead of being poisoned by atheism, the faith they had
learned at home was spread to the other
children!
Try to live a
The Bible says that "he who loves son or
week without
daughter more than Me is not worthy of Me"
seeing your
(Matthew 10:3 7). These words have
meaning in captive nations. Try to live a children! Then
week without seeing your children! Then
you wiU know
you will know the sufferings of our brethren
the suffering$
in restricted nations.
According to the 29 March 1967 issue of
of our
Znamia Iunosti, Mrs. Sitsh's son, Vsetsheslav,
brethren in
was taken away simply because she brought
restricted
him up in the fear of the Lord.
nations.
Mrs. Zabavina of Habarovsk was
deprived of· her orphaned granddaughter
Tania because she had given her an
"unnatural [Christian] education" (Sovietskaia Rossia of 13
January 1968). •
Depriving Christians of parental rights continues even
today in restricted nations.
It would be unfair to speak only about the Protestant
Underground Church.
The Orthodox Christians in Russia were co�pletely
changed. Millions of them have passed through prisons, where
they had no beads, no crucifixes, no holy images, no incense
and no candles. The laymen were in prison without an

-
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ordained priest. The priests had no robes, no wheat bread, no
wine to consecrate, no holy oils, no books with prepared prayers
to be read.
And they discovered that they could get by without all
these things, by going to God directly in prayer. They began to
pray and God began to pour forth His Spirit upon them. A
genuine spiritual awakening, very similar to fundamental
Christianity, took place among the Orthodox in Russia under
communism.
So it happened that in Russia, as well as in the satellite
countries, there existed an Orthodox Underground, which was
in reality evangelical, fundamental and very close to God. It
kept, only by the power of habit, a very little of the Orthodox
ritual. This Orthodox Underground Church has also given
great martyrs.
W ho could say what happened to the aged Archbishop
Yermogen of Kaluga? He dared to protest against the
treacherous collaboration between the Patriarchy and the
godless communist government.
During seven decades of communist rule until the end of
the Soviet Union in the early 90s, the Russian press was full of
the triumph of the Underground Church. It passed through
unspeakable hardships but remained faithful ... and grew!
We in Romania sowed the seed by our secret work in the
Russian army. So had others in Russia and in other countries
invaded by the Russians. That seed has borne much fruit.
Communist Asia and other captive nations can be won for
Christ. Our adversaries can become Christians! So can those
oppressed by them, if only we will help them.
The proof that I am right is that the Underground Church
flourished under communism in the Soviet Union, is
flourishing in communist Asia and is growing in the Middle
East today.
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To show th� beauty of our fellow Christians under terrible
circumstances, I give below a few letters from Russian girls,
the last two written in Russian prisons.

How a communist girl found Christ

Following are three letters from Maria, a Christian girl
who led Varia, a member of Komsomol, the Communist Youth
Organization, to Christ.

First letter
... I continue to live here.I am very beloved. I am beloved
also by a member of the cell of the Komsomol [ the Communist
Youth Organization]. She told me, "I cannot understand
what a being you are. Here many insult and hurt you and yet
you love all." I answered that God has taught us to love all,
not only friends but also enemies. Before, this girl did much
harm to me but I prayed for her with special concern. When
she asked me if I can love her, too, I embraced her and.we
both began to weep. Now, we pray together. Please, pray for
her. Her name is Varia.
When you listen to those who loudly deny God, it seems
that they really mean it. But life shows that many of them,
although they curse God with their lips, in their hearts have a
great longing. And you hear the groaning of the heart ...
They seek something and wish to cover their inner emptiness
with their godlessness.
Your sister in Christ, Maria
Second letter
In my former letter I wrote you about the atheist girl,
Varia. Now I hurry to tell you, my beloved ones, about our
great joy: Varia has received Christ as her personal Saviour,
witnessing openly to everyone about this.
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When she believed in Christ and knew the gladness of
salvation, she, at the same time, felt very unhappy. She was
unhappy, because before she had ·propagated that there is no
God. Now she has decided to atone for her guilt.
We went together to the assembly of the godless. Although
I warned her to be reserved, it was useless. Varia went and I
went with her to see what would happen. After the common
singing of the communist hymn (singing in which Varia did not
participate), she came forward before the whole assembly.
. Courageously and with much feeling, she witnessed to
those gathered about Christ as her Saviour and asked her
former comrades for forgiveness that she.had had her spiritual
eyes closed until then and had not seen that she herself was
going to perdition and leading others toward it. She implored
all to give up the way of sin and to come to Christ.
All became silent and no one interrupted her. When she
finished speaking, she sang with her splendid voice the whole
Christian hymn: "I am not ashamed to proclaim the Christ
who died to defend His commandments and the power of His
cross."
And afterwards ... afterwards they took away our Varia.
Today it is the ninth of May. We know nothing about her.
But God is powerful to save her. Pray!
Your Maria

Third letter

Yesterday, the second of August, I had a talk in prison with
our beloved Varia. My heart bleeds when I think about her. In
fact she is still a child. She is only nineteen years of age. As a
believer in the Lord, she is also a spiritual babe. But she loves
the Lord with all her heart and went at once on the difficult
way.
T he poor girl is so hungry. When we knew that she was in
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prison, we began to send her parcels. But she received only little
of what was sent to her.
W hen I saw her yesterday, she. was thin, pale, beaten. Only
the eyes shone with the peace of God and with an unearthly joy.
Yes, my dear ones, those who have not experienced the
wonderful peace of Christ cannot understand it ... But how
happy are those who have this peace ... For us who are in Christ
no sufferings and frustrations should stop us ...
I asked through the iron bars: "Varia, don't you regret what
you did?" "No," she answered. "And if they would free me, I
would go again and would tell them about the great love of
Christ. Don't think that I suffer. I am very glad that the Lord
loves me so much and gives me the joy to endure for His name."
I beg that you pray for her. She will probably be sent to
Siberia. They have taken away her clothes and all of her things.
She has remained without anything, except what is on her. She
has no relatives and we must collect for the most necessary
things. I have put apart the last sum which you sent me. IfVaria
is deported, I will hand it to her. I believe that God will
strengthen her and will give her power to endure in the future,
too. May God keep her!
Your Maria
Fourth letter
Dear Maria, at last I am able to write you. We arrived well at
[location omitted]. Our camp is ten miles from town. I cannot
describe our life. You know it. I wish to write only a little about
me. I thank God that He gives me health and that I can work
physically. Sister X and I were put to work in a workshop where
we work at machines. The work is difficult and Sister X's health
is bad. I must work for both her and me. I finish my work first
and then I help my sister. We work twelve to thirteen hours a
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day. Our food is just as yours, very scarce. But it is not abou_t
this that I wished to write to you.
My heart praises and thanks God that, through you, He
showed me the way to salvation. Now, being on this way, my
life has a purpose and I know where to go and for whom I
suffer. I feel the desire to tell and to witness to everybody
about the great joy of salvation that I have in my heart.
W ho can separate us from the love of God in Christ?
Nobody and nothing. Neither prison nor
The
suffering. The sufferings that God sends us
only strengthen us more and more in our
sufferings
faith in Him. My heart is so full that the grace
that God
of God overflows. At work, they curse and
sends us only punish me, giving me extra work because I
strengthen us cannot be silent. I must tell everyone what
the Lord has done for me. He has made me a
more and
new being, a new creation, of me who was on
more in our the way of perdition. Can I be silent after
faith in Him this? No, never! As long as my lips can speak,
I will witness to every one about His great
love.
On the way to the camp, we met with many brethren and
sisters in Christ. How amazing it is that you feel through the
Spirit that they are children of God wh�n you first see the
brethren and the sisters. It is useless to speak. From the first
look you feel and know who they are.
W hile we were on the way to the camp, at one railway
station, a woman came, gave us food and said only two words:
"God lives."
The first evening when we arrived here (it was late), we
were taken to underground barracks. We greeted those
present with the words, "Peace with you."
� To our great joy, from all corners we heard the answer,
"We receive you with peace." And from the first evening we
felt that we are in a family.
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Yes, it was really so. Herc there are many who believe in
Christ as their personal Saviour. More than half of the
prisoners are believers. We have among us great singers and
good preachers of the Gospel. In the evening, when we all
gather after heavy work, how wonderful it is to pass at least
some time together in prayer at the feet of our Saviour. With
Christ there is freedom everywhere. I learned here many
beautiful hymns and every day God gives me more and more of
His Word.
At the age of nineteen, I celebrated the birthday of Christ
for the first time. Never will I forget this wonderful day! We
had to work the whole day long. But some of our brethren were
able to go to the river nearby. There they broke the ice and
prepared the place where, during the night- according to the
Word of God-seven brethren and I were baptized.
Oh, how happy I am and how I would like that you, Maria,
should be with me, too, that I may atone at least a little bit,
through my love toward you for the wrong I committed in
times past against you. But God puts every one of us in His
place and we must stand finn where God has put us.
Give greetings to the whole family of God's children. God
will richl,; biess your common work, as He blessed me, too.
Read Hebrews 12: 1-3.
All our brethren greet you and are glad that your faith in
God is so powerful and that you praise Him in your sufferings
unceasingly. If you write to others, tell them our greetings.
Yours, Varia

Fifth letter

Dear Maria, at last I have found the opportunity to write
you a few lines. I can tell you, my dear one, that, by the grace of
God, Sister X and I are healthy and feel well. We are now in
[location omitted].
I thank you for your motherly care for me. We received all
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you have prepared for us. I thank you for the most valuable·
thing, the Bible. Thanks to all. When you write to them, send
my greetings and thanks for what they have done for me.
Since the Lord revealed to me the deep mystery of His
holy love, I consider myself to be the happiest in the world.
The persecutions that I have to endure I consider as a special
grace. I am glad that the Lord gave me from the first days of my
faith the great happiness to suffer for Him. Pray for me that I
may remain faithful to the Lord to the end.
May the Lord keep you all and strengthen you for the holy
battle!
Sister X and I kiss you all. When we are sent to [location
omitted] perhaps we will have the opportunity to write to you
again. Don't worry about us. We are glad and joyful, because
our reward in heaven is great (Matthew 5: 11,12).
YourVaria
This is the last letter from Varia - the young communist
girl who. found Christ, witnessed about Him and was
sentenced to slave labour. She was never heard from again but
her beautiful love and witness for Christ shows the spiritual
. beauty of the suffering, faithful Underground Church.

...........____________

-....

�

How Western Christians
can help
I have been called the "Voice of the Underground
Church." I do not feel worthy to be the voice of such an
honoured part of the Body ofChrist. However, in communist
nations, I led for years a part of the Underground Church.
By a miracle I survi�ed fourteen years of torture and
imprisonment, including two years in a prison "dying room."
By an even greater miracle, God somehow saw fit to reach
into the prison and bring me out.
It was decided by the Underground Church in Romania
that I should leave my country and take a message to the free
Christians of the world. By a miracle, my family and I were
able to leave and I was able to fulfil the charge given me by
those' who remained behind labouring, risking, suffering and
dying in dozens of captive nations.
I speak on behalf of my b�ethren who lie in countless
nameless graves. 1 speak on behalf of my brethren who now
meet secretly in forests, basements, attics and other such
places.
The message I bring from the Underground Church is:
· "Don't abandon us!"
"Don't forget us!"
"Don't write us off!"
"Give us the tools we need! We will pay the price f?r
using them!"
145
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This is the message I have been charged to deliver to the
Church in the free world. I speak for the Underground Church,
the silenced Church, the "dumb" Church, which has no voice
to speak.
Hear the cries of your brothers and sisters in captive
nations! They do not ask for escape.i safety, or an easy life. They
ask only for the tools to counteract the poisoning of their youth
- the next generation - with atheism. They ask for Bibles to
use in spreading the Word of God. How can they spread the
Word of God if they do not have it?
The Underground Church is like a surgeon who was
travelling by train. The train collided with another
train
and hundreds of people lay on the ground,
"Give us
mangled, injured, dying. The surgeon walked
the tools and among the dying, crying out: "If only I had my
we will do
tools! If only I had my tools!" With these surgical
instruments
he could have saved many lives. He
the rest!''
had the willingness ... but he did not have the
tools.
This is where the Underground Church stands. It is so
willing to give its all. It is so willing to give its martyrs! It is so
willing to risk years in prisons! But all of its willingness is of no
value if it does not have the tools with which to work. The plea
·of the faithful, courageous Underground Church to you who
are free is: "Give us the tools - the Gospels, the Bibles, the
literature, the help- and we will do the rest!"

How Christians in the free world can help

· Every Christian in the free world can help at once in the
following ways.
Atheists are men who do not acknowledge the invisible
sources of their life. They have no sense for what is mystery in
the universe and in life. Christians caO: help them best by
walking themselves not by sight but by faith, leading a life of
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fellowship with the invisible God.
They can help us best by leading the lives of consistent
Christians, lives of sacrifice. They can help by protesting publicly
as often as Christians are persecuted.
Western Christians can help us by praying for the persecutors
that they may be saved. Such a prayer may seem naive. We prayed
for the communists and they tortured us the next day even worse
than before the prayer.
The prayer of the Lord in Jerusalem was also
The
"naive." They crucified Him after this prayer.
But only a few days later, they beat their breasts
Underground
and five thousand were converted in one day.
Church helps
For the others, too, the prayer was not lost.
us by leading
Any prayer that is not accepted by the one for
the lives of
whom you intercede returns to you with great
blessings. Fulfilling the word of Christ, many
consistent
other Christians and I always prayed for Hitler
Christians,
and his men. And I am sure that our prayer
lives of
helped to defeat him as much as the bullets of
the allied soldiers.
sacrifice
We must love our neighbours as ourselves.
Communists and other persecutors are our neighbours as much as
anyone else:
They are the result of our not making known the words of
Christ: "I have come that they may have life and that they may
have it more abundantly" Qohn 10:10). Christians have not yet
made this abundant life available to everyone. They have left
some on the fringe of everything valuable in life. These
individuals have rebelled and constituted the Communist Party
and other false beliefs.
Often the victims of social injustice themselves, they are now
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Less than a decade ago Bibl�s were still being burned by
communists in the farmer Soviet Union. The Bible above was
rescued from the flames. When the Communist Bloc opened up.
there was a tremendous hunger for God's Word. Even policemen
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bitter and cruel. We have to fight against them. But Christians,
even if they fight against an enemy, understand and love him.
We are not guiltless of the fact that some live in rebellion.
We are guilty at least by neglect of duty.
For this we have to atone by loving them - which is
something entirely different from liking them-and praying for
them.
I am not so naive as to believe that love alone can· solve
these problems. I would not advise the authorities of a state to
solve the problem of gangsterism only by love. There must be a
police force, judges and prisons for gangsters - not just pastors.
If gangsters do not repent, they must be jailed.
I would never use the Christian phrase about "love" to
counteract the appropriate political, economic, or cultural fight
against communists and other tyrants, who are nothing but
gangsters on an international scale. Gangsters steal a purse; they
steal whole countries.
But the pastor and the individual Christian have to do their
best to bring to Christ rebellious nations - whatever crimes
they commit - as well as their innocent victims. We have to
pray for them with under&tanding.
Bibles are urgently needed

Another way free Christians can help is by sending Bibles and
Bible portions. Means exist by which they can be safely sent
into restricted nations, if only free Christians will provide
them for our brothers and sisters of the Underground Church.
W hile still in Romania, I recei;ed many Bibles brought in by
certain means. There is no question of the ways to send themonly that they must be provided.
They are desperately needed. Thousands of Christians have
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not seen Bibles or Gospels for decades in communist nations
such as China and North Korea.
Two very dirty villagers came to my home one day to buy a
Bible. They had come from their village to take the job of
shovelling the frozen earth all winter long to earn money in the
slight hope that they might be able to buy an old, tattered Bible
with it and take it back to their village. Because I had received
Bibles from America, I was able to hand them a new Bible, not
an old tattered one.
They could not believe their eyes! They tried to pay me
with the money they had earned. I refused their money. They
rushed back to their village with the Bible.
A few days later I received a letter of
Believers
unrestrained, ecstatic joy thanking me for the
begged for a
Scriptures. It was signed by thirty villagers!
single page of They had carefully cut the Bible into thirty
parts and exchanged the parts with one
the Bible
another!
It was pathetic to hear a Russian begging
for one page of the Bible to feed his soul. They were happy to
exchange a cow or a goat for a Bible. One man traded his
wedding ring for a battered New Testament.
Many children have never seen a Christmas card. If they
had one, all the children of the village would gather around it
and some old man might explain to them about the baby Jesus,
his virgin birth and the story of Christ and salvation. All this
from one Christmas card!
We send Bibles, Gospels and literature to Christians in
these restricted nations. This is funded by our Bibles for Captive
Nations program. This is one way you can do something. We
also print and send special literature to counter-attack the
atheistic poison being given the youth from kindergarten to
college.
In the former Soviet Union, the communists prepared
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The Atheist's Guidebook, which is the atheist's "Bible." Simple
versions are taught to kindergarten children, with more
advanced versions of the same guidebook taught as the
children progress. The evil "Bible" follows a child as he grows
and advances-poisoning him with atheism all the way.
We print and send The Answer to the Atheist's Handbook as
the Christian answer to poisonous, atheistic teachings. Our
poisoned youth must have an answer - God's answer -the
Christian answer-our answer!
This is another thing you can do, by helping provide special
literature to nations where God is "illegal." Such literature
includes full-colour, illustrated youth literature and children's
Bibles.
We also must "join hands" with members of the
Underground Church and give them the financial means to
travel about with the Gospel in person-to-person evangelism.
So many of them are "chained" to their homes for lack of
funds to use for travel tickets and for food while travelling.
Thus they are stranded, unable to move about while villages
twenty to thirty miles away vainly call for them to come for
secret meetings. By providing funds for them each month, we
can "unchain" them to answer those calls and go to distant
towns and villages with the Word of God.
For example, we purchase motorcycles for Vietnamese and
Chinese pastors who go to share the Gospel in "forbidden
areas" of their nations. We provide bicycles for evangelists in
Muslim Bangladesh who witness at great risk.
Christian laymen and laywomen must have financial help.
Being Christians, they earn barely enough to survive, leaving
nothing with which to go from village to village with the
Gospel. This is the "miracle" a few dollars a month will do for
them.
Pastors of official churches who conduct a secret, parallel
ministry at great risk must have funds secreslxproyided them

J
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for such purposes. The willingness of these pastors to risk their
freedom by ignoring regulations and preaching the Gospel to
children, youth and adults in secret meetings is not enough.
They must have the means to carry out their fruitful secret
ministry.
Giving funds for that purpose will help such a member of the
Underground Church effectively spread the Gospel.
Next, we must broadcast the Gospel into captive nations by
radio. Using stations in the free world, we can spiritually feed the
Underground Church, which itself is in great need of the Bread
of Life.
Because the communist governments use shortwave radio
to disseminate their propaganda to their own people, millions of
people in restricted nations have radios that will receive these
broadcasts.
Doors remain open to broadcast into captive r:i,ations by
radio and this work mu�t be extended. The Underground
Church must have the spiritual food these broadcasts provide.
This is another way you can help the Underground Church in
. these restricted countries.

The tragedy of families of
Christian martyrs
The f;milies of Christian martyrs also need our assistance.
Tens of thousands of such families are now suffering in an
indescribably tragic way. When a member of the Underground
Church is arrested, a terrible tragedy strikes his family.
It is usually illegal for anyone to help them. This is very well
planned by the governments to increase the suffering of the wife
and children left behind. When a Christian goes to prison-and
often to torture or death- the suffering only begins. His family
suffers endlessly.
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As early as 1969 balloons
carrying Gospels w ere
launched into North Korea.
This work continues today
with specially print ed
Gospel balloons that show
the way to God.
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I can state for a fact that if rank-and-file Christians in the
free world had not sent me and my family help, we would never
have survived to write these words!
More martyrs are being made all the time. Though they go
to their graves and to their reward, their families live in horribly
tragic conditions. We can and must help them. Of course, we
must also help starving Indians and Africans. But who deserves
the help of Christians more than the families of those who have
died "tor Christ or who are tortured for their faith in prisons in
restricted nations?
Since my release, The Voice of the Martyrs has already sent
much help to families of Christian martyrs. What has been
done is little in comparison to what we could do with your help.
My message to you from the
Underground Church

As a member of the Underground Church who has
survived and escaped, I have brought you a message, an appeal,
a plea from my brethren whom I have left behind.
They have sent me to deliver this message to you.
Miraculously I have survived to deliver it.
I have told you of the urgency of bringing Christ to the
communist world and other captive nations. I have told you of
. the urgency of helping the families of Christian martyrs. I have
told you of practical ways you can help the Underground
Church fulfil its mission of spreading the Gospel.
When I was beaten on the bottom of the feet, my tongue
cried. Why did my tongue cry? It was not beaten. It cried
because the tongue and feet are both part of the same body.
And you free Christians are part of the same Body of Christ that
is now beaten in prisons in restricted nations, that even now
gives martyrs for Christ.
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Fidel Castro destroyed I 00. 000 Bibles in his first few years of
rule over Cuba. VOM launched Gospels into the sea and from
aeroplanes to feed believers hungry for the Bread of Life.

Tom White dropped Gospels - God's missiles of love - from a
plane as it flew over Cuba. When it crashed on a Cuban highway.
Tom was given a 24-year prison sertence.
'""- ..
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Can you not feel our pain?
The Early Church in all of its beauty, sacrifice and
dedication has come alive again in these countries.
While our Lord Jesus Christ agonized in prayer in the
Garden of Gethsemane, Peter, James and John were a mere
stone's throw away from the greatest drama of history-but
they were deep in sleep.
How much of your own Christian concern and giving is
directed toward the relief of the martyr church? Ask your
pastors and church leaders what is being done in your name
to help your brothers and sisters in restricted nations around
the world.
In these countries, the drama, bravery and martyrdom of
the Early Church are happening all over again- now- and
the free Church sleeps.
Our brethren there, alone and without help, are waging
the greatest, most courageous battle of the twentieth
century, equal to the heroism, courage and dedication of the
Early Church. And the free Church sleeps on, oblivious of
their struggle and agony, just as Peter, James and John slept in
the moment of their Saviour's agony.
Will you also sleep while your brethren in Christ suffer
and fight for the Gospel?
Will you hear our message?
"Remember us; help us"
"Don't abandon us!"
Now I have delivered .the message from the faithful,
martyred Chutch -from your brothers and sisters suffering
in the bonds of atheistic communism and under attack across
the world from Indonesia to Africa.
Don't abandon them.

..................

"
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Wherever VOM missions have been established. its supporters have
sought to make the plight of persecuted Christians known to a
Western church asleep in its complacency. From Finland (above) to
Australia (below) Christians have "remembered them that are in
bonds" (Hebrews 13:3).
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dren from slavery in
VOM workers redeemed several dozen chil
life and hope to
is bringing
Sudan. The L ifePaks for Sudan Project
ay.
the persecuted believers in Sudan tod

Eve r yo n e who
receives aid from
!QM is also given
Bible or a copy of
"He Lived Among
Us." This Russian
wom a n h a s
1 eceiv e d wa rm
c:/,1t/1ing and the
Good "'"111s

Thousands of
Christians made
homeless in
Pakistan have
received aid
shipments from
VOM (left)
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From Albania (top) to Romania (middle) and on to Ukraine
(bottom). VOM's Stephen Centres distribute literature and aid and
bring encouragement to believers who have suffered for Jesus Christ
in these formerly communist countries.
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After the devastation of the brutal breakup of the former Yugoslav
Republic. VOM assisted local believers in establishing the "Life
Centre" (above). Providing respite care and trauma counselling. the
love and mercy of Jesus Christ brings new Ii[e and hope to these
shattered people.

Like "light in the darkness... the Stephen Centre in Ramenki.
Moscow. reveals how Russia's Underground Church maintained its
witness in the face of Soviet communism. Christian literature and
aid are sent to believers right across the former Soviet Union.
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/CA Directors representing eleven countries. from different
"churches" and different backgrounds. serving one mission and
one Lord! Coming from backgrounds as teachers. bankers.
printers. industrial leaders. pastors and other professions. our
brothers and sisters have left a more comfortable. insulated life.
for Christ ·s sake.
How can "one mission" build an orphanage in Romania. supply
literature to the underground churc/:1-i� Vietnam. float scripture
balloons into North Korea. provide literature and
encouragement for oppressed Christians in China. and print
children ·s Bibles for Russia? Simple answer. "one mission"
doesn't do this.
The /CA - International Christian Association - is our family
of missions founded more than 30 years ago by Rev. Richard
Wurmbrand and Mrs. Wurmbrand. Many of our projects.
accomplished by your donations. are executed through the help
and wisdom of our /CA worldwide mission family.
These missions. known as "The Voice of the Martyrs" in
Australia. pool their funds. ideas. information and prayers in a
highly unusual work that only God could design.
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The ma� who dared to speak
About the author

Pastor Wurmbrand is an evangelical minister who spent
fourteen years in prison in Romania for his ministry to the
underground church. He is one of Romania's most widely
known Christian leaders, authors and educators.
A million Russian troops poured into Romania in 1944,
enabling the communists to seize power. As the communists
attempted to control the churches for their own purposes,
Richard and Sabina Wurmbrand immediately began an
effective "underground" ministry to their enslaved people and
the invading Russian soldiers.
Since the day of his conversion Pastor Wurmbrand had
asked God to allow him to go to Russia to work among the
atheists in that land. Now they had come to him and
immediately he went to work. Secretly the Wurmbrands
published the Gospel in Russian. More than 100,000 books
were distributed in cafes, parks, railway stations, wherever
Russians were to be found.
Many would never have attempted to carry on a Christian
ministry in such conditions as were imposed upon Romania
during the Soviet occupation. But with amazing ingenuity
Pastor Wurmbrand pursued his missionary activities among t'
Russians and led a growing "underground" church movemen
for a number of years.
/67
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When Ceausescu fell.
Pa s t o r a n d Mr s.
Wurmbrand returned to
their ho m el a n d o f
Romania after 25 years of
exile. Here they rejoice in
the sovereignty of God in
the forecourt of
Ceausescu ·s palace.

The Wurmbrands shared in
many churches and on
national television the
message of Christ's costly
love and forgiveness for
our enemies.
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This work was the beginning of what was to become "The
Voice of the Martyrs".
So effective was this work that he was eventually arrested
in 1948. Richard spent a total of 14 years in communist
prisons, three of those years in solitary confinement, seeing
no one but his communist torturers. Never seeing the stars or
the moon, the sun or the sky, birds or butterflies, Pastor
Wurmbrand underwent frequent, inhuman tortures.
Not many women have their faith tested like Sabina
Wurmbrand. During the Nazi terror and Fascist dictatorship,
eleven members of her family perished in the Holocaust.
During Richard's imprisonment, Sabina selflessly helped
other Christians of the church- now harshly persecuted
that they had started together, while struggling hard for her
own and her little son's survival.
Sabina was eventually arrested and spent three years in
Romanian slave labour camps and prisons. She spent many
months literally building a canal on the Danube with her bare
hands. Nevertheless, she survived to tell her story, a
�ictorious and heartwarming Chtjstian testimony of God's
grace.
Due to his international stature as a Christian leader,
diplomats of foreign embassies asked the communist
government about Pastor Wurmbrand's safety. They were
told he had fled Romania. Secret police, posing as released
fellow prisoners, told his wife of attending his burial in the
prison cemetery.
Richard Wurmbrand was released in a general amnesty in
1964. Realising the great danger of a third imprisonment,
Christians in Norway negotiated with the communist
authorities for his release from Romania. The communist
government of Romania had begun "selling" their political
prisoners. The "going price" for a prisoner was $US1,900.
Their.price for Wurmbrand was $US10,000.
Expecting
to see a feeble,
defeated man, the world
'
I
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By the grace and mercy of God. Richard and Sabina
Wurmbrand witnessed the collapse of the Iron Curtain
during their lifetime. Fulfilling a lifelong dream. they were
able to travel to Russia and speak to overflowing churches
about the love of God.

-�---------
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witnessed a spiritual giant who overcame desperate situations
through his love for Christ. His emergence from communist
prisons revealed a man who had learned the secrets of Christ
in solitary confinement.
In May 1966, he testified in Washington before the
Senate's Internal Security Subcommittee and stripped to the
waist to show eighteen deep wounds covering his body. His
story, and the story of thousands upon thousa�ds of
persecuted Christians from behind the Iron and Bamboo
Curtains, was carried across the world in newspapers in the
USA, Europe and Asia.
Pastor Wurmbrand's calling became clear as he
established the ministry of The Voice of the Martyrs around the
world and quickly became known as "the voice of the
underground church". Christian leaders have called him "a
living martyr" and "the Iron Curtain St. Paul."
· His unique message of love and forgiveness has brought
thousands to a deeper understanding and knowledge of
Christ. His love for those who suffer for Christ is unsurpassed
as he continues to dedicate himself to the cause of those
persecuted for their faith.
Today, after more than fifty years of serving those who are
persecuted for their faith, the Wurmbrands, now in their
eighties, are still involved in the ministry of The Voice of the
Martyrs.
Pastor Wurmbrand is the author of more than twenty
l
books, some of which have been translated into over sixty
languages throughout the world.

Daring to speak
Pastor Richard Wurmbrand was not the first Christian
leader to escape the cruel treatment of Romania's communist
government; others had preceded him. Yet much of the

............_____________
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Western world remained ignorant of the sufferings endured
by those of the Underground Church. W hy had no one else
spoken out?
This answer became apparent to Pastor Wurmbrand on
his departure from Romania when the officers of the secret
police warned him to never speak against the communists.
They had their agents in the West and made it clear to Pastor
Wurmbrand that they would be watching him. And why
should he speak out? Had he not suffered enough?
But Pastor Wurmbrand did speak. Despite the
communist threats and the criticism of some Western church
leaders, he bore witness to the sufferings of those who
endured a communist hell and spoke of their overcoming
faith.
Within his first year in the United States, Pastor
Wurmbrand was detained twice for "disrupting" pro
communist rallies. He was called to testify before the U.S.
Senate, stripping to the waist to reveal the scars of eighteen
embedded wounds from the frequent tortures.
Some Christian leaders called him a lunatic - one who
had lost his mind in the confines of a solitary prison cell. To
others he became the "Voice of the Underground Church."
A reporter with the Philadelphia Herald said of Wurmbrand,
"He stood in the midst of lions, but they could not devour
him."
In October 1967, with $100, an old typewriter and 500
names and addresses, Richard Wurmbrand published the
first issue of The Voice of the Martyrs newsletter. This small
publication was dedicated to communicating the testimonies
and trials facing our brothers and sisters in restricted nations
worldwide.
This newsletter was like no other. Readers would write to
the Wurmbrands appalled at the atrocities he described.
"How could this be true?" they asked. Others said the
newsletter gave them nightmares and asked not to receive it.
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But those who looked beyond the sufferings and
tortures saw a beauty - a beauty in the hearts of men,
women, and even children who refused to renounce Christ.
Readers also witnessed a living faith that enabled men and
women like Pastor Wurmbrand to "kiss the bars" of their
prison cell, to rejoice in the fellowship of Christ's suffering.
In the Western world, persecution of Christians is often
deemed a "human rights" issue, with an emphasis on the
government to guarantee religious freedom and the
protection it awards. W hile this may be true in part, we
need to look beyond human reasoning and into the
heavenlies.
Jesus said,"� servant is not greater than his master.' If
they persecuted Me, they will also persecute you" Oohn
15:20). He also warned us that "in the world you will have
tribulation" Oohn 16:33), and "you will be hated by all for
My name's sake" (Matthew 10:22). "Rejoice and be
exceedingly glad, for great is your reward in heaven"
(Matthew 5: 12).
Although we are called to take every opportunity to
hefp those in need, we are to recognize that the "rite" of
Christians is to be persecuted. Eleven of the twelve
disciples were murdered. Jesus never said it would be any
different for us. It is part of who we are in Christ.
Not all of us are called to suffer persecution, as Pastor
Wurmbrand did. But when trials do come, we should not be
surprised but rather should rejoice that we have been
considered worthy to suff�r for. Christ. For Jesus has also
stated, "Blessed are those who are persecuted for
righteousness' sake, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven"
(Matthew 5: 10).
The Apostle Paul explains the relationship among
members of the Body of Christ in 1 Corinthians 12:25-26:
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"that there should be no schism in the body, but that the
members should have the same care one for another. And if one
inember suffers, all the members suffer with it; or if one member
is honoured, all the members rejoice with it."
The writer of Hebrews adds, "Remember them that are in
bonds, as bound with them; and them which suffer adversity, as
being yourselves also in the body" (Hebrews 13:3, KJV). This
verse has been the theme of The Voice of the Martyrs since
1967.
In Vietnam, Laos, and China, Christians are beaten, killed,
or imprisoned. Their churches are destroyed and their Bibles
burned. Under Islam in the last decades, an average of 400
Christians are martyred each day.
Millions have perished in Sudan where radical Islamic
forces have crucified thousands of Christian men or drowned
them in the Nile River. Others have been imprisoned awaiting
execution by hanging. Sudanese women are raped while their
children are ripped from their homes to be sold as concubines or
slaves to Muslims in the North.

Pastor Richard and Sabina Wurmbrand
\.
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In spite of this tragedy the Sudanese Christians state,
"Even though our homes are burned and our churches are
destroyed, we are persuaded now more than ever to preach
Jesus Christ to our people."
It is difficult to comprehend that joy and freedom can
coexist with some of the worst sufferings known to man, to
reconcile how suffering can be granted to us as a "gift" on
behalf of Christ (Philippians 1 :29). But there is little place for
human understanding in the spiritual man destined to live
eternally with Christ.
It becomes clear as we study the New Testament that
persecution is not, nor ever will be, foreign to the Church on
this earth. T herefore, we have an obligation as members of
that Body to "encourage one another and build each other
up" (1 T hessalonians 5:11, NIV) until Christ returns. To do
otherwise would be to reject our Christian responsibility and
the teachings of] esus.
Today's persecuted Christians are living examples of
uncompromising faith, cemented in the love of God, faithful
until the end, prepared to give their lives to the One who gave
His for them. In this cause, The Voice of the Martyrs presses on,
serving in more than 40 countries around the world where our
brothers and sisters are systematically persecuted.
T he focus of this Mission remains clear: with the ongoing
persecution of the body of Christ around the world, The Voice
of the Martyrs strives to bring practical and spiritual assistance
to them while making their voice heard.
Each month through our network of offices, the
newsletter is published in over 30 languages and distributed
to several hundred thousand concerned believers. Sharing
the plight of those who suffer for their faith in Jesus Christ,
The Voice of the Martyrs newsletter continues to inform
. Christians in the free world and lead them to prayerful action.
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Five main purposes
The ministry has also developed five main goals to
serve today's persecuted church:

To provide Christians with Bibles, literature, and
radio broadcasts in . their own language in
restricted nations where Christians are
persecuted.
2. To give relief to the families of Christian martyrs in
these areas of the world.
I
3. To undertake projects of encouragement to help
believers re9uild their lives and witness in
countries that have suffered communist
oppressic?n,
4, To win to Christ those who are opposed to the
gospel.
s. To inform the world about atrocities committed
against Christians and about the courage and faith
of the persecuted.
I.

We invite you to take part in this ministry - to
"remember them that are in bonds, as b'ound with
them" (Hebrews 13:3, KJV).
Find strength and hope in their overcoming faith,
and take this opportunity to be an encouragement to
those who suffer for their faith in Christ.
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How you can contact VOM
If you would like to learn more about today's
persecuted church or receive a free subscription to
The Voice of the Martyrs monthly newsletter, please
contact us today�

Jesus to the Communist World
PO Box 69-158
Glendene, Auckland 1230
New Zealand
The Voice of the Martyrs
PO Box 117
Port Credit
Mississauga, Ontario LSG 4LS
Canada
The Voice of the Martyrs
P0Box443
Bartlesville, OK 74005-0443

USA
Release International
PO Box 19
Bromley 8�2 91Z
England, UK
VOM Nigeria
PMB21078
lkeja Lagos.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX

"Faithful until death"

Over the thirty years that this book has been in print,
Tortured for Christ has touched the lives of thousands of
people - Christians and non-Christians - from various
professions, cultures and religious persuasions.
Although there are several denominations with
differing views on certain aspects of Christianity, the
message of the persecuted church has unified many people
under the exhortation of Hebrews 13:3: "Remember them
that are in bonds, as bound with them" (KJV).
On the following pages are letters of appreciation from
Christian leaders for the life of Pastor Richard Wurmbrand
and his book Tortured for Christ.
We trust that they will produce in you a spirit of
thanksgiving to God for the faithful ministry of Pastor
Richard Wurmbrand and his wife Sabina and the fruits of
their labour.

-

RANK R. WOLF

,.,� ......

"'""'"'"· DC10!tl5•,1111
!ZOZJZZ.5-SIH

(70l)709-S100
1·(100)·10•H5l
(WITIIJNVIRC.INIA)

COMMIITEE ON APPROPRIATIONS
&\JIICOMMTTEES
TRANSPORTATION.cHAIRMAN

<ltongress of tbe Wniteb �tates
j[;)ousc of i.\cprcscntntibcs
�asl)initton, :ID«: 20515-4610

GOVERf"!MENT
FOREIGN OPERAT10Ns.exPQRT
FINANCING N«:l RELATED PROORAMS

COMMISSION ON SECURITY AND
COOPERATION IN EUROPE

October 9. 1997

Oll'TitCAlolEJIONSlllU'T
�.VAUIOI
(530)H7•0910
1•100.HO..lUJ
(WITMIIIYulGli..t.)

Commemorating the 301h Annivehiary
of Richard Wurmbrand's "Tortured for Christ"

In many countries of the world today, Christians live in fear. Fear for their lives
and fear for their livelihood. In some parts of the world, Christians are forbidden
to practice their faith· and are victimized by "religious apartheid" which subjects
them to discrimination as well as inhumane and humiliating treatment. In several
Islamic countries, converting to Christianity from Islam is· punishable by death.
Worldwide persecution and martyrdom of Christians has increased and intensified
to such an extent that more Christians have died for their faith in the 20th c�ntui y
than in all prior 19 centuries combinc;d. Christian persecution did not dissipate
with the fall of the Iron Curtain. Yet despite the fact it has persisted and
acct:lerated, the persecution of Christians remains the great untold human rights
story of this era.
Pastor Richard Wurmbrand is telling the story. His book, "Tortured For Christ,"
is still as important today as it was 30 years ago, in calling attention to the ·plight
of persecuted Christians in the modem age. I commend his ministry in Romania
and his continuing efforts with The Voice of the Martyrs, serving the thousands of
Christians still suffering for their faith.

FRW:jnm

EVANGELICAL
COUNCIL FOR

October 6, 1997

FINANCIAL
ACCOUNTABILITY

Pastor Richard Wurmbrand
Founder and President
The Voice of the Martyrs
P.O. Box 443
Bartlesville, OK 74005-0443
Dear Pastor Wurmbrand,
It is a privilege for me to add my voice on behalf of the Board and 1talT at ECF
in recognition of the 30-year anniversary of your book. Tortured/or Christ. What a
pioneer you have been and what foresight!

For many years, the Voice of the Martyrs has been crying out on beh,lf ofa
persecuted church. I am sure that some of those years have been lonely, as cries for�
and prayer support have been drowned out in a sea of other priorities. But I believe th,
world is now listening. "More importantly, I believe the church of Jesus Christ is
listening, as many fellow believers are now joining you to ;uldress the tragedy of those
who are persecuted for their faith.

In addition to the special call that God has placed upon your life to bring attent
to the persecuted clu.1rch, ECFA is proud of the high ethics that arc exhibited through
your membership in ECFA. May God multiply ev.ery monetary gifi that is received an
every talent that is po_ssesscd by your staff and v�ntccrs.

Bless you, my brother! May God's strength be yours as you·hold hi11h the bani
of the cross.

r.·

sin�y. .

.

tc�Vk&c}Paul D. Nelson
President

H:\nclson97\I Owunnbr:md

P.O. Box 174�(, Wuir.hinirt.on, DC 20041 04::."'16 • (703) 713-1414 • (81Ml) 323-9473 • Fax: (703) 713-1133
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WORLD EVANGELICAL FELLOWSHIP
"THF. WIIRLU FOK Jl::SUS l:HKIST"

l•l•,.•IN>llal om�: 10 Middle RoaJ, #05-85 GSM IIIJg., Sl•K•pun 071» l'hnne: 65-JJ9-790II FH: 65-J.lll-J75'
September 12, 1997
Mr. -Tom White
The Voice of the Martyrs, Inc.
r. 0. Box 443
Banlcsville, OK 74005-0443
Dear Tom,
'
.
Thank you for yO\lr letter regarding Richard Wurmbrand and the 30-ycar anniversary
of the publication, Torturtdfor Christ.
As I travel and talk wilh people aboot the persecuted church and what \hey know and
understand, I find that more often lhe majority of people who tir�t heard ':ihout lhe persecuted
church are challenged by it, did so through the book, Tortured/or Oirist. An eumple of
Richard Wurmbrand's life and how God used him in very difficult situations has been an
inspiration. This is not a book about pain or suffering, but about people who are faithful to
God in very difticult ,<:ircumstanccs.
Last year, I did an interview along with Richard Wunnbrand and heard the dedication
or a man who is committed to •he work of our Lord. Worldwide, with the initiative of the
International Day of Prayer for the Persecuted Ch'!rch, I am graieful for the participation or
Voice or the Manyra and I am grateful to IC\: that so many people are learning of his ministry
and commitment to Quist, which is a.� strong today as ever. I know that he rejoices to know
that so many an: oow carrying up his prayer ·that we remember those who are in bonds as
bound with them. •
I apprcciau: being asked io make these comments on this book and pray that God
may continue to bless you and yo11r staff.

�nee
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·o. James Kennedy

A.B., M.Otv., M.TI1., DD.. D.Sac.LL. Ph.D ..
Litt. D., D.Sac. TI1ed., O.lumane Let.

September 12, 1997

Senior Minister

Con] RiJii.c l'rnir,•11.. ,ian
Churt.h

Chancellor

Kno� n-k>t,.ical Scmin•f)"

President
En111dimi�
l11!cm111ional
President &Spcal..er
Cun.I Rid1c Mmi�lrin
Td.:\·i�on •JIM l(o,Jin

Tom White, .USA Director
.. The Voice Of The Martyrs, Inc.
·. l>. O. Box 443
Bartlesv4llc, OX 74005-0443
Dear Tom:
Tile very mention of the name, "Richard wurmbrand,"
con jutes up in the mind ·the gripping record of 2,000
years of Christian martyrdom, beginning with the
church of the First Century and extending right down
to the threshold of the Twenty-First Century.
This unbroken trail of blood is exemplified nowhere
more graphically than in his classic book, TORTURED
FOR CHRIST, first published.thirty years ago and now
reis•ued in an anniveraary edition by the mi••ionary
organization, "The Voica of the Martyr,,• founded and
inspired by wurmbrand,
It is t.uly ironic that, in this enlightened, wired·
up age of information, the mass media have communicated
so little regarding the resurgence of persecution of the
chur_c•1 of Jeaua Chrht in lands around the globe.. The
written and spoken meisage of Rev. Wurmbrand is one whick
needa to be published and broadcast through every avail
able channel of communication today. We thank God for
the eloquent plea and warning sounded out by his power
ful best•aeller, TORTURED FOR CHRIST.

3�SS N. Fcdenl Hlahwa,
For1· L11utlcnhtlc. FL 33308
Telephone: 954-771-8840
Fu: 954-771-29:'2
E-m1il: crpc@cr-onlinc.com
l1tcnict: �:/lnir,et-o1Wlt.c1•

-

It is an honor and a privilege to join in thia timely
celebration of the unpuralleled ministry of 1uffering
which Richard Wurmbrand 1harea with the Chri1tian
community and the ,ocular world, Tho impact upon both
i• unfailingly dramatic and appealing, as he reminds
them - like tho writer or the Book ot Hebrew• - that
•ye hsve not yet reaiated unto blood." They li•ten
becau1e they know that he.!!!_!.

Sincerely in Christ,

.·-,
1
/
�amity ( • J Research Coun.ciC
·

:f!) ��

October 20. 1997
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Mr Tom White
USA Director
The Voice or the Martyrs, Inc.
.etc.
Dear Mr. White:
It is an honor to record a few reflections on the publication't>f the
30th anniversary edition of Ri�hard Wurmbrand's Tortured for Christ.
Three decades aller its publicauon, this compact book still communicates
with uncommon power the sacrifices its author and his wife made in the
cause of Cho st.
· The setting of Tortured for Christ is Soviet-occupied Romania after
World War II. The story it recounts is vivid and heart-rending, but it
conveys on every page a universality of witness, resonating with the
sheer physical and psychological pain endured by Christian martyrs
throughout two millennia of persecution. Richard Wurmbrand recounts
the imprisonment and isolatmn that, rather than uproot his faith, drove it
into deeper hann.ony with the Christ who suffered and died, that we might
have everlasting life.
As this anguished c<:ntury draws to a dos<:. the Soviet Empire is no
more. and the lands of Eastern· Europe have thrown off the shackles of
slavery to a godless ideology. But the trial of persecution and cruelty that
the Wurmbrands endured is as timely as the day this compelling work
was written. The world over, Christians continue to suffer for their faith:
sold into slavery, or crucified in Sudan, forbidden to worship openly in
countries or the Middle East. sentenced to slave labor camps in the
Chinese laogai, and suhject to discriminatory laws and practices in
doZl'nS or other countries. Among their number are men and women of
whose struggles we have yet to learn, but of whose travail Richard
Wunnbrand has given us a searing, and ultimately redeeming, vision.
May every Christian rejoice in the courage recounted in these
pages. and in the hope they oiler to fellow believers in our time and in all
. the 'time to come.
Sincerely,

a-r, /Kc�
Gary L. Bauer

'../
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Tom White
The Voice ofthe Martyrs, Inc.
P.O. Box443
Bartlesville_ OK 74003
Next to the Bible, some of .he most effective materials that can be
used to help Christians ma::Jre in their faith are biographies and
autobiographies. Richard Wurmbrand's autobiography is an
extremely important book. It is an impo:tant corrective to the fluff
that appears today. Wurmbrand's life story underscores the truth
that "in the world you will have tribulation" if you follow Jesus.
The author kept faith and hope because Jesus Christ overcame the
world.
Lyle \V. Dorsett
Professor of Educational Ministries and Evangelism
Wheaton College, Illinois
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October 7, 1997

The Reverend and Mrs. Richard Wunnbrand
·clo The Voice �fthe Martyrs, Inc.
P.O.Box443
Bartlesville, OK 74005
My Dear Brother and Sister,

What a joy it is to help celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the publication of Tortured/or

Christ.

This book was singularly instrumental in awaking the conscience of the free wt>rld to thc horrllfs.
experienced by our brothers and sisters behind the iron curtain. I remember reading the bo,1k
many years ago and being deeply moved and convicted. Millions of others \H'rc 1.L, well.
We look now at the fall of communism, one of the most extraordinary events in modern history.
It cannot be explained in terms ofgovmuncnt policy, or even the internal failures of Marxist
phi1010phy-50methin& far more powerful happened. A sovereign God used His people-many
of whom, like you, llrC p�uted for their faith--to stir the cuns.:icncc of p,·,>pk ,,n h,uh
1idn of tho iron cWU.in, to create a powerful movement of His Spirit which ,n..i.:u up topplin�
the mon1trou1, communist empire.

"'

E

For being in the front line ofthis battle, and being used so mightily by God. � ou ,b,n ,· t hl·
appreciation, support, and respect ofChristians around the world.
God blm
Yours in

fai<hful m;,;•ry W a.;,,.

· service,

"'-•

...

Charles W. Colson
CWC:nn

"A bmised reed he \\ 11/ 1101 hrcak.

ln foi1hfulness he will

Isaiah 42:3

bnn,g fonh justice.··
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First.
i"I1'1 Foursquare
�__J • Church of
Van Nuys

'rhc

Church
On The
Way

October 13. 1997

Richard and Sabina Wurmbrand
The Voice of m'e Martyrs, Inc.
P.O. Box443
Bartlesville, OK 74005-0443
Dear Richard and Sabina:
On behalf of the congregation of The Church On The Way, I want to
personally give thanks for the courage and faithfulness to the cause of Christ by
Pastor Wurmbrand. At this time when the whole world is beginning to recognize
the need for intervention in behalf of persecuted Christians around the world,
your testimony and story is a beacon of encouragement to all.
Your book, Tortured for Christ, heightened the awareness ot what
. happens to people who live In circumstances of religious persecution. You ought
to be counted in the number of unknown faithful ones who bear this testimony of
being destitute, afflicted and tormented of whom the world was not worthy
(Hebrews 11 :36-38).
May God continue to honor you.·
Looking for tht blt1nd hope,

0�
Senior Pastor
JWH:KA

Jack W. Huy ford. Senior Paslor
14:100 Shcrm:.111 WJy • Van Nuyli. CA 9140:S-2-Uffl • (NlH) 7711-8000

. .
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For more information contact:
Nigeria

VOICE OF TflECHRISTIANMARTYRS'

: P.M.B. 210ns Ikcja Lagos.

E-mail: stephe1'ls@skannet.com
· -Tel: 2)4-1-4120530, 4724614,
09033002342,

Ghana

P.O. Box CT 3016
Accra
Ghana.
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As you read, In the Face of Surrender, you will see the love
and strength of Jesus Christ Himself through the lives of the
ordinary people in these simple stories. Looking at what Christ
ma,,e pm,sible for them you will see that He can make all things
possible for you as well. You will want to lova and serve the Lord
with a .greater passion as you experience a de;.,th of Leve
and commitment rarely found in the Face World.

HU UL

A three-part study from the writings of Richard w\:rmbrand,
lohn Piper. and Milton Martin.
Through this handbook you will come into a deeper
understanding of God's perspective of the persecution of His
Body wcrldwide as well as how we as Christians can be
prepared to face it. Expect to be challenged. yet
insr:red...confronted,yet encouraged .. Tested, yet edified.
/\n excellent resource for Bible studies and sermons.
_;.;� ti

l�

lo./

�
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·.. Either you marry or you die if you are a Christian then
there is no place for you In this cio/··. You will die here alone."
"Women have always been significant in the cause of Christ.
Hearts of Fire thrillingly describes the work of eight women
whose mission continues to be telling the world that He is risen,
and with that resurrection comes love, grace. and forgiveness.

Extr !1ne Devotion
. Are yo4 up for a challencr:? Then open this book and read
jui;t one of the 3Gr; true accounts of men and women·who
totally s.Jld out for ��hr;st. See if it isn't unlike any other
devof nal you·ve over read.
Each story is true. Each story is unforgettable. Each story is
extrerr:e. Each story will change your life.
Take the challenge today and see for yourself.

.

The trial of persecut,on and cruelty that the Wurmbrand
endured is as timely as the day this compelling work was
written. The world over, Christians continue to suffer for their
'faith. Among their number are me·n and women of whose
struggles. we have yet to learn, but of whose travail Richard
wurmbrand has given us a searing. and ultimately fedeerning
vision.
-Gary L. Bauer, Family Research Council.

·,, th i.,:, 11.�

In 1949, when Soviet propag:mda was asserting that
free C�(s!;an ·,.::rship was being tolerated behind the ,ron
CL.rtain, the Communists arrested Pastor Richard Wurmbrand
in Rumania for secret Christian activities.
The Pastor's wife is Sabina Wurmqrand's true story of her
efforts to ger her husband released. her subsequent
imprisonment and, above all, her unceasing efforts to help
build a Christian underground church in re�tricted areas
around the World.

WURMBRAND SER�CJ\\ �t.�t.\
· Mission films
and Massages

Order 'l°"r COfl'f tcdt11f /!I
Visit
web site t1t

°"'

www�J)ens-pefsecution. com

For more information cont.Jct:
VCM N:geria, PMO 21078, lkeja, Lagos , Tel:01-4720530. 08033082342
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VCM Nigeria is calling on Christians aeross the
�Nation to:.
Pray for the next seven years for seven
countries where believers face intense

n.-i:IH'.;;o....

Please join 7 x 7, and be part of a movement of intercessors
who are making a real difference. We will be glad to send you
regular information about these seven counlries by email or call
Tel: 08033082342, 08035023229
E-mail:stephens@skannet.com

------------------------------,

-Charles W. Colson, Prison Fellowship
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Months of solitary confinement, years o
periodic physical torture, constant suffering
from hunger and cold, the anguish of brain
washing and mental cruelty - these are the experiences of a
Romanian pastor during his fourteen years in Communist prisons.
His crime, like that of thousands of others, was his fervent belie
in Jesus Christ and his uncompromising public witness concerning
that faith.
Meeting in homes, in basements, and in woods - sometimes
daring to preach in public on street corners - these faithful souls
persisted in their Christian witness knowing full well the ultimate
cost of their actions.
This is their story - a classic account of courage, tenacious
faith, and unbelievable endurance. This history of the Undergr�und
Church reflects their continuing struggle in many parts of the world
today.
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The trial of persecution and cruelty that the Wurmbrand endured is as
timely as the day this compelling work was written. The world over,
Christians continue to suffer for their faith. Among their number are men
and women of whose struggles we have yet to learn, but of whose travail
Richard Wurmbrand has given us a searing, and ultimately redeeming,
vision.
- Gary L. Bauer, Family Research Council
The written and spoken message of Rev. Wurmbrand is one which needs
to be published and broadcast through every available channel o
communication today We thank God for the eloquent plea and warning
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